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INTRODUCTION

. When an El Paso street gang has a young man ba"Cked up to.the latrine wall
with a knife pointed at his stomach, the last thins expected is that they would
be discussing dcademic discii;line. Yet this true story as told by.pr. Clark
Knowlton of the University of Utah, illustrates the paradoxes of life among the
Spanish-speaking Americans. While poverty, communication problems and. cultural
,differences in thii neighborhood made it difficUlt even to'graduate from high
school, this gang, recognizing the imiportance of education, decided to gather
mmney (by unstated means) and send a miember 9f the gang to college. They picked .

a boy who had not yet,dropped 'out of high school as.tile recipient of this "scholar-
ship". But when he flunked every one of his'classes'the first quarter, the gang
had the little talk described above. They weRt even further to emphasize the
importance of his not bringing shame on the gang. They got him up at 4 a.m. to
study, marched him to class and stood outside the door to march hith to the next
class. After s they took,him io the hideout to study late into the night,
then got him 1:1,!Pt a.m. again. He passed all his classes the second quarter
and subsequently earned a LaTi deswee. Since then several other gang members have
_also earned college degrees.

It is difficult to classiti this gang's behavior with comkop stere.otypes.
Likewise, tihe problems and charqcter of the Spanishspeaking Americans, as
reported in,this symp9sida, do itot fit common stereotypes. .The people reported
here are harrassed by poverty, unemployment (at a normal rate two to three times
the national level), disease, communication bariiers,40ducational barrieis, cult-
ural barriers and beaurocratic barriers. But this is not the story of second
class,citizens struggling with thbfbourgeoisie. The bravery of these people in
our battlefields, their contributions to our culture, their.stability in our
society and their strength conomy demonetrate the' character and dedica-

"fion of first claps citizens. problems with wfilch they are doing battle are
not theirs; they are the problems of the nation, and when the solutions are finally
found, they will be a major contribution to the,world society where minority-ism 1.)

is nearly a univ6rsal phenomenon.)

In this sympcosium. experts ;Ind concerned .citizend from New York-to California
caMe together in an attempt to lay bare tlieproblem and the current attempts at
s4ution (which in some cases might thipsolves be considered part of the problem).
The efforts ofall,the participant's are greatly appreciated, and it is hoped that
this report will also.tend'toward the solutions towIltak these efforts were
dediCated. ,

4
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Ethnic Cohesion Vs. Astiimilation
A Better America? ) ° 111

I.

By Armando Morales, Department
of Psychiatry, .UCLA, author. of .

Ando Sangrando, a Study df Mexican-.
.American Paice Conflict

- The title of my talk is "Ethnic Cohesion vs. Assimilation:. A
Better America?" And the rear questions are, "Is there a breakdown
inTohesiort in.the Spanish-speaking community a&t, it becomes
assimilated? Whlit are some cluesor indicators as to a breakdown
VI cohesion? Is it possible for the Spanish-speaking community to
remain cohesive and yet assimilate?"

a 40 *
,

. Let me define a few6 terms so 'that we won t get into trouble.
I'm going-to use:the terms Chicano, raza, Vanish speaking, Spanish
surname, Mexicen, 'ind Mexican=American idterchangeably. The Spanish
surname in the United Statea numbers almost 11 million. WA found
2 million persbns wibh-Spanish surnames reeently because of a
mistake,ofi the part of the-United States census. I think probably
the Spanish surname population of the U.S. is even beyond 11 million.
But at lea'sb that's what At's at right now. I'd.also like'to define
cohesion. Webster simply definee if as a sticking'together of a'
substancb. MMxitail-gmerican cohesion, therefore, could be defined',

* as Mexican-AmerIcan stitking together. I would also like to define
the term assimilation, and, accotding to the sociologist Bogardis,
assimilationAs the pi-60as by which one group gives up its own

iideology.and culture for the idealogy and culture of another groUp.
A voluntary process is-implied.'

- There is also.implication thdtou will live happily ever after
if yam assimilate. ,Aut is this necessaril;true? Theodore
Roop?velt, in 1919, Vest eiemi4ifies this attitude of assimilation

.

when he satd,' "We shbuld.iisist.that if the immigrant who comes here
in good faith beCames an AMerican and assimilatepihimself to us, he
should be treated on an exact equality with everyone else.. For it
is an outrdie to discriminate against any *such man because.6f creed

Y .

a
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or birthplace or any such origin. But thia is predicated upon the

man's becOming, inoydry fact aa.Ameriban and nothing but an American.

If he tr 4 segregatectwith men of his own origin and .

separa dtfroW, he rest of America then 4e isn't doing his'part as

an Ameafcan. We room for but one language here and that is the

Engli*T,languag.. For we intend to see that the crucible turns dut

*people a's lonericans..4"

Sothlo.measage,is easimilate, give up your langugge, give up

Xour culture, giva:uR your ideology, yipr heritagef become_like'us:

But then 'theritwt114,41ouble.message to etay on your side of town,

go co your own schoOis, do not come to our schools, don't marry our

children, don't vote or runiOlitical candidate4-if you do,,we'll

jerrymander you if we haven't alragdy. Don't take our high-paying

jobs, don't get educated. These'messages are.at times very explicit,

sometimes rry iubtle. B.J. Schrieke in his bank Alien Americana.,

written in. 1936, quotes a prevailing opinion regardIng Plexicans in

Texas.- He.said, "Educating the*Mexi.can is educating him-away from

his job. He learns Figlish and wants to bd a boss. He doesn!t I'

want to grub, somebody has to transplant-onions. It's a bad task.

What would we do if 50 perodht of the Mexican people showed up?

It would take more teachers and school housses. We would not have

enough lumber for school hOuses or enougheteachera in T4as. And'

who wants that?"

*

There are many more barriers to assimilation. Some are very

subtle, such aa the low ,expectation of many teachers regarding

many Mexican-american children. Subtle ways in which-Spanish being

spoken is discouraged. 'Making fun of'the accent on the part of

Mexican-American children.) When you are learning English and you

cen only speak in Spanish, you begid to not pronounce words co*ectly.

'For example, a small Mexican-American child might say shurch ins ad

of church and shair instead of chair. I'm reminded ore little

story in east Los.Angeles where the teacher was asking the chi dren

to stand up snd talk about their experiences over the weekend. The

Aneo children wer able to stand up and talk abdht their experiences

of having gone to the mountains, ylsiting Disneyland, and go forth.

Carlitos, sitting in the back of the room, became very anxious.- He

wanted to tell whera he had gone. Then thateacher called on

Carlitos and Carlitos didn't, want to stahd up. He just shrugged Wis

shoulders and stid no, he didn't want to say anything. The teacher

concluded that here wA another example Of an'other Mexicau*meriamo-

child being iiassive, inarticulate, not expressing himself. But

what Carlltos wanted to say, aud he was a little bit ashamed of

saying shurch and shapir,.9.waa that the night before, he had had a

wonderful time. He went to the -Movies with his family. The movie.

that he paw was "Chitty F litty Bang Bang."

Some other aubile barriers to'liss niletion pertain to culturally

biased invalid.IQ teats. They resul txrfive Mexican-American

children lier.thbusand being labeled Or ,11.y sretarded as compared

to thirteen Anglo children per thousand 'being labeled as mentally

.retarded. I was one of 'those victims when I was iethe-school'aystem

in east Los Angeles. I had an IQ of 49. 'They labeled me as a bright

moron. That's the truth.

1
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-*Anothor sulatle :wig .that MexibanAmetican Children are turned*:
-'awa311 fibm assimilaXion at least in the ,educatjon aiea, pixtainsptm

-Metic4-American children' are encouragOd to elite* the
104106,t441 arts .arZtra latey%force4 ma to enter-the industrial arts,
area. I ;was i,'rery good III woodshop. This is what thy made me make-,
in east L.A. VI .the .&-7, grade. It'S ii.aleeping Mexlcp by a cactus ,*

with: a 'log of winea.4' I got ark A pi' this project. gut it's a 'very
'powerful diesaage. -It enters-the' preconicioUs .of the Mexicah-American
gbild. :. He b4gifie to think thit' this is 11 ka is prepared for in.
society--to sleep, drink, and be _passive. The'llesisage ia also
.picked uNiby soaieiy and societr.begins to expedt'this of the Maxicallt:
*American add in spme'msys it becomes a self7fulfil1.ing,prophecy. .

e #

' .Allother lianier in thf education of !Mexican-American, eitildteic
pertain& to corporal -piaishmenp. This isk .widesprad practie 'in !

-:the state of 'California. And I ,think.you'will 'find th, same practice
in 'many ;Mdlxican-American sdhools throughout

. the Southwest ; Anit When
iou, begin "to- tat* aboUt4the ,emotional-mentsi bealah impaict: that
cOrporia --punishment has iipon the. per.ion 9 it 'la extyemely 'devastating. .

In other.' wilAdsc% the cSild begine to feel 'that hp len't any good And
it becomes .11'very'diplcult piocess 4for the child to try to lekrn
from an authority'figure that is hating lam. He begins to reject
everything from that authority figure, the. teacher. 411"education-,,,
is an incorporating prdpess and if he is angiy at the teacher, he
is not going to be Able to incorporate knowledge.

The
.

outcome of all these barriers is that 40, 50, -or 60 percent.
6f all 'IxicanAmerican children never complete high schLol.

The stereotypes and barriers regaiding Mexrcan-Americans, such
as drinking, also can be seen in the law enforcement 'area. For
example, in 014, Wilson McQuinn, a top adminiskrator in Los Angels,

- said, "The excessive use of liquor is the Mexican's greatest moral
problem:: With few exceptions, both men and wamen use liquor to
excess. Their general' moeal conditions are bad when judged by the
prevailing standards. It seems just,-,however, 'to say that Mexicans
are unmoral rather than immoral since they lack' a congepti6 of morals
^as understood in this country. Their housing conditions are bad,
crime is prevalent ,* and their morals are a menace to our civilization.
They are illiterate, ignorant ' inefficient, and. have fey' firm
religious beliefs." They were described as a child race': So wheh
you have these kinds of attitudes being held by the dominant society,
these ittitudes are also absorbed by the law enforcement agency.
And law enforcement agencies, by and largir, are complOsed of .persons
of the 'majority group.

I'd like to share with you a 'pattern of arrests, as it pertaine
to drunk and drunk driving arrests in the east L.A. community vs.
another white middle-clgss community in L.A. The two populations
are practically identical. In thaMexican-American community, tilt
poliulation is 259,000 in the east' L.A. area as opposed to 260,000
in the west valley area of L.A. That's the San Fernando 4area. The
ethnic background' of the Mexican-American community is about 70 percent
Mexican descent and the west valley community is 95 percent white,

I1
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noia-Spanish Burnie . .-The median incomtrinh eant.L.A. is `$.5,600 per

year and iU the vast valley tommuniqf it 's $8,4,06.per year.' The
.nuinberof alcoholics peK,...buidre.d!thoU4an0 in:the Mexican-American
1 community is 8,143.and in the middee klaes#Anilo communitY?.8,143.
The number of.drunk and. dfUnk7driving, afreits per.month in the I

.Mexicatv,American bomminiity ig 9-067.6 vs..1,552 in the Ang .community.'

nuMber of.Oolice agencies in tyd,*Lican-American c ity is

three: tke California Highway P:stroil, state.agenEy;.the Sheriff's
Department, a coUittY agency.; and-the DePartment, is city

agency. In the Angld tosIMunity, there iejust one law enforcement ,

agency:- .ths L.A. Police Departmetit.% Total ninsher'of °film's in
the Mexican-American cOmmdhity:, 375, 8sopposi4 to 151 in the 6ther

,community. The iotel number ,of officeks,per square.mile in the
Mexican-American community ii 13.5 vs. 3.5 in the Aigln community.
The major crime rite ratio of)opulation-fs 4'..% Percent in e

Mexican-AmerIcan coMmuniekys. 4:8:perceit in the Anglo. do unity.

So you have practilairy ideritical rptaiticins, identicalsnumber'of
al.coholitifeper hunared.thousand population, but a 9 to,1 ratio in
drnnk and drunk driiving arfesfs in tile Mexican-American community.
The reason you haVe sq cany.arrests in flite.MeMiCan-iAmerican cominnity
is the presence of so many mörpolice.to observe-drinking txpes of
behavior. This is referred to in the lep enforcemelp literature
as police-invoked order maintenande. This means that in the
process of police maintaring order, they Invoke a certain kind
of arrest. For example, a uffeti 6ffense ind arrest is a police
invoked order, offense of ar est: Murder, burglary, these ire not
policeInvoked,..types of oTf ses in thaf the police arrive at the

scene after the criue h kcommitted. But-in a police-invoked
order maintendnce type police officer that is
initiating the contact. .

k

There ar e many mental health implications of t)lis particular

dynamic, It's discriminatory, but it's C'omplete1y legal. And the
mental hea2th implications ate,-of`those'9,600 people being arrested
for those offenses in the Mexican-American community, tliey are mostly

. Mexican-American fathers between ths kges of 35 and 45.. Most of
them,have 4 or 5 children per family andwhen father'is arrested
and place4 in jail, it begins to disrupt the fam3ly. It begins to
affect"the economic situation'of the family.. Me(father finds it.
difficult to raise money for bail. The children begin to
deteriorate in perfmance in sctiool.

Overall, What, we3 see going on in the Mexican-American community
in east L.A. is prdbably-happening im.most Mexican-American
communities. The practice is indirectly affecting 40, 50, or 60,001
people in the east L.A. community. And thie also leads to a
breakdown in family cohesion and in .neighborhood cohesion.

In 190, in'the east L.A..comMunity, thousands of Mexican-
American students became very frustrated in the educational system
and marched out offschool. They wanted to.improVe education. They

were tired of 50 to 60 percent of them dropping out.of school.

There'was an increase in political awareness. Crime s,tarted going

down in the ttexican-American community. Gangs stopped fighting

1 4
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each other. 'rimy devel.oped in-Organization called the Brown Berets.
. On "August 29,1970, over' twenty thoUsand Mexican-Americans protegted

in East L.A. against,the VietnAmC.Wirla Their chief dbmplaint WAS
that, even though they were 1 perceramof.the Oopulation of the United
States, they Constituted ovei 25 percent of those hei*killea in
Vietnam. The demonstration was clOsely observed by the L.A. Police
Department' and the Sheriff's Department, and at a raliy,at a park '

in East L.A%, the policeicharged thousinds and thousands of Mexican-
American persons, and this was the riot.in which,Buben Salazar, the
4.;.A. Times neWspaper rhorter,'was Itille.4. When the police charged;
the crowd dispersed, some ieople became. immobilized; smile people'
ran-away, some people became very4agry and fought the pollee, same

'people became veri angry' and projedied their angeF.onto Whittier,
Boulevard where they started a riot. Meilcan-Americans felt that -

the police had averreacted, had triggered the riot, so Meiican-
Amertcans asked for an investigation into'the whole situation. But
ti.County Grand ItTury refused to inveWtighte the problem, the Federal*
Grand Jury refused, the U.S. Attorney.General refused, and thi
Commission of Civil Sights refused Xo'investigate that problem. The

_Congress of the Mexican-Americp Community, which was comprised,then
of 350 organizations, came to, SA and they said they were aware of
the fact that I had been doing a lot of research on Mexican-Americ

. police relations probleMs. They asked me to do an investigation
of the problem,, which I did.

$

Uion the completion of the manuscript, we tried toget it .

. published. It went to 18 dthereht'publishers and they all rejected
it for publication. They said it was too contraVarsial, too .

powerful, indigestible for the Anglo reader. Too scholariy, too
unscholarly, too large for a pamphlet, too small for a book awl so
forth. After trying for over.a-yeai to get it published, I had to
go to my Mexican-Amefican family andwe ended up getting it
published. And that's the book called Ando Sangrando, a Study of

. Ai A

10xican-Amtelcan Police conflict.'

East.Los Apgeles had-a total. df eight riots during the period
of 1970 and 1971h Much like Watts spearheaded Black community riots
durihg the 1960's, East L.A. spearhiladed Mexican-AMerican riots
throughout the whole Southwest. In my study, I found that some of
these riots that started in east L.A. were quite'spontaneous.. Some
of the riots were caused by an overreadkion on the part of the law
enforcement:

On that matter of overreaction, I'd" like to share with you a
little bit of policy'regarding the use of deadly force as it
pertains to hanhling riots and urban disorder. The AL the
Department of Justice, and,the U.S. Army havd certain kinds of
pOlicies that prohibit the use of Aeadly force. The FBI riot control
manual states, "The 1;asic rule when applying force,is to use only
the vinimui force necessary to effectively,control the situation.
Unwarrafited application of force will incite.the mob to further
vicilence, as well as kindle ee4s of resentment for poliCe that, in
turn; could cause a riot to occur." And this is very much the
situation that tappened in the East L.A. community that was related



to the'numerous riots.that we have there. I'd like to share with^
lrou a couple of experiences- iuthe use ordeadly forcewith white:
protesters'and Mexican-Aterican protesterst The first-Ancident%
ltappened On June 23, 196 9 at the Centuty Plaza in los...Angeles.

There was an annt-war deMonstration. The .presideT!t at that time

was'Ptesidept Johnson.' There were 15,000 predominantly white
. middle-class demonstrafomp demonstrating.against the Vietnam War:
There was a confrontation between-the L.A. Police Eepartment and
the.demonstrators. The L.A. Police Department_declared that the
ptesident's life was in'diAger and orderea the crowd to disperse.
The.crowd.refuses to disperse, And there was a confrdntatiqn, the
trisult beiln that four pOticeipen were injured and 178.of the whifi
middle-clasg.demonstrators were injured. Of thdse inured, four

.

were hopOitalized. .of the poliee, none were hospitalized. But in"
that confrontation, there.vas not one shot that was iired. In

May, 1971, there was another anti-war demondtration in Wohington,
D.C.,'and 12,000 predominantly white demonstrators were arrested
and.incarcerated. And they in turn,-had injured'34 police officers.
,rn that violent confrontation, there vas not one shot that was -

Sire4. I don't*have ally facts as to how many of the white
demoiastrators were inldred. We can go to the August, .1968, Chicago
Eemocratic National Convention. 'The information.contained in the
Wa1k6r Report points.out that there was a lerge demdnstration
there 'and that there was ad intense confrontation betimen the
-white demonstratora and law enforcement, the result being that
425 demonstrators were injured--of these, 101 were hospitalized.
The demonStrators were injured primarily, by three methods: police

batons, tear gas-, and mace. In turn, the white demonstrators
inSured 192 policemen--of these, 49 were hospitalized. The poltce
were injuted by rocks, bricks, sticks, emptmoand filled eans, bags,
of urine, golf balls with nails and pins, knives, pieces of wood .

and/or shoes with pieces of elbedded razors, acid, datt guns,
and Molotov cocktails. These white demonstrators caused damagla to
81 police vehicles; and overall, they caused $1 million damage in
that community. And in that violent confrontation, 192 police were
injured, and of those 49 that were hospitalized, not one shot was
fired. Then we go to east L.A..on January 31, 1971. Ten thousand
Mexican-Americans were dem&tstrating against.police brutality, and
St the termination of th event, 5,700 Mexican-Americans marched
'toward the business seCtion of Whittier Boulevard in East L.A. and
ibegan breaking windows,"looting, and setting fires. Total damage

/that they caused was $200,000. There was e confrontation with
sheriPf's delties on Whittier Boplevard, the result being that 11
sheriff's dep ties were injured with not one of them being
hemitalized. In turn,"the sheriff's deputies opened fire on the
Mexican-Americans. They began.shooting them with .38 caliber
guns, shotguns, and rifles, the result being that 35 Mexican- ,

.Americans were shot and of .these,' one died.

The point I'm trying to make is that there is a double standard
in the use of deadrY- force. The only exception to this is the Kent -

State situatichithat happened a few years ago. And this brought

-out tremendoud outfage, and this, like I said, was the

exception. lite excessive use of desdly force creates more problems,

t
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and becomes'counterproductive aid actually feeds the fire. During
the.time.that there were eight riots in L.A., there was,a lot-of
Me'xican-Americau,cohesion. there was no ,gang fightih, and there-
were zero holicides during this 1970-71-period amo#g gang youth:
Ntne months following all the East.L.A. riots, there were 33 gang
killings in the harripa. So this was an indicator in the bifeakdOwn
in tH6 group co*Elioi and Mexican-American cohesion. The frustration
and.t6 anger,now wits directed toward one anothe*. Thingsvwere noio-
bak to normal. Adtually, thitigs are,getting worse today.

A

There is an4her itidicator ip the Mexicmn-Aberickn community,. .

another indicator in the breakdown of,cohesion, and thee is the'
fact, that shicide is beginiing to increase in the MexicaniAmericaa -

community. The twice). Anglo suicide #rofile-is usually a person.'
55 or over, and uguallY 'a lonely, depressed indtvidual.' IwiontSast.o..-

- the Mexican-,Amerkan suicidal victim is two out of.ihrdit times a'
- Mexican-American Male as compared to a female, apd many times, more
-often,than,not, 4 married.Maxican-Amrican Male:. _And among the
Mexican-Americanyfemeles committing suicide,.-50 percent-'are marrie0.
and 50 percent are single. Their primary reason for suicide is
depression. There are many theories as fo why Mexican-Americans
are beginning to kill themselves. Paxp of the theories are that
there is a Iot of frustration, a' lot of' depression caused by "in
assimilation process that is going on. This happens mhen one
begins to lose much of hls culture, his heritage, his cohesiveness
as he begins, to assimilate into the modern society. So what's .

the answer for the Mexican-American? Must we have riots as a way
of reducing suicide and homicide? Or is asaimilation the answer?
Must the Mexican-Anierican abandon his culture, his language, his
heritage? 'I would say.fto. I would say that the Mexican-American
should not abandon his culture, his customs, his he#tage, his
values, or hia close family ties. He should retain them. And I
think that it is possible to go up op the socio-economic ladder,'
and still retain their culture. There were other groups that

t

1

were,able. to do this. Case in point! 'the Jewi4h group in America,
and also the Mormon group in America. But the Black, the Mexican-
Americant and the native American will.have a much harder time in
doing thii'because we look different. Hopefully, attitudes art
changing, but it seems that things are actually getting worse, 1,,

recently heard that the income gap between'men and women continues
to increaseand also the income gap between minorities and whites
continues to increase. But I feel good alout this kind of a
conference because it means that many people of different ethnic.
groups are getting together-trying to.at least lo'ok at this problem.
And gerhaps this is a neW beginning that welre trying to make. I

-believe that BYU IS in a very strategic' position to try to do
something.about this preiblem. I would like to say that we should-
not be forced tO assimilate;iit is un*-American to force everyone
to be the same. It is American to allow everyone to be different.

17
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e Mena and. the Chicano'tause
k By. Or lezndo Rivera, Educational
'Psychology, University of Utah;
Member of the National Counseling
Adbisory Comittee, Department of
Labor, Manpower Ackinistration

II

e j

In dills worla, we have different Worlds and I, for ope, belong
to moie tgan One world. And- it's kind.of pained methraughout.my
life to.observe two, worlds so far apart in sobe-senses. -On the.

one-hand, I'm a Chicano and on the other hand, I'm a Moxmon. And
then I perceive that the Chicanos feel sometimes strangely about
Mormons.- And when I ealk with Mormons; I-think that they mispercdive
the Chicano. -So I don't know, what to. saywhether. Ilm a. Chicano .
Mormon or Ec.MQrmon Chicano. But anyway, all I can,d6..for a few.

minutes today is to.share myself with you. Now, I think-Glorid
Widger did a real good job last night.on televiaion of 4efit4ng
what a Chicano is. You know, if I had defined the Chicano,..or if
Epifanio or Caelas or someone else had defined the Chicano, someone
tight have said, "I told you so--they're a bunch of rebellious "A

rascals." But when a beautiful youu lady ltke.Gloria says,
a Chicano," well, you knaw it must le somdthing good. I've heird
different people try to explainrwhat'A Chicano is, but first of.all,
I think all Chicanos perceive themselves Oi grdilt lovers. ,So we're

.all Dan Juana. And giametimes, as Don duans, we,have to show our.
machismo. But we're more than Don Juana. I wail talking with-Tomas
Riverayou knowvith a name like.that, he's got to be a really
'good author. He was telling me' labOut El Cordovez.- All Chidanos
still reteMber the old days, so.we're all'iither bullfighters dr
aspiring bullfightera. And so weiall have a Aittle bit of
Cordovez in'us. But, you know, that's what gives us.a purpose in
life as Chicanos.

To have a purpose in life, you have to have a cause. So we .

find ourselNies in the ardda. You donPt always have to have a bull

to have an arena. And so, sometimes as Chicanos, we find ourselves

9
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in che arena Esf.edutation, seeking better'educational opportunities
for Chicanitod.a lie went them to succeed and to evolve to their
full potential. And it ieally gaddens us to eft- if,they,don't.

- And sometimes we find ourselves in the arena of law enforcement.
Yesterday, we were talking with people lige Chief Jones in Salt
Lake City; another miracle happsped. Here um have a Chicano talking

-,to an FBI guy bete at this confrrence. That's allothekr miracle. tI
almost wanted to go see what wqnt 6ft. And we're in other irenas.

JAs're interested in the health of our people'. It just goal
beyond ma to understand,how good medical. practice cam take-'plece
when do.gtors can't-speak to our-people. I can't forgft tbe`k.gee
of a little,ladymho was wasted away to the. gpint that heie huipind
had to carry her to the-car to take her to- the, hoepital. And
every time she went to -the hospital, they would tell her iipthing
was wiong Yith her,,to go homp.and take her medicine. Finally
hia my wifal go with her to the hospital, and again, the intern
said, "Co home and stick to your.diet." So ey wife.cooked_for
her and it' went right through. So tthen ye got*back to the hospital
and finally found a doctor chat would care. In a cduple of weeks
she came out healthy had/she's still asliire today.

So *as piicanos, whether ii.-c,t`Oss *us time--t*me away from our,
family or from our job--or whether fM get criticized or even have
our jobs threatened, we have to stick with thest causes. Somehow,
these causes are what make life worthwhile for us: We have g
reasou for being and a reason for living and I think that's whet-
s Fhicano means.

THE CHICANO DON QUIXOTE IN THE ARENA

But you know, we really get serious aboufi sometimes old
so ilitOry has given us, aa Chicanos, someone else to think about,
and I Chink about this all the time when l' go out with Carlos
EsqUeda. The other day-Carlos Esqueda said, "Hey, we got a call,
and tipse people were in 'an accident and they wait to ibe hospItal
and aley didn't treat them and they're home suffering. We have to

,go after that hospital. Why didn't they treat them? Why didU't
they keep them overnight?" We thought it ulas the University

brhospital,-,but it turned. out to be the Holy Cross Hospital.- So here
we go, marching down to the Holy Cross Hospital awl .knock on the
administrator's office and a little Oster finally lot usja and
said, "What do you want?" and we.told her what we wanted. -She ;

was very Calm and patient and she kind of denied that that 41A the
situation. Trying to emphasize the case, we kept bringing Up ezam-ples,
and Mario Helendez said, "What do you want us to do? Do you want
'us to send oux people to a Mormon hospital.?" At that, the little .

sislter took heart. We'djdi't have the-wrong information; we had
th0 right information. 'The pedple perceived that they hadn't been
takem care,ot, but they dida't understand that the doctor foudd
dut that the); didn't have a medical problem. Well, we left that
beSpital with our tail kind of between our legs and that little
siiter really won out in that case. So every time I go,out, sometimes

tfiink I'm a Don Qdixote. And we're striking at windmills and once

10
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in awh ile we get knocked off bk our horse.. And then we can't 'get
up off the ground,becaUst tke armor is too heaVy. Sd ypu know we

have a little'bit of that in us, 'and we hav,p to take these things
in their proper peispective. If yetdidnIt,..we waule.observe what
is called canamnsia, fatigue, or you get burned out, you're'tired,
or you Witharaw from the cauie.

I ,

But are dan't-withdraw from the cauSe becputse we have too great .441k

-of models, 'And-the models are.our pare#ts and'our grandparents...
Our models are .p6ople like the farm worters. The farm worgefs
have struggled and sadrikcedto =lie a better life Tot themselves..
And they won.; They wan contracts-with the grape grOwers aia the'

r

i
4

lettuce growers. 'then after ,theys won theix contracts', then's.

new
s

battle came ng,Aeciuqe their contracts'were being.taken ..,.

gway by the teims .who4tow.want that Imoney. And yet, they-donte .

.
.

:4 get tired, they clop t. give Uil the cause, they'll perSist, antl,,, .

'they'll continue tR persisE:- So though we may feel tited or that

P
sometim

1
es we're in causes that aren't all that just, we have te

, ,

' persist is long as-any individual in this world is sufferini, or .

.as long as 'any individual irothis world is not given the respect' :

or the Opportunity that they need. BUt I think this, then, iS the
kind of cause that all of us would want to identgy with. And'the
strength doesn't come from any one of us nor doee it come from our
credentials or from our knowledge--it comes from our roots, fram .

. the community, froin the people. And' if We can keep that perspective,

then we'll always be okay. .

,

insmenvE nicim TWO WORLDSTUE CUICANO MORMON

Being a person from two worlds, I'll first try-to describe,
my feelings about the Chicano world and then I'll follow up with
my perspective of the Mormon world.

1
As a Chicano, I'll have to very honestly. say to you here today,

that never that I can.recall have I ever been put down for being

a Mymon. Chicanos are very tolerant, Chicanos are very honest,
and(Chicanos keep you hdnest. So as a Mormon, all Chicanos have
expected-of me is to be a Mormon. And'they know what my standards

are supposed to be and they hold me to that. When I see Chicano-
Mormons that don't hold to their standards, I don't trist them

because\eey're not really themselves. Chicanos'have been very

gracious with Mer When-I go to Chicanos' homes,,they party pretty
good, but they always have something for myself or my wife to
drink that is not alcoholic.. When I .takethemto my home, they
understand that we in our home don't smoke and so they .don't imoke

either. Ttey respect my home, which means a lot to me because
it's important to my family. So in all thest cases I feel that; a

Chicano respects a 'person for being a Mormon, or being a Methodist,

or Catholic, or whatever.

I think sometimes,ompd this bothers me, that we haven't exposed

Mormonism td Chicanos veil well. And as a consequence, among
Chicanos, I observe misperceptions of what Mormons are or what the
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Mormon,Church stands for.. And occtsionally I'm sddened to se;
these misconceptions. I feel thatit would be such p g t world
if we could overcome these misperseptions by having things like
this symposium that Would bring the two worlds togetherJv having
mutual exppsure and experiences.that would help.people uAderstand
that each has somdthing to strive for.

ilf

CHICANOS AiR CHOSEN PEOPLE A MORMON BELIEF

On the7other. hand, see de same thingfC.happenidg -when: I.liVe
in thp Mormon world, I feerthet, Mormons ought to let everYbody
know all 9f the thingti they believe, .And One ofithe things,that
Mormons Selieve is the ionc4pt that we:as Chicands.might-Aell the.
Oncept of la Raza. . Mormons halie'a different

. cali us Laman4ew. -, But whats,this means is that NOrmons believe in.
,. the Book of **ton. An4-that'a why-theY're'called'MOrmoOs. .But

they befadve that.the Book-of AArmon is a history'of oui peOpla and'
that qm don-Chidano MOrion's joo is to 4ing us that history of

.

..the Book-of Afarnm,; ..And when we finally Have ateefii0.# and
understood it and enough of'us have accepted it,.-then we'is Lamanites

have the tesponaibility oUgoverning theChUrch. So what..
Mormone believe is that the Chicano or la gentad# la.Razetor the
Lamanites, as they put it',,are.,the chosen people.'' The chosen
people Of the IioUve of Israel...Andso with thia:kind of pe;ception,
Mormons have a unique position with'regard to us.-

.. .

THE MORMON CHICANO RELATIONSHIP-1HE PROGRESS
,

Great things ate done by.MorMona. for our.people.1 If you went.4b
.

to Mexico City, you would see a'ichOol system Which is,one of.the*

if

best schOol syStems ireAll'of,Mexic otsponiored.by.theMormon Church.
It is given great recognition iher . All the ray from elementary
school through college.' And-the me exists'ilk Central America and
Chile and other places. And great, beautiful'things are happening
there. But as'a Chicano Mormon, I keep complainidg, "Hey, don't ,

look beyond us, we're.:,here in your backyard. "We're here ih 4on,
we're here in UtAh and yoti don't eves kwow we're here: And while
the Church does great .things in Mexidb, dori't7you know that there
are60,000 of us right.here?"

Well, I think that conferences like this may be some kind of
a beginning, a beginning of some, kind of activfty that gives these
kinds of intents some visibility, the visibility that is necessary
to overcome samb of the perceptions that may be negative.

THE MORMON CHICANO RELATIONHIP THE PROBLEM

And at,the same time, though I ton't think .it's a position of
'the Church, I do see individual Mormons who behave in suCh:,.ways 'that
are.Very shameful to me in regard to Chicanos, . Quite ofteri'

individuals.do things that are Aetrimental to our people, the Chicanos.



And sotehow, I wbuld hope that these things-can begin to be corrected,

that it be known that the Church' itself will: :ICA tolerate such

.behavior. I'cOuld _give you a Iot of eidmples *id I think that my
Chicano frienda could,give,even better ones. For instanceland I
think you.can maylpe recognize this kind,pf an example,,a Chicanito
is in schpol and the Cher'perceives.him As being disiuptive.

i'a
She'll think, "tater 11, you're A Mexicail and .don't Aiou know that

a Mexican ip a Leman te and a Lamanite is liqgposed to be disruptf.ve'.

until someday you'll inherit the eirth."% That is 'very.bad, ..

Or when we seek positiona. I remeMber whenLuisl*dina,Was here
We were seeking a position of tke .Saat Lake'Sehobl Beak& All the

candidatee get up and gave the*.qualifications. :they didn't say,

I had graduated from,theydriiersity. of Utah and had specialized In
Elementary' Education or Something like that.7 .0ne Said that I live.

on ,CapitoA Hill and I'm second counselor to.the Stake President.

Next, one got up and said, "I live so and go and a member of .

the bishopric of such and such a ward." Those were the qualifications.

And you know we alWays talk about the separation of Church.and State.'
So Luis Medina got 4.and said, "I'm on the NatiOnal CounCir for
the Archbishop." But he didn't get,the positioh.

I guess what I'm saying is that we have-good people in two

worlds. And I've never'seen two groups of people who are so
strongly identified with the group in which they belong. Mormons.

. aren't hesitant to express the fact that they are Mormons. To

them, ihey call this a testimony. And thiy build upon it. As

,
Gloria said last night, a-Chicano is someone who has found his

identity and he's-proud to call himself a C4icano because that

impliks th it's,someone who cares. Well, Chicanos don't feel

that the re qualifyidg themselves for their citizenship.by calling

themselve Chicanos. Ar

THE ASSMILATION GAME

'I have talked to people At different levels and most 'of the'
t,ime I get this answer, and this is the kind of answer I find in
the literature--we expet that if people ceme from other countries,
thatdif they pame here, they'll learn English because, after all,
that's the langUage spoken here. 1Well, as Chicanos, we doe't feel_
that way anymore. And I think that almost any of us who really

are Chfcanospknow why. Aed one of the reasons why is that we've,
p1ayed that assimilation game. I was talking to Armando last
night and he said, "I've tried hard at that assimilatioA game, and
it didn't work." So did I. I came fram southern Colofado and I
went to an Anglo ward most of my life there. I think that I tried

so hard that I re4ly Compromised myself in'the sense' that, you

1now;41 was something less for having.done so. And now that I'm

an old man, I guess,Ilm a little more self-actualized and I don't

care so much what peoPle think any mere. And now '1 can say that I

want tbe myself. And so I'm not going around tratando de quedar
bien. m net trying to please everybody anymore. I really want
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to,do whit I feel makes Ise feel good. And if that 'means associating
wtth my own people' then that"s what accept. And I think that
we're past, as Armaliao -said, trying, to fulfill those -needs for
affiliation; and whekeas, before-we tried to fulfill our affiliation
needs by being nice guys, by being'clowns, puppets, and whae have
yon, now we're trying tat fit in, by ,bsing part of allatever America
is iletre part of Ame;ricathât's a reality. We're trying to make
ttat recognized. And so rim we're willing to say nit if you don't
,let us be part of your institution, lie'11 have to do something
gbout it. Like the person said on'the tele,Vision last nightwe'll
ramp and well Stomp and wet,ll, sing And ."(We'll molest the secretaries
at the State Board of ErlOcation). Yes,' we want to be part of America.,
but. we want to 4be part a Ainerica is we are anil like_one of our
sayings sart, "I' no le pe.aiinos a naais- nada." Well, to summarize,'
I think that we have.two worlds and these two wdrlds tiave come
together here today. 'And I hope thnt this isn't the'end of. such
an endeavor, but oily the beginning.

,
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11 lie ChicanoThalienge
,

By Ciark Kn6witok,
University of Utah

4

Sociology.,

I'd like to mention briefly some of pie highlights, of my
involvement with the Chicano and the Chicano movement.' .

CHICANOS-COURAGEOUS CITIZENS
4 When I was drafted into the Army gaud found myself in the

infantry over in France in combat, I can recall haw scared was

is the artillery was coming in. And I remember that there were,
several Chidano aeldiers who were in the same company that I was

in. Ana I remember the,strength:lahe courage, the support, that
they gaVe the group qf us" who were scared to death. And how

literally they lead us'through somelvery difficult situations. And

I remember the elipmendous respect that I developed for the Chicano-

people- in general ! as exemplified'hy these Mexican-American soldiers,

same,..of whom 4.1.4m't survive and who didn't come home.

Oe

TUITION AND FOOD

I remember aXso when I Caught in New Mexico' at New Mexico.

Highlands University that .I was teaching ,a.class "in sociology and

I remember a student feinted in one of my classes. I thought he'd

;had a heart attack and went rushing around to gpt an ambulance. We

got him.to a hospital and the doctor called me aside and said that

this fellow had fainted because of malnutrition. I found out later

that hp had come frod a little-village in northern New Mexico and .

by the timt that,he had paid his tuition and bought his,books tha

he didn't have enough money for food. And coming frami:very pour'

family his parent4 were unable'to send him any. I remember that

much of our time in the years that I taught, a group of us were'

devoted to try and scrounge scholarship money from a,very reluctant

.,
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tu1tion4 so that lar r4hubberei of these kid* could gb to r 4

ge
iversitfir4.;remember) difficulties.that werkaped. -And:i

,how onei ime 024`univers pr-esident told'us thAt ifthey don*t
have enough maney.toph' their thition and:books; they Vouldsl't

. be here at all,.. .Fortun tery at that sçtl things have-chan ed.
--Mut it took.considerable Conflict be4e thingsichal,lg

.. ".
,

'

DESPERATION k , r _.)41,
4 .ka . ' .. /

I reeall,:enother expeiTh4cqpf spending one whole hight on a..
f.

Mouptainside surrounded:by aFmed HOxican4AmericiiinO, Chicanos'who
were discussing the possibIti.ties'of gherilia warfare in 'northern
New Mexico. I recall the tremehdous relief when,:das dawn came on
they declaed igainst it, andAhe possibility of endingta 'very
difficult situatiCrn in northern New Mexico.becgme brighter., 'But
this is a situatipn that was caused by,the,fact that these people

-had'reached a point of desperatidh.. Theylelt that they had been
:vrobbed of their itanby'Anglo-Aziericani. They bad'gone.to one'
government .agenly after another trying to find semeone;who Would
listen Co theinfinTbleMS.Mliti wohld he1.0.1flem out

impossible.ecenomic situation, andno one listened. They went-
.

..to the State government, and ehe.doors Of the state agincy vete,
closed'to them'. They weat to.their senatori-and their congressmeni
and they sac) closed their doors, even though same of them were
Chicanos themselves. They went to the federal government and
they found that no one would.pay heed to them: So4'in dtter .

. desperation Chey tuoted to what in'essence,Was a very minor episede
of violenee which was bloWt up inzo something that it wapanot.
And the possibilities of violence ilfortunately are."ilr there..

#.
A.

A,
%
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STREET-GANG SCHOLARSHIP

r

-

.*
And I recall another/night in southern El Paso in the largest'

Mexican-American slums in the U.S. where you have,over 20,000
peopl3e crowded into One square mile, ilihere the pet capita income
is less than $2,000 per year,- an Aea which was being destroyed by
drug addiction, by gang warfare nc by poverty. I remember one
night talking wilh.a group of the.Chicano leaders-(among wham was
Adelvado Delgado whacsome of you may know, a poet, a man for whom
I have the utmost admiration). I remember talking with, this group
of gang leaders.about what could be done to try to resolve;some,,
.of.the problems faced by the young people in this terrible neighbOr-
hood. I -recall fhe fact that these gang leaders emphasized education,
and SO we helped them to develop'an educational program. Andj,: .

remember one, of the leaderik, well, setae of-you may know him so I
'won't mention him, but among the gangs there was one called The
Order of the Royal,Knights and another called The Charm, a very
charming gang it fous. The Road Blockers, Canal Kingsr, Seven
Eleven and. O.K. 9; these were some of the gangs that were represented. a-
One of'the gangs decided to raise scholarship mondy for the boys and

4,
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girls,of South El Paso,' and they did. And these gangs devoted .

theirtime to raising scholirship money and I'm not sure'they didn't

blackmail every. merchant in the arda. But.they-did raise/thousands

oUdollars and how they did it I'll never know. And I Was always

I- scared to ask the tecniques they might have used. But I reeall

that each gang Aided that' they would plip.k one of their members

and try to set him through oollege. And Ito this gang picked a-boy--

one of the few that was Making it thrOugh sdhool. Aud this'
1/4

boy graduated-fram high school ancthe proMptly got a gantscholarship

to the University of Teicas at gl Paso. Welli"the first seeste0.'

that he waS there .he flunkedabsolutely..- He got 125 hours-otstraieht

.F'1 I don't. know many people who haVe a record like that. .Thete.

wasn't anythi4but '"F"' on that report card. Weil., the gang called

.a.hurried cousultation'and they asked me to intercede wit7h the 'dean

to see that he would,not be'expellid and thin they proceeded to
iN

e

talk to/raie-boy about the need not to bring shame on the gang. "And

I can recall that the1,ba4ed him up against A! latrine wall*in one

. of the tenants, and wr pulled out a knife and pre:seed ie toward

his stomach and proceeded to enlighten-him.about the need to do

better in school.' And the,next morning they took hiM up and

registered him for 1Thours--itot 15--but 18 hours. When school .

started fihey got him up at four. o'clock in the morning and he studied

until time to go to school. They'marched to school with him. -

Smae of them'stood outsit-de_his olassroom to make sure that he

attendd class. They hired a tutor for him. Then they.umrEhed

him right bzIck again to the tenant apartmentf they-didn't allow

him to go.home. They took him down to the gang hide-out, if you.

which is a tunnel in the banks of.the RIO Grande River

overlooking Mexico (used for many,Aurposes):.'Ana they made him.

study from about o'clock until midnight.' Then they got him up

again at-4:30 the next morning. Well, at the.end-of that semester

that boy had' a B- average. I've neier forgottlin that gang and

the tremendous belief_they had in the value of education. I'm

hot sure what this could teach us about 'edutational psychology

but certainly the techniques they used were effective. And this

boy is now a lawyer in El Paso and many other members of that gaug

have also g8ile to the Univeraity, too.

DIVERSITY OF PROBLEMS

As I relate these experiences to you,, there is one thing that

I want you to realize., Mexicaft-Americans,-Chicanos, are tremenipusly,

diyerse people. Ofte of the major mistakes that Anglo-Americans

make is assuming that they're all alike. The'problems vary area

by area. There are same problems of poverty, discrimination, etc.

that are silmilar but honetheless there are unique problems. And

the programs thaf may work in bne,state or in one communIty may not

necessarily work in others. BY that I mean that a program developed

in San Antonio will not necissarily have success at the University

of Utah or BYU.or in the schools in this area. We need programs

developed by locai, people fhat are focused on local problems.

//
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. The MexicanrAmericans in 1958 were called the silent minority,.
recalrvery vividly attending a meeting in Las Vegas whenipome of-'

the Kennedys were present; trying to develop a viva-Kennedy-Elub .

in that area, and how some of the leaders said, "Yod can'x rouse the
Chicano. They're"not interested in politics. They're apathetip.
No one can create a viable Chicano political movement." :Of course
the KennedysJdid just thib usiag Chicano leaders. In those days
the Silent ma-Mority ended'forever.'

Wetto,often Aasociate the Mexican-American With the Aouthwe
They are no longer a regional minority, they are a national min*
Since 1940 Mexican-Americans have spread into almost every state
this Ithion. They are found throughout the U.S. And if we tend to
associate them uniquely with ihe Southwest We Ara overlooking a very
large.ghicano minority that have-developed in Oregon and Washington,

,in Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebrasketjangas, Mistouri,
Alabama, Mississippi, Florida; New York, Fennsylvedia, Vest Virginia,
and elsewhere.- They ire a national ,minority. 1310i,are nd'ionger a

40 rural people.
I

Today they are an urban peopl(i. And they are facing*all the
koblems that poor people moving into urban areas have faced. They
are also moving into the mainstream of American society in ever-
increasingiaumbers. Too often we tend to associate_Mexican-Americans
with a poor unskille4 worker. As you see Up here, that is-a very
grossaid. There arg more and more Mexican-Americans becoming
,lawyers, doctors:school teachers, businesamen, bankers and
govprnors, senators, and congressmen. They're beginning to Move
inte all areas of American society, and are beginning to play an
iempiirtant part .

THE WORLD-WIDE PROBLFAI OF A-DIVERSE SOCIETY

And they,pose an interesting question I think to ,us as a people.
"Is it possible for se society to become bicultural; to become- -

bilingual?" And I'm not thinking only of Spanish, I'm thinking of
Navajo, Sioux, Ute, and I'm thinking of French, of Ge.rman,.of
Italian, of Yidd'ish, pf.ofher languages existing in our country that
continue to exist. 'Is it possible to create esociety in Which
people who wish to preserve many aspectA of their own culture can I/

participate fully in the mainstream of those societies or not? Ofie

of the major questions facing the world (and every large nation is-,
.faced by it) is the question of race, culture, and langugie. And'
no large society has solved the problem. England has it, with the
Welch, the Scottish, and the Blacks that moved into England. France
has it. Italy has it. kussia has it in an untold, tremendously
complicated way. India may well fall apart over its inabilities to
'solve its problems of language and culture. I think that we are in.

Oa
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a better position because of certain American values tc; ao it. And

if wp can do it, then we ean-create a society that can becomeothe

leader im the world in this respect. We can create a model which

the rest of the world can folloti--how people of diverse racial,

ethnic and cultural backgrounds.can live-together in harmony and

self respect. But there's no guarantee that we mill, either.

Our past history is not very good in this respect. There are

very,derk and bloody pages in itt, as you know,. Pages that we are

ashamed of'and have cause to be ashamed of. And so it remains for

every one of us to decide what part we play as Americans. Are we

going to deMand that before we acc4t a person into our society.

and our, company, thai he must be a carbon copy of us? Or are'we,

going to grant him the right if he ip loyal and accepts the duties

of American citizenship, to speak whatever language he wishes, to

4fve however he desires, to belong to whatever church fit would like

to and to maintain whatever cultural values that are important to

him. If we can do this then the future is bright.- But if, We

cannot do it, then I'm afraid that those it'd/dents that took.place

in. northern New Mexico in 1966 and 1967 and that also took place in

East.Los Angeles in the late" 1960's and early 1970's may be

repeated. .

.

' In Uta me have cause,to be proud of the Chicano leadership.

rthink that because of men like qtrlos, men like Orlando, and a.

:large number bf,other men like Ricardo,Barbero and others tliat we

should honor,that Utah is'in a better position than many states to

,resolve its problems, because the quality of Utah's Chicano leaders

is indeed high. I know of Very few states that are as, fortunate

in the quality of Chicado leadersy.p as we' are in this state. Weo

should honor them and respect them and we should listen to Chem,

because they have very much to.say us. .And 1 hope that the BYV

can become a center of Chicano studies. And that it can set an

example for other universities. It-has soue unique quelities,._
certain unique advantages, not the least to say interms of
financing, not being dependant on the whims of-atete legislatres.

I hopcthat,it can -d-evefop prograA of Chicano Seddies that not

onliesta train say the average BYU goodents, but Oan'Also train

future-Mormon leaders. ,So the Mormon lpaders that $0'opt a, this

institution, future Bishopsi Stake Presidents', Apostle's,'who-are

working in the Southwest can indeed relate the Chursh,to the '

Mexican-American people in an,effective lpve'and fiiendship. And

I certainly hope.that BYU can do,this and again I'd,like to thank.

Sid Shreeve for the oplportunity of being here with you.

I
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The Power of Education Vs
The Power of Government

7
By Dan-in L'Oetaes.,presidelt of
Bleigham Young 1/hiversiti4

.

As I have.atudied the activities in which you have been involved
since Coining in' this symposium, I have been very pleased to see the

quality if pretientations.and also the subjects of presentations!--,,
'particularly-pleased aevI realize that same of the finest entertainient
on this campus Was made available to you last evening. ...ted rhope

and truat that thUs- far with this entertainment and the .quality of

presentation's and the minds that have been energized on this subject,
you have been haviig a great time. , We hope,that %hit is the case.

It's a tardy welcome from me'to,welcome you to the campus, but I
do assure you of our concern apd pleasure that you are here. .

It''N'es been reflecting on the cammittment elat we have to Spanish-
speaking peoples on this campue and did a,quick calculation that
persuades -me that one in ten of the faculty and students on this

campus speaks Spaniel. These are a combination of our foreiga
Students -who come to us from Central:and South Americas the Mexican-
.American students wha come. to us from the' various states in the
Union, and returned missionaries Who have,lived abroadin Spanish-

speaking countries. But all in allthereare about 2,000 people
on this campus, according to my.calculatioa, who speak Spanish,

and they're inAkelldepartments of the University among .the studentbody

aad the faculty. And I think that makes it*all the more appropriate
that out effOrt in this area be.an intef-departmental effort uniting.

many disciplines and people of many apademic pertuaaions.

The effort ia which, you are involved here ie an important

'eff9rt. It's an effort in.which all Americans shall& be interested.

We have so much remaining.to be done to assure even-handed. reatment

otour government, to assure equal employment opportunitie and to.



increase the cultural aWaretess and aPpreciation that each of us
has for the minoritiesan our midst, whatever the nature of the
minority--whether.it's ajanguage Minority,,a nationality minority
a cultural minority, a racial minority-there are many different
ways of classifying minorities. We. even .have a sexual minority
in the United Ststes--it's men. But whateVer the minority, and I
don't speak particularly for the latter one, we need to have
greater cUltural awareeess'and greater awareness and appreciation
for the diversity of our country which.is the,geniuspf it's
strength.

. I think I had my.most Vivid .introduction to the need of that:
apprecia%A.on when I was a lay clerk td Chief JUstice Earl Warren,
I think all of us recognizehether we agree or disagree yith
his decisions and his leaderahip, that this-was an.American that

.was as responsible as any man in our'time for making usloore-aware
of the plight of minorities. And-lie:performed, from hialopsition
as Chief:Justice of theN.8., a sreat teaChing function. I came
under his influence for a period Of a year, and I'm:very grateful
for that.. I remember as a young lawyer going downto,Savannah,'
Georgia--this was in 1958 or 1959-=having'a responsibili4, pf

.

conducting some complicated litigation in that, city. I-was in and'
out of the,courthouse frequently', and; oKday as I was waiting to
meet someone on the first floor of the Courthouse, I wandered over
to a corner Of the courthouse away from the stairs where I ha4
been ascending to the.court rooms on' the second floor and this yas
eve corner where the county clerk or county treasurer Collected
real estate taxes. There wereidur windows to Collect real estate,
taxes, and I'd seen windows beforeyith the alphakbetical designation,
You've all seen them sometime--A-M goes.to one window and N-Z goes
to another. Btit there in that-courthouse, this representatio f

the law that we live under,'it said,. "A-M white," "A-M colored
"14-2 white," and "N-Z. colored." That was 1958 in Chatham County,
Georgia. We had discrimination in the paymentNof real estates
taxes. I gileSs that came to me as as gredt a shock as anything that,
I have encountered in government in my adult life. And I guess that
image will always remain with me as kind of significant of how far
we ha*e to go--not just to erase the illegal discriminations at the
hands of government of which that is a part, but to efase the kind
of barriers that we have in our souls and our hearts that separate
us one from another because of our differences.

4.

We have much to be done; on my part I have much greater faith
in'educational efforts of the kind in which we are involved here thah
I have in coercive effort6 of the government. Though law is my.
profession, I have a profound and I 4ink a life-long skepticism
about what can be accomplished by compulsory means. Occasionally
we have to use tilem and th'ey do have a teaching function, as I will
say in a' lecture I'm going to give in about a week on this campus..
The law has a teaching function; it's sometimes'more effective at
teaching than it is at compelling. But in the long run I think a.
teaching effort by people of goodidwill--by leaders--holds greater
promise fqr accomplishing the_ends we wish to accomplish in employment,
love, appreciation, learning, and in the actions of,government.

,7
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Utaleq Ettolis With Chicano Pi4thlein8

By Governor Calvin ROmpton of Utah

THE P3OBLEM

You know, I knew very little about minority.problems; whether

they be the problems of the Black or the problems of the-Spanish-

speaking bef6re I had become governor. I had grown up in a fairly

small town where there were no Blacks at all and hardly any Spanish-

speaking people. My'law practice had been confined vary largely to
,corporate law where my exposure to problems of the minority was at

a minimum. And so my education in this field has had to come fast
and sometimes painfully over the last nine years thai I have been

governor. I .have attempted tql, learn, and any ad:Stakes that I have

made have been mistakes from lack of knowledge and lack of judgment

and npt from lack of desire to untrstand problems and to attempt
to approach, at least, a solution.

I learned one thing very quickly about minority grchips, whether

it be Spanish-speaking or whether it be Blacks, and that is that the

groups are not monolithic. That is, you can't say this person is a
'Black, this person is a Chicano, therefore, he has all the same'
problems as any other member of_that minority group. Because that

isn't true. If.you attempt toAfelieve that, then you get whipsawed
between the various groups and ydu soon would become confused and

discouraged.' So the first thing tbet"I had to learn is that there

are varying points of view Within the minority groups. And it is

absolutely necessary that you consider all points of view. I think
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that without attempting twover-simplify, howefer, that'im probably
\-7

could classify in generfl classifications.the Omeralfbackground-of
egle Spanish-speaking ir Sin Utah; in three very general categories.

,

The first category, la told perhaps even the:aargest
nmmber, are descendants of e Spanish pioneers. Theie people can

N

often trace their family her eto such noblemen as Captain Garcia
Lopez de Cadenas, who led an itlon into the southern part of
our state -in 1540; or to the Sp 'fatba's who came into the
southern part of this state 200 yta tago. It was only,the w,ealthy,
-tttled or Church-sponsOred, and th4r, companiond, that could afford'
to embark on such expensive'afiventties"as exploring the New World.

.. .

As a result, we have many of their desdehdanta throughout this area.
And many who are'of this Spanish-speaking-,group can trace their
ancestry that,far back to 'these early Ooneers who came in long
before the Mormon pioneers or even the tgratain man who came into
this territory of Utah. N,

N.

The next largest sub-group of Spanish-sfigaking Utahns are the
Mexican-Americans. These are the hard-working'idaigraatsfand
offspring of immigrants that crossed the border tothe United States
seeking a better life, higher standard of liviiii, :and, in some cases,
to escape persecytion.

The smallest,sub-group of Spanish-speakifig Utahns are those
that call themselves 'Latinos." These are also the deacendants of
Spanish pioneers, but they have Come to our country by i7a)4. of the
Cent al and South American countries. Inte n ly enoughall

t I4)ti
lit officers at the present time of Ihe panis -speaking
6rielni tion commonly called SOCIO here in Utahlkounty are fra0 ,

South'America.

From all theie groups, the contemporary'term-"Chicano".hAp
surfaced as ileans of identity for thcise who are involved in the
movement to awaken the Consciousnessof our sodiety'to $panish-
speaking people'S problems and their needs.

Nonetheless, Spanish-speaking people, like other minorities,
have traditibnally tended to stay together for marriage, recrfation,
cultural identity and so on, and have, therefore, intended to
remain Spanish-speaking. This, obviously, is a severe handicap in
a country where government, education, wori, news and reCfiiition

A are entirely oTiented tethe English language. It is particularly
critical in the area ofeducation, Where if you don't understand
spoken gnglish, it is almost impossible to 'learn to read or _write
it, either.

GOVERNMENT EFFORTS

In an ekfort to help solve this critical 4!rob1em, we in Utah
have made a move toward bilingual and -bicutural education, beginning
with day-care centerS for migrant pre-schoolers,. and working our way
up through the high schools. There is a grant application curottntly



pending that would fund extended bilingual, bicultural education in
the five.school districts in thE StstPsmost heavily populated with
Spanish-speaking students. It would.be A significant start in an .

effort to help the Smnish-apeaking.help'themselves if these Programs.
were Successful.

I'm going -through ;It number of things here that we are doing tm
this state in regard to the Spanish-speaking problem. -But let me
assure you that I relatethft not with a sense of satisfaction of
an indication of the feeling-that we have actomplished the soluttma,'

. but.only as an indication of concern'and the fact that we'are
bekinning. I hope to approach the solution of a problem so, forgive
me if some of the things that I relate here miy seem trivial in
light of the overall problem that wejrve to faitce and that we have
to solve.

6 AffirmativeActionemplOyment r

We also have an Affirmative Actifih Employment Program in Utah
State,Governmeot. After several studies indicated that there were
some'serious deficiencies in the W.ring procedures of. our state .

departments, agendies and institutions, we set out to correct those.
problems. Orlando Rivera, who just came in azainute ago aed4s
listed as one of the participants in this symposiUm, has recently
been named to the State MErit Council. This council oversees job
descriptions, pay.scales and'hiring procedures-for Statd:Mexit
System employees. We have also recently created and.filled the
position of Equal Opportunity officer in our State. Perla Department,
who also is 4 SpaniSh-snrnamed.individual, Jack. Quint na, Even

' though we did not set aut.to hire a Chicano foithisposition, I
think it is entirely appropriate that the position was filled by a
Spanish-speaking person. I feel-this way becayse, is Dr. Whard
Ulibarri pointed out in the Slimmer 1972 issueldf Utah Riatdirioaj
.quarterly, Chicanos form the largest minority group in Utah. They
number at least-40,000 persons and perhaps even 60,00 because it's
often difficult to,identify because of Anglosizing of man& or for
other reasons, but at leastithey form 3.5% of our,population and
perhaps near 5% of the population.

We have also created and filled within the last, few.weeks, the
position of Equal.Opportunity Offrcer in the State HighwaY Department--
the second largest department in State Government. This new employee
is named Bill Randal but dont.t lit the name fool you, he comes

. from fine Spanish fa4iily in Colorado.

Our anti-discri ination division, headed by Manuel Vigil, has
been in operation for ,several years now, with a rather small
appropriation from the legislature. 'Each year I've tried to increase
the division's budget to compensate for inflatima, increased case
load, and so on, but each year I've been trimMed back. I might say
that I'm acutely aware of the fact that this state organization is
not doing the job as well as I would like to see it done. This is
not "a question of the comPetency'of the people that are concerned
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. or their degire r.their energy: ilt's just a matter Of lack of
funds and lat.k o personnel. With the number of investigators that
we have in the Equal OpportunitY Division, we have absolutely no
capacity.to go out andmiak independent imvestigations, but are
entirely limited to the .itvestigation of complaint cases. And
again,.I an fully aware thatlmagy\Of the cases that nee4 immediate
action never come.to the.office.by way Of complaint simply because
ihe people will not complain. 'But I wtuAd urge yoUthat.ktow,
peopletUat have complaints to make, to have them cqme into the
'offide Aid register at least, because ,only in.lhis.way'with pur .

limited staff are we able to, undertake an adequate investigation.

Ombudsman

And so there would be a direct channel of communications from
the Spanish-speaking community to mi office, I recently set 'up the
position of Spanish-Speaking bmbudsman. I hired Gilbert Ramirez,
realizing that the state sets an example for local governments to
follow and that the state has jurisdiction over a majority of
agencies and programs with which the Spanish-speaking are concerned.
I don't know whether Gil is here or not but if, he is, I'd like you
to get to know him because Gil is one of my principle aids in.this
field.

. Governor's polky advisory council on Spanish-speaking affairs

We have also created 'a GovenOr's Policy Advisory Council 1:on
Spatish-Speakitg Affairs. We. carefully selected the members to
make the council representative of all segmants.of Utah's Spanish-
speaking community. Judging by the number of inquiries shout the
Council we have received from other states, we are stepping out in

;la direction that apparently answers a need not onIy,in, Utah, but it
other states as well. I might say that in cholising_the membership
of this council I have_ncit acted on my own. I have taken redammendat
from all organized groups offSpatish-speakitg people within the state.
Then I fIrst began.meeting with this (group, bece4se I had to other
organized group with.which to meet% I mat regularly with the Board
of Directors of SOCIO. But ail say, you quickly realize that you

'i get a cross section of 4inion from meeting with ote'group.
th the help of SOCIO we eiPanded tiv. group in an attept to get

a broad a cross 4ettion of the 6anish-speaking community as we
coUld fihd as this advisori*-gouncil.

I Meet with this group of eleven on a monthly basis, and they
1;ring me grieianceS and complaints pertaining to all state opeiations
and employees. _Obviously, anyone.could do this--that is, bring in
complaiflts--but a very important contribution the council also makes
is recommending waysto alleviate and solve those problems in state
agencies,'departmenfs ihd institutions.' I am pleased to report that
this group has become an effective spokesman and sout4ing board for
the Spanish-tspeaking community in Utah. And, fortunately, the
communication is two-way. The members of this committee have been
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instrumental in explaining decisions, policies,
that occur in state government tO their people,
and misunderstandings betweei;my office an4 the
held to a -minimum.

and circumstances
so that misconceptions
comkunity =pi* be

Representation in law enforcement

In the area of law enfoiceipent, the State has tried to set.an
example by hiring a Spanishspeaking person in the DANtaion of
Corrections. Mr. Al Garcia is a contact for Spanish,-spesking
Americans IAD run afoul of the law. He can identify with their
special problems invaving the law enforceMetit and correCtions
procesd and can help them to understand and adapt to it. In addition
to being a parole officer, he is an overalltrouble shooter in this
ddlicate area of state gdvernment relating and reacting to its
people.

I have also appointed a Spanish-speaking Utahn to.sit on our
Board of Correctibins. She is Estella Cordova, who *I believe lives:
in- this-communitr -of Provo. She can influence the development of

:.policy and provide a differdnt point:of view from what has
traditionallx,been represented on this board that frequently
interacts with Chicanos.

County Oilcan° Ombudstian

4UtaWs Law EnforegMent Planning Agency has also approved a
grant to pay the salary of a Chicano OMbudsman to wOrk with the
Tooele City Police and Tooele.Sheriff's offices. This will
hopefully prevent andther ugly situation, sudh,as oc6urred
summer, from recurring. .The la4 enforcement.planning People are
also considering funding similar projects for Ogden and Layton.

Chicane lawyers and law students

There are now nine Spanish-speaking students enrolled in the
^University of Utah Law School, and a program is underway to.recruit
.more. And I am sure that in Dr. Lee's law school here at the BYU
there are a number of Chicanos that are enrolled and I think that
this is particularly significant because I believe there is not a
single Spanish-speaking lawyer practicing in.the state right now.
If I'm wrong I'd like to be so informed. And the fact that we
have this large a number in the law schtml at one time is very
eAcouraging and it is-my hope thatrwa substantial ,number of them will
stay and practice in this state, although I'm aware that quite' a
number in the University of Utah Law School, at least have been
admitted from other states. We also.have at thb, University of.Utah

Law School the first.Spadish-speaking profesSar. Professor
Benjamin Maya 14Pec1.alizes in I4*and psychology, and will,definitely

.be a person Spanish-speaking siiidents can identify with.



Cultural awaraueu trainhig

We have a number of Utah Highway Patrol Troopers that are
Spanish-speaking, oIA- with 14 years seniority. Highway Patrol
officers Niers also involved in a Pilot Ptoject over the last, year
and I'd like to say a little about that pilot project and depart
from my prepared text. This is a project in cultural awareness and
sensitiyity. We began it about a year and a half ago--two years
ago--,with the seaes of pilot projects. The students in the class
that we foirst selected, an0 I think that there were some 30 of
them, were iembers of the Highway Patrol. And our objective was
to-carry out about'a 20 hrrs course dealing with the culturt,'the
heritar, and the traditions, of the Spanish-speaking peoples. We
went through that first,course and it was a little bit of a fiasco,
frankly. The first course ran about two and a half months. And
sometimes I had tb twist a few arms to compel attendance there. But
at the conclusion of this first course, I asked that'each Highway
Patrolman,thac had been in the course write a critique:of the course /
and the suggestions for improvement of future cdurses. I asked
that they not sign them, that-they not be read by the supervisors
until-I had read them, and that they turn them into me and allow me
to read them first to see what the complaints were. The complaints
were almost identical. First was that there was too much rellitition.
That was easily corrected. The second thing was that the,einstructors
by their initial approach created a mood of confrontation rather than
a mood of cooperation.

In preparing for the' second, course, the group preparing it,
went over these critiques and the second course, also involving
highway patrolmen, was muchmore successful. In the third-pilot
project we.had also Black culture and traditions. I asked the
legislature that net a year ago last January.to make an appropriation
of $50,000.for the current fiscal year--the year we're now in--to.
carry this program along, hoping that we Would beable tb put 500
of our law enfordement officers and our social workers-through.this
program. It was successful enough in, its first year that.thit
legislature agai in a recent session appropriated another $50,000
for the fidcal yea which -begins. July 1st.

Now I've been asked by Some of the legislators that question
the effectiveness 9f this program, "What do you hope to do by-this?
Do you think that in a 20 hour course you can take a person who may
have a latent prejudice within him and make him understand fully
and make _him lose.all of,his prejudice?" I have to admit that you
can't do that. The one thing that I would like to achieve more than
anything else gut ofthis is just iutual respect and understanding
on the part of some of the Anglos that work in 'state government in
connection with-minorities that the minorites,, be they Black,, be
they Spanish-Americani do-have a hfstory and a .tradition, and a
culture, that is just as much a source of pride to them as any person,
whatever their natiftal derivationAnctI believe that we are 'having
some success.. It-is much too early td determine. But very much I
want to have.this program continue..
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I want to havd everyOne in lai.enforcement, I vat everyone
wiarle, I want my first line-and secondline supervisqrs,

all to take this course an4 I hopd that wi.hin the neit year ft-will
be required fora teacher's certificate 1 theState Board of Education
or by thoSe school: districps that have bstantial minority
populations in them. I think me often have our young teachers caMe
to the clasdroom after having finished their academic work and
having received their'teacher's certificate, totally unaware and
unCapable of dealing with a situation in a classroom where you have
large groups of minority stndents along with the ordinary grOups of
Anglo students. And so T am very, -0ery hopeful that we will-be-able
to keep this program under the direction of the Board of Higher
Education as a continuing program ta'this state, the reeponsibility-
being divided among the institutions. I thinkprobab* just Weber
and the University of.Utah ire 'lbw involved, but-I-understand that
Utah State wauld like to became involved in the program; also:.

Health and medical services

In-the area of gealth and medical services, the State has
worked hard to implement Title 19 of the Medicaid Act which provides
funds for medical services to law-income and indigent families,

many of wham are'Spanish-speaking. More specifically along, those

lines, the State of Utah has budgeted $75,000 to the Migrant
Hospitalization Program, almost all of wich will go to the benefit
of Spanish-speakiig Americans.

Our Department el'Community Affairs funneled a one million
dollar grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity to the Adella
Corporation, an equity funding corporation, 1,/hiCh is locally run,
wholly owned and operated by Chicanos. There is also a refunding

grant application nowbeing considered that would give this worthy

organization another million dollars of working .capital. / might say

that we'ie having some trouble with that refunding grant because
the total &aunt for the-country at large has been cut down. But

I have authorized Bill Bruhn to go with the Adella officers to go
to Washington next week to see if we can't keep our grant tor the

Adella Corporation at the same level it was lAst year. Those-of

you who may not be,acquainted with the Adella Corporationit
amounts to a smail_business adminlstration fromminority small

,business. It's.been in operation fora year and I think with
definitely good results.

We.have also had a very pleasant atd warm relationship with the
-Utah Migrant Council. We have done:all we can to see that they have

had the, advice they hav needed, and have always been anxidous to
work with them and further their aims in aiding the migrants that
come to Utah.

Also in the health care field, we are encouraging local necruitment
d train ng of Spanish-speaking medical doctors. There are now 15

Sp peaking students enrolled at,the University of Utah Medical

School. And, I am also proud to announce, we will get our first
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practicing Spanish-speaking M.D. This m4n will be at the Tanner
Clinic in Layton. I would like.to personailx thank Dr. Noel Tanner
for his efforts in this regard. Once agaiU;-"When%you speak of
beginnings, that is a very, very modest beginning:Car one doctor--
one Chicano doctor with a population in this state Of 40,000. But
you have to begin.

Other Mitanos tux councils ,

In addition, there are now ChicanoS serving, or have recently
. serv d, On the.School Textbook Commission, the. State-Manpower Council,

the mfly Services.Board, the Compreitinsive. Health Planning Advisory
.Board, and the Web6.State College InstitutiOnal Council, among.
others.

SUMMARY

I've tried to outline today same of the things we are attempting
to do in state goverment to "Pool information fram all quarters on
the needs and challenges of the Spanish-speaking Americans" in Utah.
If that sounds familigr, it should. It is the-first of the purposes
and objectives; that are listed as the hasp for this symposium. And,
in effect, through the various programs, loeople and groups I have
'mentioned, we in Utah state government are-attempting to conduct a
day-to-day symposium of sorts of our own.

. Again I. want to compliment those.who have organized,this
symposium. Again I want to emphasize that the fact that.I have
made a ke'Cital here of a number qf small steps doefi not indicate a
satisfaction, but it is merely ifitended to indicate on my part to
you a' concern an0 a desire and a willingness to cooperate and
communicate in au effort to'better the conditions of all of obr
minorities in this state, because I believe that anly by bettering
the conditions of all minority groups, as President Oaks has pointed
out that all of us in.-some regard belong to some minority group cr
anotheronly in that way can we raise the living standards and the
All being of the whole of our people.. Thank you very mu6h.
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'Historical Analysis oiTerms

4*

Ciark Knowlton, Sociology,
University of Utah

go!.
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want yon to recall that when the first Anglos came into the
Southwest-and.confronted the fillet' SpapiehMexidans or whatever,
that etich:one represented idFaa, prejudices and values, that had
been.harided dawn from a colonizing power. That is,Sliain and ,

England had eonfrOnted'eaeh other for hundreds. of 'Tears in Europe
and also in theNew'World. Even when thereiges peace.in Europe,
there waseatill:war in the Cartibean between the Spanish troups
government offiCials'and Thglish pirates and. sea rulers. So that
.each (we Viewed the others through what could'be called lenses of
hostility thatWent kack hundreds of years.; Then,wten the Americans
complered: the Southest, there were 'Only two terms that were used
on down through.to the 19th century. .0ne was Mexican, with all
the derrogatery means of saying.it such as. 'Nee and so on.
"Mexican" was used by-Anglo-Americans to .refer to the Spanish-atieaking
people'of the Southwest The Anglos Were not willing to grant them
equality de citiFenship And they competed with the Mexican-Americans,
or Mexicans,:for control. On the other side, the:Anglos were called
Americanos, alsp gringo, and a lot pf derrogatory names. And on .

that, side-it meant an unwillingness .to-oecupy a subordinate poSition
to the 'Anglo-Americans on the land that their ancestors had settled.
rwavt -you tti recall that,the history of the Southwest-is a bloody
history, indeed, in Which Spanish-speaking, Engliish-speaking and Indians
have fought each ether-far control of'resources and for political
control of the-area. It was not until almost the end of the century
that other terM's came into existence.

Now northern New Mexico and southerneolorado were isolatpd from
other Spanish-sPeaking groups, and in the 1880's another term, the
Spanish-American; came into existence. It began among the upper-class
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Spanish-speaking peogie whit, were very much aware that tha incoming
Texans,had very derrogatory feelings and prejudices towards those
whom they called Mexicans.

Also at this time there were quite a few poor people who smre
coming across the borders from Mexico to work in the minas and
railroads in New Mexico so that in New Mexico and southern Colorado
the term "Spamish-speaking" came into existence. Even today, many

*of the peasant people of the north, whO would develop considerable
hostility towards you yere you to call them Maxicansior Mexican-
Americias, when there are no AngIos around to hear, when they are
talking among themselves, they still call themqelves theMaxican
people.

Elsewhere in the Southwest the term "Spanish-American" became,
a-nicey-nice term connoting the oulture-rating and assimilating
Mexioan,American. This term develoied because everybody "knew"
that the common Mexican was lazy, he liked to sit beside a cactus--
everyone knew the Mexicans had no smibition. So what was au Anglo

to do with a Mexican-American who was'a landowner, a prominent
politician, banker, or businessman, and there,Kere many like tOet
all through the'Southwest history, What were they to call these

people? ObViously.they couldn't be Mixican; it must ,tkerefere be

the Spanish heritage. So they became "Spanish.Amer4ans" and you
had another put-down'of the word "Marietta."

Elsewhere ,in Oe Southwest another term develoPed--"Latin
American" that also referred to the middle.-class guy who was.making
it inthe Anglo society. An'Anglo-Americao.Preaident of the Chamb

Of ComMerce *couldn't say, our "Mexican-Amarican".or "Chicanas
businessmen', but it was alrigheto say "Latin American" businissmen.

Somehow by not using the word Mexican.it.seemecito imply that these

people were acceptable.

Around World War II, the terM.Mexican-American.wmsicaming into
use among soldiers of Mexican and Maxican-Ameri4n origin who tame
back after haVing met each other in the Apu camps and forged an

identity 9n the field of battle and in the training'cdmps. And so'
.this term began to 'spread rapidly Around:the Southwest in the 1940's
and 1950's, but it clid not make any impression in New.Mexico except
in the south and it began to encroach upon the use of the terms

Spanish!-American, An0 Latin American.

Naw the Ward Chicano has been in use aliound the SoUthwest for

I guess a century, but it was a derrogatory term and it meant the

poor person, the peon, the poor man who had no skills, the unskilled

worker, often-timef an 'agricultural worker--sameone who was looked

down upon by both the Anglo-American and the middle-class Mexican-

Akerican. So the term Chicano had the meaning of someone without
culture, without ambition, aomeone whose morals were questionable,
Who was illiterate, and someone you would not want your boy or girl

to marry. 'Wehad a very heavy Mexican migration into the United States

from 1900 on, and the term then began to spread throUghout the Southwest,

tive people brought it with them. And then as the sons and daughters

'oh
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and grandchildren of these:people began:to move up into the high
.

sdhools and the colleges', they brought the term Chican6'with .them.
Sensing that-it had been used to'type them ia a derrogatory
they turned it around and made it into-a term of affirmation,as
waelone. with the term Yankee. NOW'reMeMber that the:American
coloniats: yere called Yankees in a sense of derigion,'a pat,down
term used'by .the British soldiers and troopg during the American
Revolution 'and before. And the term Yankee had.a very bad
.connotation. Vali the American colonists, in search:of a term
Oat would give 'them identlity, one that, they could use agitinstr

'the British, developed the teri, Yankee.
,
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Label Acceptance

By. Ted Lyon, Spanish and Portuguese,
-Brigham Young University

er

In San Antonio the term "Chicano" WAS used as early as 1926.
It is not a term that was recently invented or defined by anyonap.

Although I came from a rural town, the term "Chicano" never had a
perjurative sense--we were the Chicanada who went up north. When

we got to Iowa, we always looked for,the Chicanada of Iowa, or
Chicanada of Mason City, dr Minneapolis. So it waa not a

perjurativAerm. Now in San Antonio I find that the Mexican-
American ethnic block'itself is a very divergeht group., You find

some people in San Antonio right now.who are middle Uass or
upper-middle class who.say, "No, the term Chicano is a perjuratfve

term; we don't need And:you find other dhicanos who are
Alupper-aaddle class who'vould say, "It *ekes no difference.to me;

I've known who I've been all the time." We have to speak of
enclaves when we talk about the Mexican-American culture in the

Southwest. In the 20's the majority of the people in Mexico that
_caumLto the United States fleeing the revolution came to San

Antonio. And so when they came to San Antonio they were fulI of
this nationalistic fervor of being Wxicano. They were a people,

and they brought a very strong ideal of Mex4anidad. And this still

exists very strongly7in San Antonio. The University
of Texas at Austin made a survey in San Antonio asking the people,
"It you have to be classified as an ethnic group, what do you

want to be classified as?" And 65 percent of the people said

. Mexicana', I am Mexican. 35 percent said Mexican-American, and 5

percent said Chicano. Now the ones who were saying Mexicana, were

asked, "Would you object to being called Chicano?" "Well, no,

because I know that I'm Mexicana so it doesn't matter." And it

seemed like the 35 percent Mexican-American said, "Well, no, I'm

a Mexican-American, I'm not a'Chicano and I'm not a Prexicanb." So

again you see the divergence. When you ga to New Mexico, it's a

different thing. I don't think that you can really classify.
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I Am Chicano-- A Defipitiai

By Gloria Ramire; Widger, a graduate
student at Bright= Young University.

So many of us don't know what i Chicano is.- Our fteling
about the Chicano is that we're-more than MexieannAmeriEams
because we're'not citizens of Mexico, If we tell people, "I'm
Mexican," they say, "Fine, what state in Mexico are you from?".
If we say, "Were Americans," they say, "Can you be more
4specific, American what?" Nationally speaking, I am an American,
but if you want to be specific, I'm a Chicano which mamma:

First, -my heritage is from Mexico. MY grandparents came
from Mexico,'they did not come from Brazil or Peru or Spain.

Secondly, I have Indian blood-fif you don't
you're mit Chicano because that's what a,Chicailo
blood and he has Spanish blood from the Mexicans

Thirdly, you. feel Chicano, you identify with Chicano. Spatiah
music-46es something for you, you enjoy it, you take pride inthe
chicano accomplishments and their joys and their triumphs because
they're your joys and triumphs: A Spanish surname does not mean
much in identifying a Chicano. my name is_Widgerlrwhich I got from
my husband, and I'm a lot more Chicano than a lot40f Ramitezes will

itéver be. So name doesn't have that mall-to do with identifying a
Chicano'. If you don't feel Chicano, you're not Chicano. There
are a lot of peop,le with Spanish surnames thatmeet every qualificatiods
but they don't feel Chiano. If you don't feel Chicano, you're dot.

Fourth, the fact that yOu are a. Chicano, growing up in an Anglo
neighborhOod adds something to your personality. One of -my
girlfriends said to 71328, "Gloria, the way / see it, you're not a

havO Indiad blood
is. He bas Iadian
from Mexico. ,
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Chicano unleis you have a complex." And I. said, "t think youlce

right." If I don't have a comple:4 ILm not a Chicano because a
Chicano grows up with racial discrimination.

Fifth, even though4 Chicano is accustomed to living part
of the time in an Anglo culture, he's also accustomed to living
part of the tine in his own Chicano-culture. When I cane here,
my Chfcano cultilre was taken away from ne and I was 100 percent in
an Anglo cultureand samething wasmissing. Yet, if you take
away the Anglo culture framime, you take away part of my Chicanoiam,
too. I've got to have troth cultures, because a Chicano is
accustomed to living in and expecting both.
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Cultural Aspects pf
Paces Minority Relations

;

*
By Bernardo Ortis de Jfiontellanp,

Director of ChiCanq Studies,
University of Utah'

CLASH WITI3 THB POLICE AS A SUBCULTURE

,

1

'Armando's book, Ando Sangrando, emphasizes that the:Chicanos
had a particuIar'problem with the palite. What I'd:like to. emphasize
on my side is that it's .not just Chicanos, but it happens to .blacks
and other people. The problem is not,somuch With the Chicanos but
witk,the police. Ws not really our problem, but their problem.
.1 think what is happening viten someone, encounters mingrities and :
dissidents in. general is a clash of two different cultures. You,

can think 9f subcultures and organizations in terms,of p-ieir concept
of risk of order--what kind 'of diaorder will a subculture of an
organization allow before they think something is in danger of
happening. For instance; you can take' an organization.such as the
university in terms of diversity of life style, of opidions, of
hair, dress; wtatever is tolerated ahd seen As normal and not as
'threatening would be different in this university from the University
of' Utah, and'the University of Utah 'from Berkeley1 which would
have what we tall a high risk-conception of order..

And I consideri the police as a minority subculture with its
oum unique characteristics. I would likesto a couple of these
characteristics.

First, in dm police subculture, because of the nature pf the
job," the men are.trained to'regatd,anything that is slightly.,
irregular or out df order as suspicious and as a potential threat.
They pick up visual &les to which they respond as they-move'
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tilrOughout the.cdMmunityi they would like, iheU,,c..o minimize-the
eMbiguities of judging these cues by taking the last restrictive
definition to what-is potentially disrupting.

Secondly, the police profession has an intense feeling of
danger, which to some.extent is valid and to fome extent is,invalid.:
'But they have the perception of it, and when we're talking about
relationships between-minorities and police, one of the things you

.

have to keep in mind is that the mutuarperceptions of the Police
toward the minorities and the minorities toward the Police are
just as important as the'fatts of the,situation. Perception den
affect behaVior just as much as any objective fact. flats, if the_

police perceive that they are in a dangerous situation, this leads
them to trY to minlinfe'risks.

II
Thirdly, the paratilitary organization of police-the police

military:model--also leads to a very.marshal conception of order
which is again low risk--everybody shoOld behave the same.

So you have, then, the police, whose eubculture is very low
risk, interacting with other subcultures whose conception of order
may.,te,quite different from the police, end it may be even different
from the dominant majority as to what constitutes a life style--
,whether one should dance in the street or not at night, what.you
should do with your sodlal life, what level of noise and'boisteroueness
conetitutes just a decent party and what Constitutes a disturbance
of the peace. Sof that there's always this clash because two
subcultures that 'hada different value systems.are liable to clash
if forced one against the other.

. SOCIAL ISOLATION OF POLICE SUBCULTURE

Another characteristic of thie police subculture is their
socral isolation. Their social life is unusually-high with.each
other, as compared to other professions.' Off-duty policemen and
-their wives spend more time with other policemen and their wives
than the orainary occupation. This is showeln a study done by
SColnik at the University of California. The sense of danger in -

a imilitary organization provokes a sense of solidarity, so this
is one of the key values: protection of one another and protection
of.the organization. And there are some more rout,4ne reasons,for
their social isolation. The odd working hours meab that they
are.going to be out of phase with' some of the other people in
society, and now that you are patrolling in cars instead of-on
foot means that the neighborhoods in which you work are agata'alien.
SO I think that ftese few things can provide alaodel with whichawe

give some explanation as to why there is this mutual distrust
'and dislike that exist9 between minority gr6ups and Ehe police.
Ana it.ekists prciii,ty much country wide.
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NEGATIVE ATITTUliRS BETWEEN MUM AND M1NQRMES

. LeWls Harris did a .surverpf pUblic opinippixt Utah in 1971
on-attitudes toward-the police'and found thati by and large,-the
white -majority.was very'positive taward the police and that the'
blidk and Chicano cgmmunity had imuch,_mu6h higher negative fielinga
about the.police. The white laajority,reacted positively 772, whereas
the Chicanos were only 492,positive.and the 'blacks were onlY 472
positive. So there is.distrust ancUdislike from the 'minorities
'toward .the police in this state and. in-the United,States. -And
this corresponding dislike and distrust is part of the police.
..subculture. And as with the perceptions that we have to deal with,
these dislikes then work against each 'other and create some
very, very serious prObi.ems for the- future.

0
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Responsibility of the Legal System

Regading Bilingual Minorities
44,

BV Monroe Paxman, Law Enforcement,
Evigham Young Vniversity

UN1)IERST4NDING BASIC RIGHTS,

linring the time,that I've wqrked in the justice system as a
lawyer and as a judge, I really look back with a great deal of
regret and chagrin at the lack of understanding and the lack of
helpfulness that many times has occurred towatd rieople with

.different language backgrounds, including Chicanos. Thete are a
number of Supreme Court decisions,which,are beginning to point
out the importance of several factors that are,guaranteed even
more to a person who has language transfation terriers than to a
person who speaks the language of the majority in America. Think
how complicated,the legal process is if yol:re *tying to explain
to a person what he's chargeawith, and yoti, don't know his language
and he-doesntt,know 'yours. Think how difficult it is for a
person who doesn't speak English to understand-what his legal due
process rights are, even though an officer may try very hard to
explain that'you have a right to.an attorney, that you have a
right to be silent and not incriminate yourself, you have a right
to an understanding of.the charge against you, you have a right
to be considered inhocent,ss proven guilty beyond a reasonable'
doubt. ,You can have your attorney with you at the tipe you're
questioned as a suspect, and you dorrt need to answer 'any questions
until that occurs, you have.a right to be released on bail or on
your own recognizance--try that one, for example, if you're a
Spanish-speaking person.
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cNow the case that 1 c a think of that is mast appropriate to
understanding this of the necessity of understanding your rights '

before you catt be processed according to your rights is the case
of Gallegos vs. Colorado. This was a Spanish-speaking young man,
but be, was also only-14 years of age, whidh complicated the process.
But the court dealt mainly with the fact that &person needs to
understand what his rights are before he can be held responsible
lor.having.waived thciie rights. Let's put.this aver intilithe
context of a case that happened right here.in Provo, and we can
contrast two casea of men'Of widely' differing language backgrounds
end social contacts and social posi;ion.whovere charged with a
iimilar offense. Both of these came before me when I was serving
As a judge. Number one was working on the railroad section and
was a Spanish-speaking Citizen. Bath of these men were charged
with molesting female children. When the police picked up the
Spanish-speaking personi.they took..bim immediately tO jail. They
asked him iflie had people who could sign for him to guarantee
his appearance if he were to be released and he either knew no
persons igio had property who could guarantee his appearance or he
didn't understand, and he was placed in jail Friday afternoon and
didn't came before me.until Monday porning. I was not notified
that he was held. The police-simpry took him there.and said they
couldn't gettranything out' of. hiti. He didn't seem to understand,
and they didn't make a6r effort to find an interpreter who.could
explain what hia rights were. He made no .calls to anyone. No one
came to see him. Whether his family even knew where hi was'
remained-aAuestion when he cane before me on Monday morning.

Let's get the contrast first.. The other pepson charged with
the same offense; but at a different time,,happened to be a_
superintendent at a department out It Geneva Steel. The police,
when they .had the Charge, called him on the telephone and.asked
him to come-into the police 4enarters. 'He was not Picked up.
He arrive& zit.police headAtia rs with his.aawyer They released
him On hie owh recognizance, which basically means that they
trusted that he would Aot disappear and that he would appear at the
tiMe set for trial. No bond was set, so when he was broughttin
for his appeaiance before the judge, he had never been detained,
he had never been arrested. The differenee in position was
juetified by the .police on the basis that; obviously, a person who
has a job earning multi-thousand dollars per year as a superintendent
at Geneva Steel would not run away. He had his lawyer there who
vouched for him and he had any number of inOuential friends who
could vouch for him. Now, as Mr. Montellano pointed out,,sometimes
the problem of the differenge in station of a minority person is
sah that it isn't intentional that thallaw enforcement system
incriminates against a person who doesn't happen.to have influential
friehds who can vouch for him but the simple reStriction of his
social life makes it so that he'may -not have as.many Individuals
who would know how,to call and say4,"'I can vouch for this person
:and I'll like to have him released," or to bring factors to the .
attention of the officera that would!.Make,this possible. I believe

what this indicates in terms of the system of law enforcement is
that, first of all; we should have interpreters and friends of the
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court available who, in a sense, can:go to bat for a person who
doesn't need to be held.. Now, for this,Manwhp was held from
Friday afternoon to Monday Morning with no contact,' no interpreter,
and no appearance before a court, first Of all, we, as courts,
need to make sure thaf people who may have a difficulty understanding
their rights and the charges and what can be done, are given careful
explanations i4 their own language of what can be dope. Persons
should be appointed to lake sure tt4t friends are notified so that
anyone who-could post bail or guarantee his appearance could come
in and sign a surety bond or, as the people. frati the'Genevs_SteelPlant

did, simply say that this obvioUsly i4 a-man who will appear
friind you don't need to worry about it. 'Now,,the.fact that the
Chicano had only been in town a few months, and the man from:Geneva
Steel had been a 'life-long redident of,Provo wuuld make A difference,
but we ought to be organized in such a way that individuals who
have difficulty understanding and have difficulty eStablisbing
themselves at least can have all the advantages of geCting in totich
with.their friends and acquaintinces, so Chat theycan at least
have the possibility that someone can come in and swear vut the
basis for their release.

So, we have mainly exposed dUties onthe part of'the system
to equip itself so that people wiih language and understanding
barriers can be guaranteed that they will have explanations 'in
,their own language and opportunities, special opportunities, to
,4et'people who are ac4ainted with them to come and assist theth.

cuurimum IHNIMENCWINTADurr

There's a cultural difference that I've observed that we need
to understand. Wken this man did come into court, he was so very
respectful of authority. He-seemed awed and overwhelmed by being
in a court with ,a judge sitting on a bench with the flags there and
the officers and so on and all the protection and trappings of
autikarity and power, and rhostly.'said, "Si, si. Yes, It was
a total orientation toward almost undue respect forethe situation
and the persons involved in the authority sitdation. Now, sometimes
it's not quite that way. Sometimea you get a revolutl.onary t
reaction,JiSty arrogance, or a youtre-not-going-to-push-Me-around
attitudk But in. geneial, someone who has this Indue respect for
those in'guthority may unconsciously give up mpre rights than he
,should. So, again, there need§ to.be that very careful explan.#tion
in their own language that to remain sileqt and Itot. admit .an okfetthe
is a right in America. Andit ls not a sign of disres.pect to
maintain those rights.

4

The father'rs role is a strort one in a Spanish family. Sometimes,

when a father comes into luvenile court, his,role ig uncbn$ciouslY
undermined by the probation.officers,Jetc.. I recall a situation
and it embarrasses me a little when I think'qf it, and Ilia sure

.that Dr. Morales in the psychiatriic service will be intereated in
this at least. A group of children in a family had been Tefefted
to our child guidance clinic here,in:Utah County'. But the father



woul'd never take part, I suppose, because of the fee44pg that his
rolt as leader of the family inigbt somehow be threatened or maybe
it was a natural reaction against being forced into a treatment,
a therapeutic situation. In the process, some.of the children were
referred to the juuipaile court, and,'ultimately, we had the'right
to require the family to participate in family group therapy. The.
psyChlatrist and the psychiatric social workers in the child
guidance clinic felt that it was so important to have that father
participating in the family gioup therapy that ihey suggestd that

,if we had the power to order him to do so bhat we do so,,and we did.
And, do you know, that when he failed to-make his appointment after.
being ordered to attend, we held a contempt of court proceeding,
and be still refused _to go, and you know, we jailed him for his,-
failure to enter into a therapeutic situation. It's shocking,
isn't it, but It happened.=

TENDFNCY TO DETAIN MINORITIES

r think tha the studies indicatelthat among minorities,-and
*he Spanish-,spea4..g people would be included in this, that there
Is a tendency of otkicers to arrest more, ra#her:than to give a
citation to ctn. intd court. There is a tendency to detain more,
to place in jai or detention more, and for longer periods,
because of the eling,of the lack of understanding. And/so, our
record is not too good in dealing fairly with those wh need
uncleistanding and fairness because of a lack 6f communicat n
And Iaguéss that's plenty and perhaps tdo much for my eobtribution'.

,
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PG Utica' Influence on Minority
Discrimination in LawEnforcement.-r

By Armando *Prates, LWpartment of
Psychiatry, MLA

LEGAtri*DISCRIMINATIO14 IN LAW ENFOItOEMENr
.

i'll just make a few,brief comments. It's true I'm in Mental

heacCh in the pel$artment of Psychiatry,. MIA,: but prior tit enterin§

7the mental health 'field I 404s in the criminal justice system. .I

weft eMployed as the senior deputy probationary officer for nine

years in theA,os'Angeles County probation department. So I have

some understanding of the criminal justice system. And I've

done quite a'tew studies af law enforcement., The 'few points I'd
7

114;0 to makePare that, in refereuce to the history of polise in0

4 America--argrwe,adopted the model from England--minorities have
historisally been discriminated against fram entering law enforcement.

The persons who became police 9fficers in the United States in the

late I700's and early 1800's'were primarAly white European

immigrants. There were very few Blacks,. Native Americans, or
Mexicans that were allowed- to entef law enforcementprimarily, because

'our society was very discriminating against these Minority groups.

That factor of didcrimination has existed right up to the present

time. There are federal law, in'this country that stipulate that

4f any agency receiving federal funds discriminates agaikritt the

66ployment of peoPle or, the -basis of_admissity, racee or religion,

etc., then thAt agency will not receive any federarfunds. That's

under the 1964 civil rights statute. Hbwever, there is an exception

and that is in the area of law enforcement. So, Congress permiter

law enforcement agencies to disariminate against the high rate of

minorities and not lose any kind of ftideral funds. This is in law,

54g



and"L think tbat our colleagues here can verify thatAxery point.
That, to ne,,is extreiaely intentional, and itprovides a function--
it keeps minorities tit:t of law.enforcement. IdLos Angelea,
Mexican-Americans comprise 25% of the population, yet they only
comprise abut 5% of law enforeeme4t personnel. Blacks compxise
only Although minorities ctimprise almost 402 of. the people in
Los Angeles, they only comprise about 9%. of all personnel in
law enforcement. So, then again, that is very intentional,

&IOW THE PENAL SYSTEM pISCRIMINATES AGAINST wspRrnEs
_

Our courts are very fair with-those who appear before them.
Rut if youjook'at the wi;ke practice of law enfodement,.the law
enforcement Agency is the gatekeeper of.the community. The.leiw

enforeeMent.agency determines who enters the*Criminal'justice
skstem.. AndbecaUse of the dynkmic Whiphpresented earlievin
my talk, that ip, the more police You have in a given community,
the higher"the crime rate appears to be, we tend to assign by.
far many more pollee in mindrity communities because we expect
them,to commit mnre crimes4( Then it becomes a splf7fulfillingi
prophecy becauSe they-bdgin arresting many moreieople, so your
find minorities,being over-represented among those that appear/
before ,the-courts. There,is an attica syndrome buildi4g in 04s
country; ,Viat_I mean by that is that more and mexe minorities
are enfering in the criminal justice system.'.Eveiltually, we will
have 90to 95% minority inmates 11 jails or in riaons. In

0

Los ,/Angeles, yhere minorities cOmprise about 38% Ihe popuIatTon',
primarily blacks and browns, tBey domprise almost 80% of the \

people who dre 'plated-in jail. .Am74 given population trends'as
they exipt in the United States, .by 1980, I think that 90 to 95t,

of all tersons arrested in.Los Angeles.C6unty will.be black and
brown citizens, SO; Because .0k more police in Minority comMtinities
add more arrests; you will find more aild more miliorities entering
4the criminal justice system. In otherAords, there isiN equal
likO1ihoo4, that others have_the same chance of appearing, before
courts in the criminal justice system.

. MINORITY POLITICAL. INAUENCI ON POLICE, POWER

Another point is that in our country, because of what. McCarthy
was.talking About it the mid 1950's, Chief Parker very much picked
tila on that philosophy and saw4the'police as now assuming a new
role inociety and.that was to not just police private activit
but toliockice political activity.. And Chief Parker saw Lhe Los
Angeles Police Department in the 504s and 60's as the last Torce
to maintain a free society in America. What we are hearini today
about the Department of Justice, Watergate, U.S: Attern6r.Qeneral
Mitchell/etc., isn't new to persons of minority background. They
have seen a lOt orpolitical invollement oil the part of law
enforcement in trying.to suppress a lot ofpolitical activities on
the part of minorities.. SO Watergate really isn't shocking to poor
people and Minorities.



What I view as, the basic factor in eonflict between minorities

and.law enforcement :is the fact.that Mexican,Americans or mdnOrities
are polqically powerlesshence they really hhve Ito say so .as to

how they are treatetby the law enforcemgpt agency. And there i

a very direct relationship 'between political power and the yay law

enforcement treats lieople.. And that fa that the'more political .

power there is in a particular community, the-more that the law
enforcement agency does what that minOrity community Wantstin the
law eforcement agencies, and the law enforcement agency datertinea

the type of policing they will do in a partictlar-community. .

, So my4thesis arid my recommendationis that'if we Want to see

a reduction_of conflict among minoriiieg, poor people and law

enforceMent, the.poor people and miarities,will haVe 4) have mutt'
more political power. Otherwise we Will continue to see this
conflict between law enforcement and minorities.

An
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Mental Health and
the Mexican-American

By Armando Morales, Department of
Psychiatry, UCLA<

el
%4 I'm going to restrict my comments tomental health and the

Mexican-American. There are sóme very inerestin2 thiings going on
as it pertains to mental health and the Mexican-AMerican. EArlier
today I was talking about the educational system and how it
screens out persons of Mexican 4escent. The same kinds of dynamica
exist'in mental health services for Mexican-Am icans. They are.

, screened out in many.diffeteneways. There ar different theories
libout Mexican-Americans and mental health.. On e hand, you will
find manir social scientists in the literature that will say that
Mexican-Americans cannot benefit from psychotherapy, thae.they
don't have ehe intelligence or insight, that theyikre not e

articulate and so on and po forth.' On -the other side-of the coin
there's a grRtlp of Mexicdh-Americans or Chicanos; if YTou want to
use that term)4that say mental health, psy.chotherapy, psychiatry,
all of that is nothing but an'Anglo or Jewish game, that it doe's
not pertain to Mexican-Amerilans, that Mexican-Americans do not
hAve mental health problems. So what you in effeA have is'two
opposite points of view that result in the same-conclusion which is
that mentAl health, psychotherapy, 'psychiatry is not for persons
of Mexican descent.

HISTORY OF PSYCHIAT4Y IN MEXICO

I've been doing some research on the history of psychiatry
written by Franz Alexander. He has a book by that title, History
of Psychiatry, but he completely omits the history of psychiatry
as it existed in Mexico and South America, and with-the exception
of three sentences, he compiptelyjmnits the historYHof psychiatry

Iv"
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EIS it existedjm Africa. I alSo Was abie to find some articles
'Iii-itten by Gelo Bensaso, a Mexidan.Psychiatriat, in whichThe and a
father, Unquilo Garabay, a Catholic priest', were-able to interpret
some old Aztec writings regarding the history of psychiatry, and

-they came out With some very intereating infeormation,.

PSYCHO-SURGERY, DRUG ALTERED BEHAVIOR AND '

PSYCHIATRIC CLASSIFICATION AMONG THE AZTECS

' For example, when.you read the history of psychiatry as it
pertains to psycho-surgery, they credit Wilhelm Berb who lived'from
1840-,1921, a German psychiatrist, with being the first person to
pioneer the'area of psygho -surgery. But the Aztecs were actually
doing this psycho-surgery in the fourteen and fifteen hundreda.
With regard to using medications to alter human behavior, Europe is
given credit for having pioneered this area in the 1800's, but the
Aztecs were already using various kinds of medication and herbs and

potions to alter varjous kinds of human behavior; . The Azapecs
already had developed psychiatric clasvifications such as psychotics,.
neurotics,'sociopaths. They used differenp terms but primarily
the behaviors were the.same. The history of psychiatry as written
by Franz Alexander gives large credit to Freud for hatring discovered

the unconscious, but according to the old Aztec writings the Aztecs

were already delving into the unconscious and doing dream
interpretation in the fourteen and fifteen hundreds.'

But when Spain conquered.Mexico, there.ums an immediate clash
v

between European medicine and psychiatry and Aztec psychiatry. And

because oL the power and miet of Spain', European medicine won out
eVer the Aztec medicine and Paychiatry.

14XICAN FIRSTS 01 PSYCHIATRY

`But even though there was this elash, it's interesping to spe
that the first hospital for- the mentally.ill establishea in North 4

America was establiOed in'the United Stkes bUt rather it was
. established:in Mexico. And this dtcurred in 1657. The first '

hospital for the mentally ill estaViished A the United Stated
occurrea many years later in 1752 in Pennsylvania. Thb first

department pf psychiatry wai established in Mexico in°1860 anrthere

was not aidepartment of psychiatry establiihed in the United ttates

until the early 1900'sr So therewere numerous hospitals\that
were established fdr t&, mentally ill, in Mexigo between the period

of 1567 .upto 'he current time. The first psychiat* residency
training program.was established in Mexico.before it\was

established in the United States and that occurred in 1910, in

Mexico. The whole notion of community mental health and primary .

mental health prevention occurred first in-Mexico in 1951. It did

not occur in the United States until about 1962 or 1963. The point

I'M trying to make is that psychiatry is not something that is new
to persons of.Mexican descent but that they have had a lot of

experience with psychiatry.

611



MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS FOR MEXICANS IN THE 11.S.-
UNDERUTILIZATION

Psyphiatric mental health programs.for persona bf Mexican' descent
residing-1n the United States is-a fairly pew phenomenon. There is
something tEat is occurring!im,this country that one could call
underutilization'ofmental health.services,bY Mexican-Americans.
Many people draw theconclugion that.becaust there are so few-
Metian-Americans in state mental hospitals In the state pf California,
that they really don;t have any mental healtkproblems. When
actually the fact Is that if one is eiPeriending mental. health
problplas and can only ComMunicate in SOaniih, and you place.them.

.in a mental_hospital where the language spokerifis'prplarily.Euglisht.'
or .only English, the person will decompensate.and afttikily

0 worse. So by necessity many Mexicans and Mexican-Americans have
preferred to stay sick at home rather than to be hospitalized and
be placed in the state'tental hospitals. Whereas you find the
underutilization factor in some mental health services, you also .

.find Mexican-Americans overutilizing mental .health services. To
cite an example, in East Los Angeles there is the Easi Los Angeles

---MentakileaItli'Dapartment 'located right-in the East Los Angela's
community and it is surrgunded by.about 70,; Mexican-Americans,
and.that mental health service'is utilizedlby Mexican-Ameridaps.
About 90% of all,the patients there are persons of Mexican descent.
Two mdles down the street there is the, USC County Psychiatric:
facility.that is also surroUnded by 70% Mexican-Americans and yet

' only 6% of all the patients being seen at thdt psYchiatric unit
are persons of Mexican descent. So in the same census tracks in .

the same community you find a factbr of underutilization, and'
a factor of overutilization, 902,'yet the poPulation is identical,,
702 Maxican-Ameridan. Everything is controlled for socioeconomic
level, and so forth. The primary difference between the
underutilization and the overutilization factor pertains to .

ethnidity of staff as not one of the staff at the USC Psychiatric
facility.are persons of MexiJ&In descent, whereas 802 of the staff ,

at thefEast Los Angeles-Mental Health Services are:.persons of
Mexican descent. Secondly, nbt one of the staff, psychiatrist,
psychologist, psychiatric social workers are of Mexican descentor
can speak Spanish. None,of them speak Spanish at USC.while at'
East Los Angeles Mental Health about 89% of them do speak Spanish.. .

PIUS there is a third fadtor of attitude that Mexican-Americans feel
less 'accepted at the USC facility vs.'the East L.A. Mental Health_
'facilitY. But these are only hypothesss and they will,have to be'
subjedted to some very careful research, but rthink they are very
powerful variables that we see in overutilizatión and underutilization..



Mental Health Services in Utah

.4 Ben Mortensen., ainiqa
PSychologist, Utah State Hospital

ME UTAH STATE HOSPITAL

Let me talk about Mental health services here.in the state of

Utah. I, of course, work:at the State Hoapital and we have fiye
different units,,actuaili six, although we double up one unit and

we call it the Children and Adolescent Ward. These are actually

two wards. We have a *me unit. A "hope" unit is a geriatrics
unit, and this is for the treatment of thel'agej4. State I at tkiti.

mental kospital is primarily for the mentally defective and State III
is pridkrily these days a drug-orientedprogram. And we're using

a lot of behavior modification-there.b I work on the Forensic
Unit, and this is a unit that houses the.public offender here in
the state oh Utah. And these are peaple wha have committed fAlonies,
serious crimes in the state and)who have chosen as a condition of'
their probation to came todt.he hospital and receive treatment rather
than go to jail or prison. I brought a couple of our' ptients
that will talk to you in the next period about the treatment program'
that we have there. We call it a therapeutic community.

.001 the Staff I was inquiring the other ay, and we have,six

Mexican-AMerican members of-the staff. I sup m the only
professional Mexican-American that works there., My name fools You
but my mother came to this country from,Mexicoas a young teenager.

She had some frightening tales to tell of the disclimination that

dhe suffered as a Mexican wetback. Finally she was naturalized as



a citizen, in 1945 and; of 14xrae, I consider myself, a ChiCano. I can
certainly trace lay roots back to my people whpeazie out of some of
the. Aormon colonies, down in Mexico as well as 'the state pf. Chihuahua.

DIAGNOSTIC TESTING OF MEXICAN-AMERICANS

I do a lot of the diagnostic testing for all of theee various
units at the hospital because I can speak Spanish fluently, and
because I !lave developed, during uty,20 years of practicing as a
psychologist, numerous very functional_tests for the Mexican-Ameiican.
A lot of the tests that the Anglo psychologists.use simply don't
pertain, but we have managed to develop a battery of tests that
are very useful in the'alagnosis of mental illness for Mexican-
Americans. I t4alked to our'records people the other,oday and in.the
fiscal year 1912-73 we treated 121 Chicanos; ye treated'll Indians.
ais year 1973-74.ihrough the month of February we have treated 136
Chicanorvand 12 Indians for a total of 148. I don't know how many
Mexican-Americans wi have in the state of Utah, but I'm sure there
are a lot more than this.that need help, that ha4e-prob1ems., and
simply do not come in for treatment. And probably the reason is the,
'stereotype, the 11mag that peeilile have of inntal hospitals.

THE inumAnunc ebroiMUNITY

Our hospital
ago. But.we've ma
of our wards now
in, the Forensic
sev'eralmurderers
sevelral,child,M0

have everything t
men. at the pres
program there,
of in the Unitgd
Community. Its
participatinkin
things some otit

was vpuch like the stgreotype not too many years
de some tremendous changes in it, and almost all

are Open wards. The particular ward that I work'
UnIC , is a maximum security ward becauee i#e have'

.the ward, we have several rapists, lik htve
ters, we-have armed robbers,,, and so forth. We

ere. It sort ,of divides itself up into'about 50
t time and about 20 women. We have an exceptional
think. It's the only one of its kind that I know .

States at.the present time,1called the Therapeutic
am integrated ward with' men and'women bdtif
the treatment process. We've seen some,great
f our'Therapeutic Commuility. r

SPAi%ilSII-SPEAKING THERAPISTS NEpED

nif sure that the big probleim is that there just aren't enougb
Spanigh-speaking therapists in this state. I vas looking at the
American Psychological Association directory the.other day and there
are 40 ph.D. Clinical Psychologists listed throughout the United

,

States, just 40. I'm sure I'm not one of tbose because of my Anglo
name. But I probabiy should be included in qlat group. Make it 41-i-
Besides.t e State Hospital, of course, we have the Comffluftity Mental
Health Ce ters scattered throughout the state. We have three in
Salt Lak City, we have one in Ogden, we have one here in Provo,
the Tim anogos Mental Health Center, and we have one down south in

,the FoUr Corners area. Now to my")cnowledge none of these Community

7
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Health Centers have Spanish-speakinwprofessionals on their staff.

And Ilm sure again, this i: the reason why we have very few of oUt.'

people.comAlito theae mental health centers and to the state

hospital for teatment. -I'm sure that most of the Chicano Oogulation

that's come to the mental hospital have been sent there either by

judges or,by probation officers, again as a condipion of their

probation. So they&xe been committed there.. They have.not been

-admitted there. That-is, they didi!t.adpit themselves for treatmeta...

And,-of courae, the solution is to develop more Spanis4-speisking or .

bilingual therapists. I knoy that,in my practice in '.,k2ona I had

numerous Spanish-speaking patients and I can certainly attest to;,thec

fact.that therapy works, just 4s it Albes for:AnglosPor anyone else.

But you have to have the bilin,&,si therapist who has to have the

training; whp, has to have the experience to do this.

THE LABEL PARADOX,
4

I run into interesting problems in my work. Let ne

Just one because it's kind,of an ironical sort of thing. We.had a

young man who wab a Mexican-American who was committed tv'us for a

serious crime, and it,appeared-as he came in that he was psychotic,

it looked like he was .schilophrenic; interesting* enough a's I

went to talk to him in Spanish he would clear right up and be cou4.4

answer and he sounded nbrmal as you or I. But if you talked to

him in English, then he'd sort of kick back and get this very

glassy stare which is typical of the schizophrenic patient. The

Anglo psychiatrists on the ward decided, that they would diagnose

him as being paranoid-schizophrenic. It seemed,to me.that.he was

not this,.that he 4as more psychopathic than schizophrenic. And-
.

yet if he were psychopathic,then he could go back to court and

assist in his own defense. He was mentally competent, coul4 stand .

trial, would very likely be sent to prison with an-extende4 sentence;

and so rather than say, no; I don't think he's mentally ill or that

he is,schizophrenic, I let the doctors diagnose him Ss sxich because

or one thing, I- wanted UO keep him there. If Nit were diagnosed as

mentally in, then we would treat him. ILI were to say that he 4

was just psychopathic, then he would ,go back and be sent to prfson,

and-there is no treatment in prison-or very little. ,And so the

prison experience would do him far more. ,harm than good. We st

have that man in our hospital, by the way, and we have to

him very closely, because he's very self-destihctive. He can be

very homicidal and he can be very suicidal. But he iq,receiving

treatment at the 'present time. But this ifs kind of the paradox

that we get\into.

One of the*other problems is that once you label a man, and

we're great at labeling, we psychiatrists and psychologists, th se

labels die hard if ever. For example, take the Thomas Eagleto

affair. We diagnosed.Thomas Eagleton as being manic-depressive

and then we gave him a series of ECT, Electric Convulsive Therapy.

This is electro-shock. Why, this poor fellow will newer live that.

down. The press will never let him live it down,; fdr that mat.ar, /

we citizens widl never let him live it down. We saw that, yoti know,

.57
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enacted right before our eyes here in this country during the last
presidential election'. And so it kind of hurts me tot5 tag these
patients with these labels: Hopefully, some day we can get away
from that, bacausea think it's a very destructive sort of thins.

. Once you'Ve had some sort of Illness, then I think as people,.as
Americans, we think there's something wrong with you, thev4 will
always be something Vtong with you, and you will never overcome
that problem. This is very spch the way we react tp these kinds
of people. To, yelp him there' for treatment, we had to label him.,
Out if we didra do this we would send him back to the courts tind
duly would sand him to prison for his rape.charge. So we find
ourselves-in a terrible bind in this sense.

4

1Sain, my appeal is that more of us, more of you, get the
necessarz,education and' training to become useful therapists to
this Spanish-speaking Community.

t
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Health Care For Migrant Workers

JO

By Gabriel Vega, Bea"th Athisttor
of Utah State Migrant Councli

do!

I:started with the Utah MigrantCouncil,dbout two years ago,
and they had a hoalth'hare program for all of the migrant farm

workers that come into thiS:state, anA-we haie estimates that we

have right around 15,000 migrant farm workers:that comejni'o this

state annually. .Most'of the programuwhen-I came on was geared

towards providing an access to the.v.m.igrants into'the.Medical care

institutions,.and also to act as iiiterpreters between the doctor

an4 the patients. To.date we have two health genteri in which we

provide primary health *care and also do 'some prevntive screening

-and.some health education. This Peat year we-servecl,approximately

3,,009 patients, seeing ail kiilds of different health problems

there. Most of the migrants that we:deal with are Spanish-speaking..

About 80% of the population or the Patients that we serve'are

Mexi46-Americans and, the remaining patients-are native Americans..
A lot of the problems that we run acrosii'are problems that are

associated With nutrition. Most of tilt children in the day-care

and ihe Head,Start programs that the Migrant Council operates gre'

*anemic, they have iron-deficient,-blood. Also, there is h.high

percentage of tubbroulosis, esPecially among the Kickapoo Indians

that come into the state. )ilso,' there's,usually just a lack of

education, a,lack of information both'from thellealth,providers and ...

the patients themselves.' There's been a big.problem here in Utah .

to provide education for the migrants on their-own level or sametking

they can identify with. I-would say, that the migrant-population,.

is.probably the population that has the worat,health problems .

in the nation; Their.infant fatality rate is about 300% over the

national average. Migrant workers' life expectancy is Hight around

45.
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MIGRANT 'DENIM GOVERNMENT AID

These problems are complicated more by the language barriers
and by the laws Of each state that govern medical care coverage.
A migrant coming into this state is not covered by any form of
state health insurance, like-the Medicaid program, hecailse of
residency. We have individuals that in years past were refused
access into or adiittance into hospitals because they didn't
have an ability tO pay. But nowyi have through a special
appropriation from the Governor's office, emergency-hosiAtalization
that provides a mechanism for payment for the migrant fa6p workers,
for those coming into this state who are,not covered uncle' the
Medicaid progrgkbecause of the residency requirement.

.1

Also, the migrants are not covered under theyorkman's
CompensatiOn Act. They get hurt Le the-field and they lose
arm or a leg, that's their tough luck. They will not get any
financial compensation if they get hurt, whereas a person that
works in Kennecott or samewhere else would be entitled to these
benefits.

moctoicsiumummorrOiremskuummanins'

The.other thing is that even if they.did get a medical cards',
it is extremdly difficult for.many of thi migrants tbeeselVes to
get an appointment with the doctor. Many of the doctors we have
here in the state.are concentrated 14 the. more 'uxban areas, you
.knaw, like Provo, Salt I.sakp, and Ogden, and in some of these
mOre rural areas there are very 'few physicians, and because of the
red tape tbat's involved ii dollectini andAhe atount of money
that they get gait, they e many times, reluctant to take
patients-that 4o have mid cal cards.

MIGRANT HEALTH aNTERs

This is one of the things that has led us to set upIspecial
health centers that deal specifically with the migrant population
and during the summer months through.the cooperation of the Health
Department in Salt LakeCounty, me have primary health care clinics.
These cllnics hive prdvided them with something tflat they can
identify with, something that is theirs. They have their own people
there and they feel a little more cotfortable in communicating
their problems. Still, there's a big hesitancy-to just go in on
their own for any problem that they may have, even though a lot of
times things could be.prevented if they're caught early. And I'
think.that pr9bably the proLem is really unknown even,within the
'Chicano community. Even Chicanos don't know just exactly what the
probl6Mas are in terms of access to medical care for people of the
Chicano culture.
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BILINGUAL HEALTH SERVICES

'think another probleithat has to be looked at is die whole

thing of getting Mexican-American people and people that ire bilingual

in the health field. Itts extremAi difficult to recruit Spaaish.7

, speaking physicians and nurses. They are practically nonrexistent,

edpecially in this state.

6
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Chicanos and Medicine .

Attitudes, Background; and Treatment

0.

FOLK MEDIONE

By Orlando Rivera:Educational
Psychology, Universay, of Utah

The.other day I received a letter from my, grandmother. My
grawimother is 88 years old, but she's very-healthy. But you know,
she very seldom goes to a doctor. In this letter she says she
just had the flu but hated to go to the doctorcbecause all he'd
ilk, is give her a shot; she says she'd rather fix her own medications
with her6. ihen she says that she's okay now. Among our peOple

A

we have a lot of folk medicie and we have to recognize that. I

don't think that our people really seek out medical attention as
often as they might otherwise, or as often as otheF people do,
becauae of some Of these beliefs. And you.know, these beliefs.
date way back. Armaftdo, talked about the Aztecs. In the 16th
Century the leading universitylin the world was at Salamanca in
Spain, and they had a medical cojlege there and it was the leading
medical college at that time in.Europe. And when the Spanish
came to the New. World, you all know the history of Cortez coming
'into Mexico City, you .know, heFe's a laeautiful city unlike anything

'd ever teia,. so I'm sure it was a mindblower, ana as he came into
e city one ofthe things he found was that the Aztecs cultivated'

ardens of herbs. And this was very curious to 'the Spanish. And
sp later,tifig'Phillip sent to the New World his personal phygician

=to study, the herbs tultivated by the Az.teFs and to determine hoy
they'were used and so-forth. And, incidentally, these have been .
written up ii volumes and you can research them. I think: the
originals.are in the Vatican. But what we hay* to recognize is
tyat as thip physician went-back to Spain to Salamanca, surely,
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.chis findings were incorporated into their curriculum at the medical

cbllege. And ao we would have to feel that probably modern medicine

has;had great contributions fram the Aztecs. And bet that if

we looked at some of the ingredients being used in our modern
medicine thet we could trace same of the origins lack'to Spain, to

the New World, and to the Aztecs. Well, our people traditionally

have felt that-those worked for them, And samehaw if we can

recognize that, then we can kind of understand sometimes their

perceOtion of the medical world.

RESISTANCE TO. DO.CTORS

My father-in-law died of canser.a.couple of years ago, but be

wes 76 before he ever saw a doctor. 'And he wouldn't have seen one
,

then except that he was very sick end his chilaren insisted that he

go to the doctor. ,The first.time that hi went to the dottor, they

found out that he had a kidney infection due tb urine backup because

of a:prostate gland problem. And it took some treatment to get over

* this. But, you know, if yau would have left it to him he never

would have made it. He wouldn't have known what was happening, but

he wasn't about ta go to the, doctor.-

He was supposed to go back for office visits and all that,

but you aftldn't get him back. It wasn't until.a year later when

he had a Med heart attack that againthis children were able to

get him back to the doctor. But this time for only one visit. Again

he decided that was it. No more doctors.

I think the following year We could tell something was wrong

with-him; he had a lot of- weight loss and go forth-, and so my wife,

his only daughter., is the only one that could push him arOund, so

she insisted that he go to the doctor again. And he gave him a

complete general medical and the doctor said, PI.don't see a thing

wrong with him; he's ha healthy as can. be." And my wife said, "It

sdeems to me that something's wrong with his mouth." And so the
doctor examined it and did seem to find something there, so he

refeirred him to an4ENT specialist and he did find a tumor in his

slinus cavity. Well, this meant hospitalizatioP again. It rileant .

eventually Cobalt treatment and all that and I guess I can't repeat

whit he said here at,BYU, but you can imagine-what he said. He.

said, "I'll not go.back to that hospital even if I..." Well, whatever,

he said. Anyway, he 'didn't go back and, of course, he died. I'M

only using that as an illustration of how resistive many of our

people are, and I`don'i think this is a unique story. Many of-our

pe6ple resist formal medical attention. So I don't think they are

malingerers in the sense that t4ey simply seek medical attention

for medical attention's sake. I think that when they do finally

seek it, they need it very badly.- And we have to be vety responsive

to that peed. And if they can't understand what's going on, or if

the doctor can't understand what's'going on, then, of course, I

think there may be same question of the validity of the treatment

that does take place.



AMONCIFICIEEMOS
4O

Was telling Mrs. Haynie that I'm a rehabilitation specialist
and in terms of treattent, we feel that there's awrunder-utilization
of rehabilitation.services bythe Chicano community. And part of
the reason is that the way ohr syatem works is that aa we define
eligibility someone has to be crazy before they can be eligible for
,rehabilitation. So here we go about that business of pinning labels
on people beforewe'll serve them, instead of recognizing the needs
as they really are.'

I'm glad to see we have some Chicanos at the State Hospital.
It wasn't too long ago I used,to visit some of the state institutions,
apd 1 went to the State Hospital and I only.saw one Chicanita
fhere. And I went to American Fork and I only saw about one Chicanita
there. And then I stopped at the State Prison and I saw 140 there,
and then one day I went to. the State Industrial School and they had
25% there, and I thought, "Out people aren't crazy and they're not
dhmb, but they're-sure:mean." ,And it's interesting that the ones
you get are coming in under forensics, as you call it.

CHICANO ALCOHOLICS

I do work with some Chicano alcoholics. The approach that
works for me with them in a theapeutic or counsgling approach is
this: Part of the Mexican culture is informal. '''You know,, we don't

always work through the institutions, so we're not that kiperienced
in formalitzing things, like contracts and so forth; So among our
people the word of-henor is worth very much. And I've been able to
capitalize on that in that I've taken somewhat of a behavioral
approach and sometimes have established a behavioral contract with
same of the alcoholics referred to me. And I don't call it all
that, I just say, "Yamos a hacer un acuerdo. And through our
acuerdo 1 say, these are the things I'll dp, and these are the
things they agree to do. Now they're usually pretty simple things.
They've usually ,lost their driver's license and they want it back
and I say, "Okay, if you'll come ee me for every week for six
months, at the end Zif six months write you a letter to the
State Driver's License Divisipin and I'll see that you get your
driver's license back. In the meantime you come see me everAY week
on an out-patient basis, that's your responsibility. I'm going to
ask you if you've been drinking or not, but you know, you don't lie
to me, you only lie to yourself, But I'm going to have to ask you
if you!ve been drinking and I eect you to maintain sobriety
before I can do my part in this." We11,4we specify each person's
role in this-acuerdo or contract. And you'd be surprised how many

' have responded to this. I've had cases that some people would call
losers, and others have called loser's losers, that it's just amazing
that por la palabra they've kept their end up. And I have written
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quite a few letters of recommendation to the-State Licensing

,Department to have them have their drivers license privileges

restored.

And you know, these.guys haven't let me down, and I've seen them

since. I got a call the other day from a gentleman that is a cement

finisher. He's doing great. He'S maintained two years sobriety and

made More-moneY last year than I did, for sure. And I have a couple

who've Worked at Kennecott and theY've gotten batk their joba-and
have gotten back into theirold jobs, which were very responsible
jobs. And once in a while they'll call and say, "thanks," and I'll

say, "What for? We jUst worked together"

I haven't been so concerned about what we.talked about in our
,counseling: I said "We'll talk about anything you wunt to." In

'other words, I haven't tried and I'd like'to!gain more experience
from Armando and those of you who've tried it I've tried groups,

couples' groups. But it didn't work for ne in Salt Lake this far.
-Part of the reason it hasn't worked.for me is that I work kind of

hard to get the groups together, and t e first meeting they say,

"Oh,.you're so and so, aren't you?" eh, I'm your.coudin.0 And

you know so and so," and before we gpt through I think everybody

was related to each other. And so as a consequence we couldn't

get into very controversial areas because, yoU know, if I let down

my defenses and say_something, well, than It's going to be knOmn

to.all the gente. So, I don't know how your experience is, but in

my community, I guess it's smaller than it,seems and so I haven't

been able to be that successful in groups. Maybe I could get a

group where they were unknown to each other and maybe we cpuld

work it.

I recall whdn We bad some tragic incidents in Utah with the

migrants because they couldn't benefit from on-going.medical services,

.and I think that in t..his day and age that's tremendously unfortunate..

'And I think that poSsibly one of tbe most challenging !bins that
I am concerned about is to buil4 a body of knowledge, get people.

together like we are here todaY"and share concerns and interests and

experiences with others and begin to build on a body of knowledge

so that we can define the kinds ofsproblems our populatioli
experiences and then we can deal with them'more effectively.



Health and Medical Services--
Review and Summary

By Orlanc4Rivera, Sducational
Psychology, University of Utah

Migrants have some very serious medical problems. They have'
a high rate ofinfant Mortality, and a low life span. And in a
day and.age like this, even a high rate of tuberculosis. The
jnurses in ourssection were very concerned that-our migrants Weren't
getting to migrant health programs 'and we tried .to understand
why. Sometimes it's because the last time they reported for a
health program they were deported from.the country. And so
sometimes, they're simply afraid. And I thinksthat this is the
key'of what we were talking about. Tow can we, in our programs,
gain the.trust of people so that we scan.setve. them adequately?
I think that biculttiral awareness training and these kindslof
programs will help achieve-this.. In our cultural awareness _tpvitiing
program we developed for the highway patrol, they 13ecame concerned
that we were confronting them. So the GOvernor suggested that we
not be confronting. But how can you teacir people effectively if
you only work on the cognitive level? I think that this is
something that we need to build a-body.of knowledge on, and it
requires a tremendous amount of researeh to see what will get
people'to change. At any rate, cultural awareness is a problem.
We recommend that our people in the health services .44id public and
social programs be more sensitive to needs of our owd people.

Beyond cultural Awareness, there are other problems. Armando
Morales pointed out that in two communities that were matched by
population and by percent of Spaniph-speeking people (70% Spanish-
speaking in both communities) one community had a mental health
center with no staff indigenous to that community, and they had-a
great underutilization of those services. They had 6% utilization

-cof that service by the Chicanos-in that community. lathe other
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copmunity next to it, they had a Aental health.center that was

staffed.entirely hy Chicanos. They had an overutilization of those

facilities. As high as 90% of the patients weref6fSpanish-speaking

descent: The cbnclusion, then, is that there isa'need to bring into

the programs people indigenous to their own commualty. The problem

is-training, We need to start-early in the high schools and junior,

high schools, and give'students an opportunity to understand 'what

49me of these careers are. Mbst of*them are not aware of the
opportuniiles,and they've never allowed thiMselves the option to
plan for a career-as a nurse or a pharmacist or e doctor or what

have you. A Program was mentione&called-"Break-Through" at the

'University of Utah which is trying to do this very thingtrying
to develop personnel in the health services.

So, our suggested solutions-are;

1. Work toward getting some of our own people into the health

services.

2. Make tbpse people already inothose services more sensitive.

3. For those coming up for pre-training at universities and

at other facilities, provide some.sort of pre-training

that will head them in the right direction and prepare

them for training in the medical fields.

The indigenous Spanish-speaking staff seems to work. Where we

really have the ability to relate to people, they will be responsive

and the services will be beneficial.
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CURRICULUM-- CHICANO STUDIES
G I EDUCATION



Chicano Studies

4
By Bernardo Ortiz de Montellano
Director-of Chicano Studies.,
University of.Utah

,

4

PAST, PRESEVT AND FUTURE

I'd like to give you a'version of what I think the Chicano
Studies curriculum courses have been, what they are now 'and what
possible direction I think we should be taking in the future. ,Then
I'd like to discuss same institutional arrangements.

In terms of where we've been, Chicano Studies, like Bliek
Studies, started out saying Brown is beautiful' in an affirmation
tbst what we had was worth having. It was pretty much a renaissance
of interest in our culture and in our people.

In the last few years', the trend has been towards critique of.
Anglo social science and a reaction against behavioralism in'the
social laciences,

It's fairly well recognized that there4s a great evaluation
going/on. Whether it ts too soon or not is another question. But

the re-eviluatian is definitely going on not only in the minds of
admin4trators and professors within the departMents, but.also
among the students in these sorts of programa. There are a-lot
of people seeking to ascertain the diredtion Chicano Studies and
Ethnic Studies are going to have in the future.

The future lies in'going beyond that which itjin estence a
ilegative kind of research into a more, analytical look into our
society inillormt of what reallyeset the problems 'of minorities
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'in this society, analysis of institutional racism, perhapi internal
Colonialism models, but a much more analytical and well documented

.09olcinto our society.

OF CONTROLWHO TEACHES WHAT

\Oa, titutional arrangements, I think t

uciai things. One is who controls. Who con
ccmtrols -the teachers and whiii controls wha

Secondly, /lbw do you,ashieve Whatever program,
'control you want to Mile? Do you build a sepa
you form alliances, lust exactly haw in the col
settings do you achieve what you want?-

e are two 'very

ols the courses,
gets taught.

tever degree of
te departmentlt,4o
ege or dniveriity.

In tiy)job as an administrator I am involved.with hiring
teachers and assigning them to courses. To do this we have an
elected advisory committee of faculty and students who help to
chotose the faculty and the.courses. And we always have a lot of
tension about the question pf who should be the one to teach the
Chicano courses. Should it be someone who is 4 U.S. citizen who is
.born here, or should he be born in Mexico and jnought over, and
how old did he lave to be before you no longer count him as a
Chicano Geography is also a problem. Bow far south do you go
before you say Mexicans are okay, but Cubans itren't br Puerto
Ricans or Chileans or what have you. You know the color ia
.right, the name is right but they're not from the right geographic
place. Or you have the problem of someone who is white, who is
an Anglo, who's all white on the outside and all brown on the
inside so that he's more Chicano than most except that his name

happens be Jones or something. What do, you do with somebody

like that? How do you choose? In terms of doing gpod for
Chicano Studies, is it better to have somebody Jones or Smith who
really is a Chicano on the inside than to have somebody who's
'brown on the outside whose name is Gonzales who's.been selling
you for twenty years and has no aspirations in common with any of

what we call Chicano. He really' doesn't empathize with.the program
at all but he's being used as a convenient name to satisfy a GW.

This is a problem thaeogOre really going to have to face. Because

with the job scarcity aiwadays, there are a lot of teachers and a
lot of people who haVe never been Chicanos before,.if they have a
chance, now call themOlves Chicanos and try to get in,on their
0E0 Affirmative Actioa. So you have the problem of the right-'wing

Cuban who now claims to be a left-wing social do-gooder.

That's one aspect of who controls. Th4econd aspect is who

controls ultimately in terms of the course content. Are we going

to run this thing so that the community and, students can fell the

faculty member'what he tan or cannot teaCh In the course.
tre

s gets into sprite verrdNerse ar s of academic freedom.

jt's one thing to say, yes, we'll have is course taught, dr yes,

we would like to have this person teach a course',- but suppose he

doesn't come out with, what is politically popular at the moment in
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his lectures. Do you fire him because hes not putting mit with .

the current party line or whatever the shifting opinion may be?
And again,.who controls? We have to start defining some of these
things. Up,to now in.most Chicano Studies programs and in most
Black Studies programs, there really has been no definition of
these.issues. It's kind of on an ad hoc basis.

WHY CONTROL

tr We have a classical example in the public school .system and. in
many programs on college and univeisity campuses. The jargon is
that we as eaucators have the primary objective of providing equal
educational opportunities for all kids. And that in order to
achieve this we havefo make sure that every single youngster in
any given institution received the saleable skills that are
necessary to enter into the" world fortunately, our people
have not, up to thi,point,.came out with those itleable skills to

go into the world of work and get the professional jolp that.have

been available. And then to compound things, we,find that these
same institutions are going to the Federal Governmentsto take care
orfthe needs of minority people, and we're going to set up this
program and we'Te going to set up that program for "disadvantaged
dhildren," and We're going to enrich curriculum, we're going to
provide for these youngsters the opportunity to develop their.
self-image. to take cacp of their bilingual-bicultural needs. And

thest inatitutions are receiving these funds under false p9tenses
because these funds in essence are not taking care of the aeeds of
poor kids. And I would venture to say there are some whites who
fall in the same category. Under Title I. they should have been
receiving better instruction in reading, and they're not getting it.
And why is this .a problem? Because the community up to this
point has not taken the bull by the horns and held.school
administrators or university administrators accountable fox their
actions. And this id my feeling, and I feel very strongly about it.

Every time I read a proposal at the State Department level,
the first thing I look for' and find there, is that the objective is
to det up a parent advisory committee that will guide this program.
And it's on paper, but in reality it doesn't exist., And you could
look at any district in the state of Utah that has federal funds,.
Ind you could filethis jargon, parent advisory committee to guide
the district to make sure that objectives are achieved. And this

is my gripe with Federal funding and even with local funding.

A QUESTION OF DIRECTION

I think.we need to orient ourselves as to how we see the Chicano

Studies program. Is it a way ofkproviding expertise'for elementary
and ,secondary,s4hools, and helping provide materials for elementary
and secondary schools, or are we in*the job of teaching Chicanos

abo4 Chicanos, or are we in the job of helping people who are Chicanos'
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to get through a regular education ifitk regular majors and minors
ad put them into broad areas, or are we trying to establish more
Chicanoexperts. ,If were talking aboUt teaching just Chicanos,
we may be finding more Anglos ii ouk classes and not really talking
to the Chicano.and not,really dealing with him much. And even if

we do, we have the question of saleabiliti. Wben they get through

witi major in Chicanc Studies, what will they do with it?

6
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Essential to a Successful
Chicano Program

By Carloa Esqueda, Academic Vice
President of the Unitleraity of nail

Jig my position, I'm ctiarged-with the responsibility of not '
only the Chicano, but the native American and the Black Studies
program at ehe University of Utah. The most important factor in
the development.of Chicano Studies is that there has to be ab
understanding of the need fpr a program of this type not only
administratimply but aMong all the different colledea, departments',
etc. on the activersity'campus. It's highly important that
people realize that Chicano Studies is not a.program just to ,

satisfy the'needs of a7.revolting community. The Chicano Studies
programs, in order to become effective, need two very iMportant-
factors one, a program that will allow our people .to develop
their self-image so that they too can learn about their country,
their culture and the richness of their ancestry. Second, in my
estimati9 a'very important factor, is the.fact that the Anglo

. communitTmust participate in.these programa in order for them to
be productive, and theAnglos' achievement'in Chicano Studies
is for them to become. aware of the ,beauty, the history, the
.cilkture, of the Chicano comMunity. There asp two directions
prOgrams usually go if they are doomedlor failure: pne, they are
started on soft money. Administrators say, "There's a hundred '

and fifty thousand dollars. Divide it among te three A your groups
and go to it." Usually, what has happened, I'v seen this in

' Berkeley, California and a number of other insti utions, is that
this is just throwing a-bone at a group of individuals who then
start fighting over the crumbs. That ends the program. I think
that the only way ysou'll.develop-a viable program is to make it a
part of the curriaulum of the total university and it must have
hard money. It must be funded just like any other program on the
university campus. I think this is probably the most important
factor; and if you were to look at the failures and tlire successes,
you would find that the financing of this type of program is very.
important.
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Curriculum Coniiderations
By Talias Rivera, Associate Dean of
the College of MuitLdieciplinary
Studies, University of Texas at
San Antenio

There-are four basic thinga that one has to look at ia instituting
curriculum for a Spanish- . king American Studies program:

, ?Nu

unity. What type of students do you
e of community is your university *

:/ First, is students.and c
Vhave in the univers4y; what t

located in? That's basic.

Second, I thik
acceptance of facult
bepause if you have a

goes unaer administrationthe academic
within the university. This problem arises
iversity alreadyfestabliahed, usually it is

not established with multidisciplinary or inter-disciplinary.
components. As a ,-consequence, you have the faculpy jealousies, a
feeling bf insecurity that is always involved in any type of' .

inter-disciplinary, multi-diaciplinary academic orientation. The
philosophy of th'e university will make a lot of difference to the
acade4ic acceptance.

L-

A third component, of-course, is the whole role of ehe .Spadish-
Ame4can Studies curriculand I can only see it functioning.SS a,
multi-disciplinary role.
#. 7

,

Fourth, I think this is perhaps most important, ii is the
student saleability. The community asks, if you get a) Chicano Studies
program, will my sop or daughter be able to compete with another
person Who is not in Chicano Studies? That Was one t ins. The .

student constituency. of San Antbnio was another. Wha, was it they

really wanted? What kind of Jobe?. So we le.d to face the problem ,
of.orienting a-curricul towards the Spanisheakini problems.

. .

And we Came up with the idea of multidisciplinary studies..,It was
developed with a hard m ney orientation very:.definitely.
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Pertinent Qiiestions and Pioblems

6y Elaine-Kgiller Academic
,D'Irecotr, Peace:roliks/College Dtaree
Program, State Univergity College
at Brockport, New York

.

The flott qu.:tion relating to eurricAlum should be the
constituency, or cUehtelle. What kind of student are you
directing this at? is thatlitudent's goal in being involv&X

- in the program? 0.es he pant what you might call job or chreer,
oF simply. lif le orientation.

The problem ofwlifther or not it should be a multi-disciplinary
or inter-disciplinary or a major type of program is important. I

*end to think that inter-disciplinary would be better. That way
the Chicano Studieg program might service a nutOer of traditional
academic departments. ,

.

Also important is the question of use of community resources

t
in stputuri the Curriculum. When you,structure a curriculum, it
is impOtant to use the first hand sourced that you have right
there in the at ican-American community. I noticed that the pre'sident t

of Stanford is looking r an assistant to the preside4 for Chicano
affairs. The job descri/ition as it wallwritten up., very heavily
emphasized the matter of bringing the community into the university
planning and having an interfactng of community and'universitv 4

efforts bn the behalf of the CgIcano.

.1,*
Another area that is certainly goini to gin question is one

.-. of control, NhiCh was mentioned by Mr. Montellano. 1 was'very

C
atruck in reading the plan of Santa Barbara tihat was printed in
1970 or '71:.which descr bes.the manner in Which Chicandia might go
.bout setting up Chicano programs. It's very thoroue,
it's very well thought out; it-covers just about every possible
aspect. One sentence that really stuck out in7my mind is that
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- Chicanop should be very avdte as they.plan their programs, th&tt

there I be Anglos that will wint4to subliert eh= 'and.fhTe will
be-.Mexican-Americant who Will help the Anglee. .Clnce you get into.
th.q.'Chicdno Studies area, there is the Whole.politic#1 cant 1N..

*problem thstIS going to be a very difficult one.
7
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Curriculvor-- Review and Stimmary
T

By Elaine K. hiller

e

Very,btiefly; we discusiied three main topics:

4

F:irs; of all, the cuiriculum workehop was entitled, 'Spanish.
Speaking American Stuaies Prbgrams." VeriquickAy and.in an
unspoken fashion w were talking about dhicano Studies. I thini
that that.cblored and set, the tone far a great deal o wfiat

happened afterwards and clearly web' not a discussion of4Spanish
Sk4ing American Studfelfprograms. I intend to be descrittivemnd
not evaluative. -

Secondly, while it was intended tp.be a higher education
discussion,"la response.to the expressip -of sake interst from
patticfpants we also dealt very briefly w1t1j.hg1; school. '

curriculud.

Thirdoly, a broad ,cOmment in order ic/put this .f4 perspective
was that we'idlentified'oui task *6 ideneIfying the queetiiine that
ehould be askea rether than formulating the ideal chitano Studies
P*.ogram. And we came-up with,the fallowing queetions, as a group:

11 1, 'In fo:Ilating a qhicano Studies program, for whom is

,
1

. the prograM intended:t '
.

1 ,---;* .

.

2 What'is the p.ur&ee'of the Vrogram
.. .

..-.

3. How shollid itilbe structured? e'

. .

Andeach of th seemese t"0 le.40 .pceboul,fiv'e or six athèr que's
.

1 .

11.,,eyers deep. . . . .

4 t

i . :
, s.

,

hich ip turn.lead to more., Slat we gotprobAbly about,twa pr Osee

,.. .
'



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

For whom would such a program be intended? For example, people

bring many different personal agendas to .the idea of a Chicano Studies

program. Is it for,Chicanos, is it for Anglos, or for both? More

_specifically, is it.to teach Chicanos'about Chicanos? .Is it to

teach Anglos about ChicenoS? Is it to teach Chicanos about Anglo'

institutions--what hlp one wrong with them? Or ist it simply tp

teach ghicanos in thill oadest sense of..the word?' how whaeever 04e

philosophical orièntatLo, n whatever the decision about th pettpective,

the impiicatioisib-for curricul40 are obvious.'What should the

purpose of such A program be? That again has' to come from he way 's

in whicii you identify the clie.ntele. thould this be a.proOam that

prepares Chicanos for the job'. ket--in Anglo terms geherally? Or

should this be the kind.of firog n. that inforovAngios in pre-professional

orprofessional piogramssabvt the needs of a Chtcano community?4

af a Spanish-spaiing'communityT These are 670 very-differOt

tasks. r

,

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE FOR A CMCANO PROGRAM
. . ,

This, in.turn', hlfgests 4 iloi.of questiona about how the program

tatoul4 be structured. .Shvld it be.structured as,a de.partmental

maTar-,as a separate departMait? Or should it be .structured as a

brae*: inter-discipiinaryiniagramwith roOts'in the more traditional .

.acad.e.M.c disciplInesT I think that prog and cons were discussed

for both of these types.of strUctures. Very 'briflyi some of the

proS:for ah ititerdisciplihary progiam would be that the influence

is perhaps more .pervasive throughout the instituenn. If ype have

people coming from sociologyi anthropologY' ign language,
..

.

medicine, the sciences, (from a very-pragmatic7p int of Oiew) you

hitveless of a sitting-duck type af program. 'it comes to'
.

.

clystions about finahcing different kinds of,pr9grams,jf you have

kone very4.dentifi4ble,one sitting O t there.alone, it's morcelikely

to, get sAot ddwn infapy icind of-dollt a p and ,cehts ctunch. That

'WOuld bp the pragmatic The.philosophacaDand perhaps the utirp

idealistic is!tflat the-Influence pérhsps pan be made more all° N

Reivasive if you strudtuie it as-vinterdisciplinary type of'endeavor.

Also, from tife point of yiew of ?ersonnel--at this time, while -

dhicpno,Studips,as'Well as American. Stugl'es and BiaCk Stpdies- '44

programs.are perhaps not considered AntellectUally bi lacademically_

msfure in the spnd tHat thern more-traditio4l ilisdiplinee are,

you perflaps.stand abetter, chance of.gettirig a solid,-respected

piogram if:You get peopfelwith t'faditivnal...cedehtials,; triat y?, a

goad anthropologist, a, good sociglogist, and SQ forth, working, in"

this interdisciplinary program, but with a.home base-(a dePartmental

appointment) in one of etie other dOarcments. . -
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THE COMMUNITY'S ROLE

A lot of 'concern was expressed about the importance of involving
the Chicano or.the Spanish-speaking community in the program. A lot
of talk. has gone on about the university being responsive to community
.needs. Same of the pragmatists say that this is because of the concern
shout numbers, and if we're going to get numbers then we've got to
start'responding td the needs as the co6sunity perceives them and
'stop dictating to the community what.we perceive their needs ought
to be. The Spanish-speaking community ought-to be a source of
pressure for the heirarchy in the administration of the college or
university, and also, very realistically, it should be a source of
insight into the true needs of the Spanish-speaking community.

L
THE SERVICE FUNCTION

If this is envisioned as au interdisciplinary or as a service
type,of endeavor, that is, providing.information for people who are
going to work with Chicano or Spanish-speaking communities, this I

kind of thing is already being done and certainly can be expanded
upon in the areas of Medical and paramedical professions and the
teaching profession. On my own college campus there is a summer
program of intensive Spanish for those who are intending to student
teach. We're near Rochester, New York, which has a community of
about.20,000 Puerto Ricans. There are a lot of Mexican-Americans,
but the largest Spanish minority.is,Puerto Rican. In the area of
medical serviqes it's quite obvious what kinds of things tan be
done.

HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Touchihg very briefly-on high sChool cUrriculum and what kinds
6f inroads could be Made and what kinds of improvements coUld bes
made in the area 'Of informator abcolit Chicanos and' Chicano Studies,
1 think the 'opinion that wet mos; srticulately expressed, and 1 .

think.that everyone agreed with, was that if social.studies
.

curricula per.se'is improved in"the high schools, tt

\

will ine-V.O.tably

s§`

ihvolve incorporaticin df.the kldds of.things that the paniSh-)
speaking community i:slconceriied with. That is, that hit s ory will-10
stbp being the'Anglo interpretation, as one member of the.panel .

,

,put. it, 6f how' we justly and rightly took over lahd from someone
else, and it will be reworked'in a way t at will 'accurately reflect
the involvemeht of the minority groups. at's Simply one example
of marly.

t.
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THE CMCANO STRUGGLE-
BARRIERS IN EMPLOYMENT,
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT



-) Why A Chicano Movement

By Orlando Rivera, Educational
Psychology, University of Utah

10

it's veiy unfortunate that the Chicano hai to have a situation
in this.country today where he is number one it.uneiployment. His
Unemployment ranges from 15 to 25 percent in a .couttry l'ihere overall
unemployment is l'etween-fiVe and six percent-. 'Any time that
unemployment in this country gets cloy to 6% we becoMe very
concerted kecause 'that smacks of a recession.. Right away sm see
Sconamists and others doing something to keep the unemployment
rate down. When you have a community where ipost of. the people
are Oployable, yet there is a 15-25% unemployment Tate, then you
:don't have.a recession,.you have a serious deprssion in that
community. in most Chicano communities that is what exists, a,
serious depression.

With arteconomic depression of that type, 5rou'see all kinds of
other concerts. Poor people simply can't provide for enriched
environments to help prepaye their children educationally.- Quite.
often both theumn aud,the woman bave to work. Often the alternatives
for chil8ren in these homes are such that they cannot give
themselves the option.to go to college or even to*go to high
school, because-they have a.loyalty to their family, and they
feel a'need to work to help their family. So high unemployment
is very devastating, and we need to coiltitue to discuss that at
length.

82 SS
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I think that we understand that the problem exists, -Inasmuch

*,,. as it existsl'samething has to be'done about it. And thils is one

of the reasons for the existence of the Chicano movement,

Unemployment is not the'only'problem. We have people that are
employed,, but it's heartbreaking to see Our people Underemployed.
We have very, capable, skilled people who quite- often are injobs
that are-not aS high paying as they can handle. Quite.often.they're

not in supervisory positiens-as they might be. Vany of our people-

are only given- jobs ai entry levels, and from there itts very
difficult tp advance. Not too long ago I was asked to inirestigate

a tase in_SaltLake City. As I investigated the one case I became

pware of another. This was man who was working.at an entry level

rob of grinder in a metal manufacturing firm. ThF; grinder has the
Th dirtiest job, and the loweet paying job,,and if he survives he ..

H might get prompted.to a welder's helper, or a machinist QX something

r like that., And this,one.Chicano was there, and herd been there for

three and a half years, and we wondered, so we asked him, "HoW 66me

you're*atill a grinder?" Andhe said that he really Wasn't happy

with it. "Well, why.don't you express a grievance about'it?" Be

-said because he was So worried that if he, did express a-grievance'

about it that they might fire him. !And-he needed, his jOb tolmy r
the rent and put the beans onthe pable. He didn't have the kind
of-security that-he needed to be,able even to express a grievance.

I didnZt have anything to- loae so I'asked the foreman, "HOW:come

you still have thia fellow at the grinder level when that young
man.over there is a welder's helper now4.having. only been a grinder

for.three months and another guy is an apprentice helpeA in ttle

machine. shop and.they have better wages?" Ile was astounded that'

I would have the nerve to ask such a question, and after he got

out of his shock hetald, "We can't move him out of there; lie doe,s

the work of two men." And we find these zwses over and over again.
Thanks to the Chicano movemeni, he got a 78 cent per bour raise'

And a Prbmotion.

mutAtIoN A StCIAL MOBILITY

Mostvof our people work either in serVice occupations in labor
types of occupations, and very few in the tectql.ical,' managerial-or

professional occupatioas. The classic route to social mobility is
ttlrough'communIty develOpment, and we're not into that a? much ag

we'd like.. Social science tells us the.fast route is thhugh
education. ,We have studeDts,now at the universities and coll,eges

who are moving through the professional schools and are beginning

to prepare for jobs. However, for many years we've been dealing

with some of our pnbller_agencies in' the state. Every timervie deal

with, a public
ag0

ency they sey, "You picanos,always want something

for Nothing. We want lo hire Chicanos, but you don'to,have any that

gilalityf" Well, by qualifications they meant certain-kinds of

credentials. And I .could argue that a long time, but I'm not going

to in this session. We finally did graduate some, and we'have a: .

young man.who -.graduated from the Ur4verSity of Utah and he's applying

for A job an4 116 can't gerlt, .either. Wif kuFastion won't work
-owit

either, what can we do? .

Igo
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4
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REMOVING. AR BARRIERS .

I don't knOw if y of you watched the Dialog prograelast ,

night, but I thought t meeting with.the State Board was reasonably
orderli, but gameone saw it as being a place where we went.and

.

stomped .and sang. Well, maybe we have to stomp and sing if we're ,

going to open up'positioris for Chicano's anywhere. The only way we t,
,

emcan'ever do it is to work with the syst in such a way that we
v

change some of the rules that amoun to what might be described
as artificial barriers. Let me give you an example of a rule-that

,

- %-acts as an artificial barrier. Some of our people are screened
out of jobs with. the "iiSe of tests. even though those tests in no e
way predict performance on the job. The onky reason you ahoUld.
have a test is to see if a-person is prolicient in a skill that
will,predict his or her perforbance on the job. liut because certain
tests are used that.are invalid for our people for 177hatever
reason, they are screened out of jobs, and that's been our
historyo Consequently, we have to begin to try to remove some ,

of those artificl.al barriers. We haven't, as yet, been successful
in changing the tests. I hope it is possible. A couple of
weeks ago covernor Rampton asked that I serve on a Utah State
Merit.SYstem., Every time I,, accept one ef t'hose posittons I feel

frustrate# because it's not as easy to change things as you'd like.
But)hopefully we will begin to make'screening processes more
valid in predicting job performance.

i
,, .

.

Another way we are° attempting to remove barriers.is to get
agencies to write jolq descriptiens that will fit our people. I

remember the first time'we established a bilingual position. One,
of the Personnel guys at the Utah State Yersonnel Office stuck
his-finger in my hose and said, "Don't.you know this is America
and th4 English ig the language Apoken here?" It ebok all the
etrength that'I could mustdr not to, poke him in the nose. I.

-.

poked.him Rret6-r seriously, verbally, but that didn't,change him.
It tptak a, lot of wotkt bul we did establisha bilingual position.

v.

. And then, we had aPplicants for the position; I'm not mentioning
this-to be negative but tb give,you A feel far what we are-doing.
We!re trYing to get Cllicatios in posit-ions within State agencies so
that we c'an institutIanalize. Chicano input Alto those agencies.
We want.persong there. that ander'stand our people so that they can'

.

serve them effecfivèly. 'And one.may-to do fhis is- to get jobs
for our pae.ple at all the-difffrent levels of the .hierarchy, from
management down through superVision and theproviders of .services.
Well, we were luck.): to get a *Isitieu finally defined as bilingna.11
And you 4rtow1What? Wd had 150.eX-missionaries who spoke Spanish
apply'lfol-1 the. jol?. . And' if you use the' Spanith testi they would do
better Por the.job than we would-becau6e they speak Spanish better
tharewe do. -You'd he surprised,how many bf these kinds:of positions-
are filled by ex-miSsionaries. Well, this begins ,to create kind of
a ten'Se'situatian,-beeAlise wer.e trying to create jobs for the, A

*1
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Chicanos and we end up not doing it because they're taken by others,
We have a lot of people such as exml15sionaries who very sincere
in their committment to.try to help our people. But one of the ways
they can help is to recognize same of the things that we're doing
and,ow back gracefully.

PATERNALISTIC HELP NOT NEEDED

Sid Shreeve made.a little bit o a tactical error.about what
. Chicanos thinfc. when-he said that Clark Knowlton is the chief of the

Chicanes. We'really like Clark. ,Hets really mature and he'S the.
kind,of guy that can be very graceful and stay.in the background..
But to say that Clark KnoWlton is the chief of Chic in" the

g that we can't do
said it, and I bet

bedause if the-

country is really an insult td any of us in s
our own thing. -So I kind of wish he hack-
Clark Knowlton dogs, too, We ca'n't afford t

,
Chicano community were ever to.agree to being put in a position
where we have people pat want to do good for our peOple, you khew,
whe e the do,gooder Cymes 4nd dpes good tortus',.then we wouyi---be

ing we're helplesswe're.powerless, we,tre unable.to_daything
for ourselves, we. hope someone else will/Come along :, o

something for.us. And we hear that occ4Sion o peeple Whb have
given up. The7 say, "Ojata que no.e. trvet4iin La ayuda." tqe.hpFT
they'll help,Y 14e4rwe can't afford that. The day.thae:wehave'
a Chicano movemeht that ,says let someone else be paternalistic
toward us and dlgood fOr-us, we might as well lay down and die,
I'm sure that.the LDS Church teachings don't accept that,: cause

tll'Ir
we believe that everybody, including Chicanos, should be le to '

do for themselves. But the only way A person can do for himself
is if he has that opportunity. Well, this is why we're sensitive
fh that area.

'CULTURAL AWARENESS TRAINING

We're hoping, as Dr. Morales said today, that we can begin to
have respect for,each other even if we're culturally different.
And to have respect for each other, we have to understand each
'other and,be awai-e of each other. We would hope that the youth
coming up through colleges now could take classes that would expose
them to information and experiences with people that are culturally
different. With tfiat kind of education tliey're prePared f
job; if a person doesn't have that kind of education, he's m s-
educated I've talked to teachers who say, "In all my classes in
education I wasn't prepared to go to.teach at Jefferson School in
Salt Lake £ity. They didn't teich me anything to help me cope
zwith that situation." They weremis-educated, I feel. sorry for

someone who happened to be trained in Alpine School Distrlct and
never got to associate with a Chicanos Andithen tf he couldn't
get a job in Alpine School District, he mIttht go to East L.A. or
Denver or parts of Salt Lake City or what have you, and unless he's
had these kinds of classes, he's poorly prepareck We-hope that you
graduating students are well prepared with a Spanish-speaking

!135
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ses

AmerIcan kind of studid, Indian Otudies and so forth. Then if you

really are prepared,if the Chicano had his way--we'd simply get
rid of the people that are in the jobs now and ask. you to take them.
That's about impossible, but that's.the way we feel.

The next step is training state employees. We've tried to ask
the Governor, and he's been re9onsiVe, and the Utah State Legislature
has been responsive, and they've allocated money for,us tp conduct
what is'ea led Cultural Awareness Training-to Stati Employees. We

hope that e ation can bring change, that by giving cognitive
informaciask o state employees, that maybe they'll become more
sensitive to the cultpral differences that ekist. We're pessimistic
because, you'd be surprised, we've talked to people such as social
workers, and teachers, and they're as red-necked as anybody I've
founa, And we don.'t change them; they only become more defensive,
and they have all the answers. But we hope that eventually they can
subscribe somewhat to the notion of cultural pluralism and be able
to deal with all our citizens. This isn't an isSue that applies
only to Utah and to states in thk Southwest. Last week I was in
Washington, D.C., and I didn't have to speak a word of English
because everywhere I went I found people that.spoke Spanish. And

this is the casp in Illinois, Massachuset4, Michigan, Florida,
New York, wherever you go. -So nowadvs tOre is real opportunity
for people that are bilingual and that are trained to be culturally
sensitive to the issiles that we're confronted with and that carC

help with these situations.

V
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Struggle With Establishnient
4

By Carlos Esqueda, Acadomics Vice
President, University of Utah

,

There.are several basic reasons why colleges and universities
and other agencies that employ, people get impolved in the area of
recruitment. There is a defiaite need for people who are sensitive
to the' needs of minorfty greups. But I'm aorry to say that pprhaps
the biggest influence in developing affirmative action prograim at
all levels is thegfact that the Federal Government says, "If you

0 don't' give equal opportunity to people, you are gding to-lose
money." ,And I think that this is probably the biggeSt door
opener that I have seen in my travels throughout the Southwest.

s I assess the picture of the Chicano and for that matter the
A

Black d the Native American ia the state of. Utah., I find that the
problems of,the lainor_ities are quite similar. But the Chicano in
Texas,, Arizona, California, and in Utah and in eVery state, I would
:venture to say,.in the Southwest., has thejworst problem.- We have

thi lowest educational attainment. We have the lowest family income
of any ethnic group ia the Southwest other than the Indian on the
reservation. 'And hive you ever stopped to think.why ,this is?. How

many of you kaow of a Chicano doctor or a Spanish-speaking doctor '

in this state? Or do you happen-to *now an attorney who is a Chicano?
Or do.you happen to know a school: administrator, a school
superintendant, or a school principal or a director of Title I at

the State Department level? Have.you ever stopped po think abodt -,-

this? Can any of you tell me that these positions art open to our

people? And have you ever_stopped to think, "Why is this?" We
live ia a cbuntry.and in a state In. which we say that al4 people

are equal, but if this is So then where'are our people? Where are,

the Blacks and,the Nafive Americans in positions,of leadefrship?
-.1611 knoW that every once in a while when my.kriead Orlando Rtvera

ftv .
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and Epifanio Welch and a fe4 of tie other Chicanos in the state

of UtabLhave thr audacity to go t a State Board of Education to

try and find out the apwers and we are labeled as trouble makers.

And many times, unfortunately, th news media pick out things that

we say, and deem our behavior as hat of revolutionaries. But let's

get'the whole story out. Ws un rtunate that people often don't

take the time to find out why it ii tb a group of people have a
confrontation with the establishment, *hethei it be the State Board

of Education or a local school district, or a private enterprise.

But The answer is very simple. The State School Board advertised

a position at the state levl for a director of Title IV. :Ihey

have always told us, "Give u the candidates, give us people who

are trained, who are competen,t, and we'll hire them," Weill we gave

them five of hthe most competent people* the state of Utah and in
our, estimation they hired the one that was the most incompetent.

In the first place, one of the job requiispents was that this
individual must be fluent in Spanish, and\this individual can say,
?Como esta,Ud.? B4enas tardes, and hasta\ta vista. I would ventuie

to say that many of yourlreshmen here at.BYU civa speak a lot better
Spanish Chan the indiyidual that was hired to see that local

school districts were implementing programs for the Spanish-speaking

studtnts. They say, "Give us a candidate who has the qualifications."

For' your information we gave them two Chicanos with Ph:D.'s and`

you know we're growing,-too, in our machismo as Chicanos. We .

allowed two womentwo very lovely womento apply for the position.

One of them is a teacher at the College of-Eastern Utah with a

Master's degree and several years of experience;. another one is a

graduate of the Upiversity of Utah with a Master's degree who was

working with a very large fftm in Wisconsin dealing with the
problems of ethnic minorities. The fifth candidate was a vice-

principal'in the Salt Lake School District. But when they went

through the system, they were asked'about their allegiance to the

district and to the administration. The jotrdescription itself

specifies that this indiidual must develop better communication

between the minority coMmunity and the state institutions of

,instxuetion4 and toilet he or she has to be an advocate to make

sure that the minority groups are attaining educationally and

that we are implemehting,innovative programs. All of these things

are important in the job description, hut somehow or othet our '

*applicants ieroed out because thet happened to say, "I believe in
the community, and there may-be.a time when even,,though,youre. FY

boss, I may have to go against,your wishes, not because of

disrespect, but because I have a $halrenge, I have a job to do

;pr the minority community."'
,

-1
.

So it turns out that'the State Board of Education selected an

indIxidual who, we were 'told by his supeiviSor in our meighboring Jr s

4

44
i,nstituti6n at Weber State, wap given a B.A. degree because they

wanted to get him out of*herei This was an.individual' who
administereefour federal projects, or maybe five, and'had ruined, -

them. And, this is the type.of individual that the State,BOard of

Education aelected to implement a iarogram.tq upgrade minorities. ..

We would have beei mutql happier if they hadgotten an Niglo in there

who was.sympathetic, regardtegs of the gualifications,and-who could

* say, "Buenosi,dias,, ?Como 'esta Ud.? 1)T Go.dowu to the barrio and;

?Cevno le va:?,;

, 94, -_.
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Armando keeps telling me that it doesn't matter how you speak

as long as yoU-deal with peOple with respect. And we really

believe this. /And honestly, when we approached Superintendant
Talbot, we apkoached him with the idea that he had made a mistake

and that a change had to be made. Well, we got'a typically
heaurocratic answer,."I'm sorry. The'decision has been made." The

nate was given to the State Board and the individual has a position.
So we told him, "The'alternative is that we're'going to taise
Maybe he thought that we weren't going-to do-it, that maybe it was
an idlethreat, but we're raising hell.

. If any of you have followed the newspapirs,, you saw where as
a last resort, a commnnity representative ef the whole state of
Utahappeared before the State Board and deananded that that institntioo
prgvide the same opportunity that your brothers.and sisters and
that your mothers and fathers have had available to them. We want
nothing mort, and this is what we told them. We want to maim eaure
that our ChicapKtos in Salt Lake or. in Price ot in Tooele, or in
Ogden, regardless.of whether they live in the barrio or.in the more
affluent areas, have the same opportunityjor education. And we..,

mean,business. .And We'renot here to plead to you to do us a favA.
We are here to demand that this elected body, representative of the
iieople of Utah,,giVe:Chicanos the recognition that they deserve aid.
the opportunity that:therideserve net 4.s Chicanos but as hudan
beings. .And i'mvvdfy happy to say that after.several verbal
etchanges and accusations (that didn't follow parliamentary
procedure) that'the State Board of Education ordered the State
Superintendant'to form a Task Force composed of the Governor's.
Chicano Advisory. COmml,Ittee.,t members of the,State Beard of Education,
and member4rof the Superindendant's staffato develop g.plan that
would be implementad for thaE State Board of Adncation.,It wa4
Confrontation,' and I think' that in the ,procese of taking Changes

to e abdut, ,th_the: state. of) 'qtah We're &Ins to antagonize some
Oeeple, but we're:going 6 convince somepiople that out, cause.is
just. We 'don't.want to put teacheltvin the public schoofs,mbo ate,.

not well-trained juac becaUse they'rhicanOs. We'don't want
school administrators wha don't know anything about administering

schoOls. We don't want to produce doctors at the UniVersity of
Utah that jlat go through the motions, because,we'are not going
to put oti fives in their.hands if they!re not well trained. ,We

. don'f want attorneys to go out into*the field who can't win cases.
tol we don't want anything other ,than the opportunity to ttain ()yr.
people to-go out and do the job that we-know they can do.' We
sometimes are faced with.what some i)cople refdr to as reverse 4

diacrimination: :Because .you'are beinD trained in this institution,

4 and you're going to gb o4t into t1e world.of work, you.'re going to
run into incidentg wItErp out people are going eb be competing for
positions that you want,.and you're going to say, "I'm trained-and
wky should they hire an Indiah ctr a Black or a Chicano because I

can do as goocia-job,'but thity havapreference because they're
minorities.' 'Keep in mind one thirlg, thatothe Chicanos, Blacks,
fiWve Ameticans,.and other.minorities,'have faced this far a hundrbd.

years. And when you have faced this for as hundred.yearf, thEn you'll

be catching up with-us, aneit kind of hurts.

. 9g
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There may be a little resehtmentif this in the first time you've
Beard &Chicano say, "To hell with the systemq. itts not working for
Us, and were going,to do)our damndest to make it work for us," But
we are, and you better believe it.

I was always very impressed with an expression that my father
taughtme. He was one of ihose,people that,uame to this country
Uurilig the MexiCan Revolution, He was one of those people-who iias
kolng to return to his country, and' he never becaMe a citizen, He
learned.E4glish, but he ilways wanted to go back to Mexico,. ind he
never went back, lie, lived in this country and he taught us,sgveral
tAings, among them'to respect the rules an4 regulations of this
country;._respect this country, and respeet.the flag, "And remember
one thing," he said, "t learned this in my home country, the sayin
that Zapata, the Revolutionary,, had, 742 tierra kp dig que 42 .

pnabotil; (The land belongs to those who.toil IA.)" Bui unfortunately
we keep.tbiling it, and it tiU belongs to you, and ,we want a ltttle
bit of that land back. Thank you.

COMMEA.IT BY ORLANDO RIVERA (
Carloa used the State Board of Edlcation as an example of 'ari

institution we're working 4with. If you multiply that 20 or 30 times,.
you can see tow, many,other institutions thatke've dealt with.
Someone said that pirier corrupts and absolute%power ctirruptk abscilutely.
Anck this is observed by us as Chicanos. When we.don't,have a voice f
in something, then we don't have any of ti)e power. We're,powerlesis
when wetry to work With the system.

. .

I migheshareswwi -you what happened to Caflos: Because,of
.the courage i - th tome of these institutionsr,as you can
ha is veiw candid,-people_ in those institutibns have had the nerve
to call'his boss.asking.thai -either he pull back or if possible,

. that he, be diEnnissed frot-iiis job.. To me that'i the\ ultimate in
'corruption. .Bnt that doesintebother him verY*much b 4 alum his

. irinciples are greater than the need for one.job.

A
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Tlim Laws an Opportunity
,

By Tani Rivas, Assistant Swerintendenti,
Los Angeles City II,nified School. District

4 a

RECOGNITION OF. SPECIAL NEEDS
. .

f

'You heard kmando say that he as conaideied a trilliant 21.0iOn

in.elemientary school.. L was put in remedial-reading c/assas or-i
special,training classs, but-the oil thing"that saved met was goodA
teachers; the teachers recognized that r did noebelong in ,kbosej.:-..*

classes and soon bad me out. HoweVer, Many oi my littli school .

friends who I felt had greater potential, than:I had armlufferim,
today becauselof lack of understanding on the.pareof teachers.
I was born and raised in L.A. We have the largest .Meticaz-..Amerimsi

population of any city in 'the Southweit. That'is'my,backgrouAd.' j

Na0 I am responsible for the, personnel dAvition of the L.A.
City Schools. We heve a cross-section,of students, fiam the student,
who hat entered the:country for the first time it'the kindergarten,
level who comes from'a home spe4idg only Spanish to the..twelfth
grader, trained'with Mexico's finest secondary education, who is
looking forward.to a-college education. We'in L.A. -face the
koblem of. providing,same kind of'program for these Chicanos. I.

like to look atthings in perspective. ,Any of. yol! who are in

special educatia'n know-that we as tducators try to stprt students
-from where they'ate and take-them as fir as they can go'. That's a
basic in educatiola.. We take the child that has very bad eyesight,
arid we don't\tlesitate to work in small classes for him. We call
them sight-savifig classes.. We increase the intensity of.the light,
and we produce books with large type. And yet I think thAt we have

a.
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failed to recognize that principle withregard_to thellexican-
'American'student.itho faces a unique type.of* educatianal challeuge--I
don't say handicap, I sarchallenge.: Inizany costal we haven't
lookild into the strengths. that,the:student'hai. For eianple,

'take- the student that comes to'..us already literate in Spanish; he
Alrpidy knows-how to read and writer,. instead .of building-0144.
sikingth We say that it's all virong.: And you have companies'.
saying. "We haven't got anyplace for theae Chicanos." And yet in
California, inv4ichool:thatis built today-more than one,story high
-must provide ramps for a person who. has crutches or a wheelchair to..
move from one frbor to another.

4

. THE moat sysTrat

We have no opposition to themerit system as long as it-does
.hot exclude, and I don't think-that that is t intention of.ihe
merit system. In the L.A. City School District we used to have a
rule of five. You picked one of the tive top candidates, NO
thought was ever given that there be unique teacher requirements.
However, the demographie makeup of our district has changed and
consequently the teachers that we are looking for and that many
schools should be looking for fall in a different category fram the
formerly prevailing-middle class majoxity type. So we did a
simple &lug. Wh asked for teachers under the title, "elementary

4

sihool teacher --bilingualf By doing that we sere able to cantinue
e using the current nerit system. Wh go down ten until we find the

first bilingual and hopefully'Vcultural teicher. rf there are
'live bilingual and ten bilingual-biculturals they compete on the
merit system. They have gone through the same tests as everybody
else except that they are required to have au extra skill. If the
Sekcher has to learn braille in order to teach childreq that are '

blind, why do people so,etrongly object when we ask that a
teacher that is working with Spanish-speaking zhildren be able to
speak Spanish.

e,
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Bicultural Training

By Armando Ayala, Dirbotor of
Bilingual-Bicultural Education
Project Area rir 'Valley Intercultural
Progrlim, Auburn., California

I am the director of a bilingual program iv northern California..

We're funded under Title VII, which is the Pilingual-Bicultural Act

of 1967. And we're also funded under whai.we call the AV 2284C a

state -funaed program. The reason why I quoted Title na for you and .

also 2284 is I understand that there are other states-41E4o that

are.mandating bilingual -bicultUlal education, such as.Texas.which

has invest $0 million into it, also New York and Massachusetts.

We have under title VII $50 million for 1974-75 for bilingual -

hicultural programs. Armando Rodriguez Bitocayo, former Deputy
Commnsioner of Education of USOE, who is now with UCLA, made the

comment, four years ako in Tucson, Arizona, that we needed 290,000

bilingual-bicultural teachers. Nem I think that 200,000 is what

we're looking for in the sfate of California alone, So we're

loolsing to the universities and saying we need bilingual -bicuLtural

. teachers, and they're saying we have 17 Spanish majors. That's

not what we're talking about. Aq compadre aqui was talking about

the preparation of a bilingual teacher. Speaking Spanish doesn't

usually make you develop skills in bilingual-bicultural teaching

because it's an entirely diffeyent qoncept and ther bicultural part

of it has a lot to do with it because you have to understand the

ci4ture of'the community where you are serving as a teacher in order

to be able to function. You do not treat a kid in Laredo, Texas,,

que se llama Armando Ayala, the same way that you aie going to

treat one in RoseviLle, California, becvse of the difference in the

communittes. Culturally therelis a difference, a great difference.

And we do not speak'the foreign language Spanish that you were

taught at the university. Decimos troca y piquinita y cosas,asi
que'no'se ensenan. And you don't know how to conjugate the verb

corbata. I say that because a Spanish teacher used to ask students to

conlugate the verb corbata (necktie), which isn't a yerb, to see if

they had done their homework.
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One of the thihgs that we have really 1,61lovied up on in the
preparation of bilingual-bicu1tural teacher% is a field experionee,
living in a cammunity. I attended Sacramento State College where
there were 25 experienced teachers that were,getting their Nasters
Degibes. I had never seen 25 Cliicanos with-LA.a all together at
the same time in ailw life, aia that was a'liind blower, 25 people.
As part df that program they said that you have to.go out and live
in a community for two weeks ai a participant and observer. You
have.to.live in a home that has been.identified vnaer the 0,000.
level, which is a poverty area, and you'sretiot supposed to contribute
anything to the maintenance of the home until' after you exit. Same
would say, "Ybu mean youFre going to send merver there'to learn
how to be poor?" It was so funny-how-much we had forkotten. WI
had been teachlfig five to ten years. W'had a /LA.; we had coffeuoam
status. When' we went back and started sharing our experiences, one
of the guys said, "Ay, quq aasa tan horribte. Bahia unas aucarachas."

,

In our program we spend approximately $25,000 a year regrodvin.g
our teachers (because we have to pat up with those who are already
in the classroom), We hve to drag them out and retrain them. W
have to retrain them to work with another human beiiig, a teacher

cassistant, for instance. We have to train them dn Iow to, make the
eaching style fit the cultural community. ,We have to get them

out of the high hill.and down' to the home base level of the kids'
real existence. And when they go to do a home call on a kid, we try
to get them to fgnore cockroaches and not to brush the chair off
when they sit down or look under .the table to see if it's been
swept. ,

We have to work on attitudes. In a lot of plices whenye
Started going in with bilingual-bicultural education, people were
very fearful, both Anglos and Mexican-Americans. So I've had
enough flack from both Wes to be able to say what I'm saying.
Why 1s it that if b=ou haVe a Bcitish accent yoere sophisticated,
and if you have a French accent, then you're sexy, but if yod-
have a Mexican accent, then\you have a problem? We have to work
with attitudes and I think the training of the bilingual-bicultural
teacher must deal with attituaes, also.

I do a workshop where I come in tig the teachers and I say',
"Today we're going to have a reading lesson. I'm going to tell.'
you a story and I'd like you to Urite the name of the story, the
main character, and the thme and place of the story," and 'I pass
out the papers. "I'm not a very good story teller (of 'course, that's
not what my wIfe says) but I have it on tape and I'm going to play
it for you, an9Lif you'll excuse me, I'm going to step out of the
room for a little while." I turn it-on, and it's the story of the
"Three -Little Bears" in Japanese. And I.have aa observer in the
class,to watch the people. I leave, and when I come back I tbrn.
it off and I pick up,the papers and I grade them. Everybody gets
zero.. And I chew them out about how stupid they are and all the
reasons in the world why a brain like theirs shouldn't be making
zeros.' "Did you pay attention? You didn't even write your name on
'the right hand corner." I put theM throughi6xactly the same.thing
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that these kids so through,. I ask my 6bServer, "What did you notieW
He says, "Well, /14ry over heye started giggling." "Atlihat time?"

The attintion Span of those adults, the record fhat I haye with my
staff, is onempute 30 seconds listening to the Japanese story
before they broke the attention span, That's hour difficult it is.

That's part of the training that I'M talking about. So, before

break the attention span for yfu, thank you very much.

r
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Access to Employment and Education

s

By BPent 14(30.ego2', Manpower

Planning Council, Utah County

,We all know that a (Significant-number of our Chicano population
in the sfate of Utah is living in a state of poverty, which is
simply a lack of money. In our society the accepted manner to get ,

moneY is from gainful employment, and we,notice that poverty in our
Chicano community is directly related to the fact that they have a
very high unemployment rate.--,It'is traditionally higher across
the United*States thad that of the snack community, and only
slightly lawet than that of pur Native Americans. Now why is thisr

think that.there are a couple of.contributin& factors. There is
,a lack of basic educational and vocational skills, and also _there
is discrimination or racism, or whatever you want to call it:

'Some suggest that the dominant race.of our society, out of. the
goodness of its heart, ought to try to rectify the situation. I Ah

can't speak for Chicanos because I'm not a Chicano', but I pervnalli.
feel that 'the Chicano ddesn'tvant the goodness of anyone's
heart in- this matter. I think that it's paternalistic and condescending
for us td suggest it. Access to vocation and job training isn't
the property of anyone to give or to keep for themselves. And I
think what the Chicauo wants is that which fs requ1red'13y
That is, equal access to all opportunities for employment and for
education. 111

But besides that I. thi4 that it's to evAryI on-00 advantage to,
try to improve the economic and social inequities which the ChicanO
finds in our community. ,Manpower is one of our 'natural resources,
but it Is very perishable. ,It is wastel if it is not used. You
cAh't store it away, and it requires a certain amount of social
overhead costs whether it id utilized or tot.' No natter Whether
the worker is employed or unemployed, he still has to have frijoles'
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on the table. .Family must be maintained whether,he is yurking OD

nqt. It's an eonamic. law like having Palmer Brothers trutkilg
lines here in Utah county with trucks Sitting unloaded at their
docks and wittOthe engines running, not.being tutted. It's a.diag on

. .

our economy. It's a resource that's not being ustd in our'society.
And as you talk in terms 'of unemployemnt and underemployment
there are other costs also that you usually dan"C.attach dollars and .

cents value to. These are the costs of crime,-poor health ' i

1._

alienation, and sodial disruptions; youtve heard about some
tr

disruptions in,Los Angelei and otiler places.t But what price Can
you really place on a wasted human life?

N.E
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Statp Office,otEqual OpOrtuAity

.a

'I-

' Me:re specifically chtirged with imp ementing and seeing that7
the nver-all state Ztfirtative action plènwbrk.a. We are also
lending technical assiatance to those state agencies which have to
puE together an affirmative action plarh I wish ba I could be
a litp le morta positive about,it, but I really can't be. There's
mu*, rk tà be Alene. They're putting together a lot of plena
that oundigood,.But they don't work. They're saying they can't
fintl qualified iiinorities. 1,k find them; they wonithlie them.
So there is a'lot of work 6 do. -Just reeently we'Ve had at
least three Chicanos with degrees turned down and they've had to
take Jobe with private"industry. And I think that-private industry
is able to do a lot more than public.jurisdictions are. And we
really dq have a lot Cif-*oblems with the state of Utah: There
has been same progress I think that you'caa see that. is'shown by
the existence of your Chicano and Black ombudsmen and a State.
Office of Equal'Employment OpportunIty. But you, know the teeth
that we should have dr the'power that we shoilld have is not there.
And`I think that the' only way it'a going to work is that people .

like yourselves who are concerned will get behind the State Offi4
of Equal Employment' Opportunity and also the Chicano and Black
ombudsmen and the ent1discriminatio4 people,and see that they do
the Job that they have been assigned to do: That's really where
it liep,because you know you can either do it with money pr with
numbers and we know that we ain't gotthe money, so if we can show'
ithem that wa have a force in getting a united(kind of.voice, we
might be a little more effective. I don't mean to sbund'like it
has to be a radical kind of thing. I thInk that we're going to
have to work with assistance. I think that's the wey it'll have
to.go, but there are drawbacks.to that-, too.

-i
By Jcie Gallegoe Utah State Chicano
ardwidanan's OrAN9
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Ethnocentrism

7

4

ByBen Mortensen, ClinioalPsyahologiatn,
Utaft State ligspital

. One thing I ii.cked np yesterday which I think we who are Chicanoa

need to he careful of. I heard'soMe of_ ottr-AngloAtudents say that

in the mietings they attended it was their impresEiTon that we

Chicanos don't want them in medical, social And psychological"fields
because they-can't relate to us - you know - we,want our own people,

we wint to.gO to our own-doaors, and we want ta-goito our own
theraoist, and,we want to gotto our own dentists. 1,rhit's fine.

Except,. .as you heard Governoi Rampton say this morning, we don't

even have a Chicano doctor in the spate. I think 'if there's anything

I've learned,o4er the years it's thitt one of the greatest problems

that the whole world suffers from is the problem of ethnocentrism.

As groups gat er together, they alwItys cehWttiemselves as number

one. 'Certain: y we in this country that the U.S. is"number one,

And we don't care who falls below7T fri whatever rank order. '

Religions do the same, social gr 4o the same, and I think.this
)cind of ethnocentric problem haa caused more hostility and probably

More wars than any other'one problem I can think of. I'm sure

Catholics think that they're number one and Mormons know that they're

number one, Russians know that they're pumber 4t,e, and Blacks now
feel that they're' number one, and so the problem just compounds

itself. We'need the help of people who-hre of a mihd and.snirit to
help us and I would certainly hope that we don,'t get int6 this bag

* of ethnocentrism where we feel ;ike we can only, go to our'own,people

to seek help34 There's probal4y pp one here that's more Chicano than

-SiloShreeve. I'llave known this m4n since I ws a young missionary .

Argentina and no one has a greater love or interest for the

Spanish-speaking people than this great man who, sits behind me here.

Sp I would hope that i31 of you who hAve a mind and a spirit to help

this great people mit of the depths of deprivation and discrimination,

we need }Fonr support, we need your spirit, and wel)eg you to help us.

TUT* you.
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The Chicano Shtuggle--
4eview and Summary

Ry Orlando Rivera, Educational .

Psychology, University of Utah

. ,

What we ask for as Chicanos is sometimes misinterpreted, People
say, "Why do' you minoritles always want this or.why do you want that?
It looks like you want something.for nothing." Letlme..reassure.you,
that Chicanos aren't only asking for things that wdll benefit them.

,The ideas and the concepts presented liere,in this symposium aren't
canly,for the benefit of Chicanos,.they are for the benefit of the
total population. And why do we 'seek theise things?. ¶ will illustrate
with twotvery simple examples. There are many an4cdotes that we
'could give to help you begin to get the feel of whAt we are trying
to correct. And this matter is sh drgent Awme:

In the schools we had s counselaris aide. ..He was paid $2.00
per hour, and he went there'part-time to help. Incidents like this
come to our%attention because we have people there, and'unt we
hive people there we don't,know. A fittle girl was about k.be,
suspended from junior high School*beciuse shea wouldn't go to
gyiM class.. And so this Counselor's aide. called her in and asked
her why. She was very hesitant to say why and she gave some flimisy
exCuses like, "Well, I don't like to shower in front of other girls."
And things like that that,do have some reality because of a
cultural differedce base. But at the same time that rtially wasn't
a good excuse. And so sornefiow then she 'promised him that she would.
.go to gym:. The next day she disLdress and go to. gym. And as tbe
teacherAined up the girls in the gym, she iioticed that this girl
didn't have her tennis shoes an, and so she proceeded very energetIcally
(in front'of.ple class) to chew this girl out for not wearing'her
tennis dhoes,(and sent her to 9te office. Well, the little girl'
ran avt of the gym,.and instead of going to the officeiwent to this
Chicano counselor's office, crying, of course,-very disappointed and
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huit. And he asked her what was wrong and so she told him thmit she
had been kicked out of gym because she didn't waar het tennis shoes.
Apparently the teacher thought that this was just another rebellious
litqe girl. *But the counselor asked why she didet 'wear her tennis
shoes and she'said, "Because last payjlay-myothir bought -my'books
and my gyi Suit, and she Said,,'Rijit46 no tengo para tug tents.!"
dile said that the next pay day41ie would buy her tennis shoes-and
thavWas going to be the 112Ax day, ahd so she.wasn:t.going to
until silt got them. I can'understand amother saying, "Biji
tengo para tor tenis:" 1 think-a lot of us &an uncierstand ti
But I can't understand a teacher that has such insensitivitiiti)
dismiss a girl becax.xse of thesi conditions-without finding out why.
These prob;ems exist day after day, incideht after incident, and,
we have'Vo correct them together.

c
Peop e don't know why we have to raise the banner to involve

putselvea n this cause. PAnother inCident:-, If you pick up thip
. In:on:tines paper, you will see an article that is about the fourth

10 r
.

fifth article about a young Chicanito Who was shot in Salt
Lake City. These-articles are there becauseof press releaaes
of the city. The city is trying to,whitewash a case. Theytie
reissuing press releases so that the public will.think that nothing
happened in that incident, th,t it was an accident. 'We know
differently. This' is a case Of flagrant misjudgment by a police
officer. And the result of 1;t was that a young Chicanito was
shot yoint blank in the back'and nearly murdered. We could dismiss
it'and say, 104es, asi son Las coma." But we re4use to, and we
Want it.to be cleared And the only way you can clear these things

_

is to.go,to court sometimes. And poor people can't-go to oourt-
because it takes money.' But we have a case4and the lawyei knows
we have a caseand he'is willing to give orhis time to take 'It to.

court% And the people of the community are raising the money
necessary to take it to court. 1,ast nightya had a social meeting ,

in-Salt Lake. The social meeting didn't have that incidedt on the
agenda, ,but'befo,re,we lef,t the members had raised $300.0O1to take
that case to court. Pdople are Willing to.give of their time and
of their effort and of their talent and pf their means to bring
justice to these cases. I hope that you'll.follow that case and
see what realty occurs. There are cases that I could go.on and .

on ih tell,ing you; but this is 'reailytwhy we're here:

Ihere is no reason why in a country'as great as this that we
have today, whbre there are people-with good will and following the
teachings.of Ctrist, why we couldn't lookbut for each other, for'
our hdrmanito. Thank you.

V
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The Functional Si
GlAicano4terature

a

i
.By Tom's Ii*WalaA Associate LWan.of.the.
veo4dgp of Aiultzdisciplinceey
Vni'versZty of Texas at Sdn Aktonib,

4!

pace of
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believe that there is a vdry definite correlattoli between

society and arts and when I speak of society I. mean'a congregation

df peopi,e. a group of,Reop14 do not have the creativd impulse

or they do nOt have the fomentation of their inner spirit or
their imaginative prekess that is revealed through.literature or

art, then you don't have a complete peop4. I feel that it's very

important to study liteiature. Of course, one reason is that this

is iy chosen profession. 'AA ther is the fact that 1:7e are not

just staIistics; we are not figures, to provide documentation to
prove a thesis or hy1wthef1s. I hink as a people we are also
involved with imaginative p ocesses, and it'i very important that

we study. Chitano literature because it shows us.the imaginative

process, the inventiveness of this people.'

4
't

I was talking to Rudia,Knight--I don't know how maw of 'you

have read his novel, Bless Me Vitima, and I asked Rudy'OrYou've had 411

your novel'criticized by different people--reviews of yoilr novel have
been written, of cburse you like the good review, and you dislike
the bad review--but in .youi opinion, whatflperson do you think has
really-come to a very good perspective oeyour nolel?" And he said,

Nell, a cousin of mine, who lives in New Mexico;" they had a (the

town where Rudy grew up) had a party for him, and, of course, Rudy
writes about the townspeople, and they were very glad to go and talk

to aidy 1?ecause they could see some of the.characters in the book' --

and they could imagine they were Ihe characters, and so forth. y -

_But one of his cousins kind of sat in the back of'the'room kind of

distrustful. After mnst 9f the people had gone away fro% Rudy and

he was left alond, he approached him and said, "You know, Rudy,

you're getting famous because you tell lies. That's what fiction is,
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you knoww In a sense.." And Rudy said,' the first book that
my cousin had read,' rearlY,- all the, way through, and .he'expected to
find in the book;-,if ha saw a character that'he couldtrecognie, he
expected io, fited, the truth there d' And tó he said "ts 'this what
it thkes? . These are lfes' in thebookL you're *net telling the tnuth
there." And he said, "Now:that Collie, you'knOw; is,"an .answer ,to
what fiction isr." In a sensq, ye, ft is not; reality as everyl;
person perceives reality differe4ttly: 11uL-'what is here 10.,s the

'Inventiveness -tlfed onto the whole-reality,. What Is here'. is? in

essence life in searoii. 6f. forma Clethano searching.÷..what Is this
4 life? ' Vire goi to .give it foria; there's a neetr.for, me to give rip

life form, and I .candot see'.it in the North:American, wrfters. - I
cannot see it in'the BlaIc ritrs. ve sot. to s'ee it la my own
forms, . in my oswa ways, in.my own lsnguage, ifer,haps. And po here
all of a 'sudden, .Chicano literature does fulfill that; it does "

fulf\ill the idea that we' have' liyes*-4completd Tives-m-that are

searching for fori.. Now we get. Int6 4,1ot of theoretical t g
but' to answer the questione :

4
e

It s,necessary to talki about literature in a conference
this because when we flak about; law enforcement, fer instEknce,

we're talking about lives--were 'tartans about complete people.

When we're talking about literature we're also talking abput
complete lives. We're also tailing abOut remembering; we're also

talking about discovering. We're also Calking Oout inventing: .

oufselves as a people, and so literatilre is a very imporiani thing.
It's just as important as the documents and statistics. We also

have an imaginative.-process. And I think this is one-of .the

greate4t intentions, a very d rtte intention 'of Chicano

literature. .
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.Identity and F.unétion of
Chicano literature

4

114

By ied Lyon, Spanish aid PartUgUese,
, Brigharn Young Univefroity

r

It's perhaps worthwhile to Aleutian that-when one begini talking
of Chicano literature we are essentially talicing of an,explosion of
writing in the 1ast-'15 yerits, probably since ,1959. Previoua_to that ,

. there were many things written. ,Depending on wham one, follows he
tan go back as farias Columbus,. or 'Cortez or Coronado or,same.of
them and the diaries and materials they kept as they came to the
New World. Thire were many things written down in newspapers--popular
ballads-, sharClittle pl4ys,.viguettes, character-sketches, apd so
on--all duiPlg the 19th century and some in the.early part of the
20th century. . But the era that we are really talkin"bout is the
period of,the last 15 years when the Chicano has come to have an

. .

identity and at the same time come ,to develop and have a literattire.
It's c ious to me that the two have developed very simultaneously.
We beg ailing ourselves a group, and suddenly we can, have a special7,4
literature or something that applies ft us. And indeed,, during the
kast 15 years, and more probably during the last six or seven, weve
had a real explosion of Chicano writer's.pub4shing their works in
the United States. '

, . . -,

Chicanos live in a pluralistic society,-and Chicano literature
points this out. What Chicano literature.can do is provide a Niery
human. b4se to the wkole question of what this Chicano thing is.
Otherwise you simply have the TDcial scientists' point of view, the
political scientists' poipt of view and the historians' point of

Itr

vie . But,if you have the literature in a society, I think it does
p avide more of a human base. That is one of the very positive things
a out the whole art and literature movement within the Chicano .

movement itself. While it does 1;rovide a very subjective base, it
is at the same time revealing the Chitano as a total human being

r
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rather ihan just a political being or a stereotype. It gives him
a, better understanding of himself, lfts Mx know that his problems
and his Eoncernw, are 'univexial ind helps Min find a fly= at an
ident,ity within a society. Although tkome Cliicand literaturiadoes.
eftere.otype it EanaaniXes the whole concept of Chicano. That'e what .

literature doen in any society. Se I do. think it has'a function.
_S7

It
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The Codflict Between Creating
An Identity and "Telling It Like It is"

* a

4 "
. i _

r CitAff; Graduate quarent,
4 13rflfircan YOung.I.Miversity :

4
C.

7"

41111Ph. Itve. noticed that a lot of the Chicano writ.ings take the ,

position of, "Let me show fou hOw it really is now that everybody
else has stereotyped me." If you read the'book Chicamo by Richard
Vasquez, it has been criticized for using same,of. the same
stereotypawthat Chicanos dislike. There is one time,where this
girl takes a vibite American through the slum area to visit her
old grandfather who had come from Mexico years and yearn before and
6sSys in essence, "Let me show you what it's like." I see in this,
and-in.many books, a problem that ehe Chicano writer has. lie

'says, "Well, we've been stereotyped unjustly," and t,hat's true.
Be says, "We've been seen as the man with the big hat sitting
under the cactus,sleeping now for two or three centuries and that's
our stereotype and they'll go right on using that and using that
until somebody else changes it. So now what I have'to do is show
the reals authentic Chicano. I'm going to show you what it's
really like." So while he's down in the slums showing us what
it's'really lift, what is he doing for the ilvage and i4entity
of the.Chicano?
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C4ar acterislicsroiChicano Literature

' By. Marlin Compton, .9paniah and
Portuguese., Brigham Young

CONSCIOUSNESS OF TIME

The consciousness oftimre is one of tile most oppressing aspects
of Chicano literature. That is, a man is forced to.live fram day to
day and tbe pain of the day is fq.t.

HUMOR

Does humor exist? Yes, very definitely. It's,pretty hard to
be humorous, however, if your life has been a 11f41 of picking fruit,
weeding. beet fieldsor whatever, and so I woulAn't say it exists to,
a great extent.

LITERATURE OF EXPERIENCE

Perhaps the element that I would stress as most.characteristic
of Chicano literature is that it is a literature of experience:
recounting my experiences as a Chicano. And I hail it for this
reason because We have a beautiful inside view of how life is and
what it is to grow up under thiA situation. I am going to.take the
.11berty to.read a very short patagraph from Tomas Rivera. -As a
type of introduction to onesof his short stoeies called 'Ws Que
Dueie," he's talking of an experience, we aseume in Texas. Someone
comes through. recruiting people to come to Utah to work in the fruit

109
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fields lor Cal-Fic-in Ogden. All of this badkground'is not given,
but one feels it ifirrih the story. This introduction is in the
form df

Friend, are you thinking of going to Utah1
No, friend.but ve.might havedto, but me don t trUst

this man who is contracting people to. .

What did you day? ,

Utah, .why, friend?

Because we don't even know if there ia such a state.
Wait a minute. When'aid'you bean about this place?
There.sare a.lot of_states and this is the first time

ilWe'ire heard afiout this.plade. let's see, wel/,
Where id this p/ace?

gr,rwe really haven't been there, but they say that
It is nearjapan.

THE FOLK ELEMENT

4
The migrant laborer always hai.,a folk tradition, a narrative,

oral tradition--we always had, anywh.e1t we were, in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Texas, wherever--we,always had people that liked to
natrate--people that would tell you stories. Later on when Z. was
doing graduate studies, I would read something in El Negrito Guarino
or Vd read something on the romances, and I'd remember the things
that these uneducated people had,kept alive through their oral
tradition. So I think the oral txadition did keel; the intra-
sensitivity, not just the intra-history, and the imsginative process
was able to prevail because of the narrative element in the barrio.

: If you Aon't have that oral tradition, the cohestve folk,element *
disappears, and when you lose cohesion, that is when you stop
remembering and discovering things.'
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The Folk Etemant
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By Elaine K. Affiler, Academic Director.,
Peace CoispeCollege DegreerProgrion
State University Coilege.tat trrockp:;rt,
New York

I worked mainly in West Los Angeles and also in Oxnard, -

California, collecting tales and legends, using a tape recorder.
The result of Chia work, yhich wastriginally done for a Ph.D.
dissertation, is now a book called Mexican Fol* Narrative piam
the Los Angeles .1114ea. The way in which I would get the stories
is I would suggest to people, I've heard about cascades In I've

heard abOut La ilorona or I've heard about Juan de Oso and then

I'd let them tack up. And invariably what r found was that ,

legends are very readily forthcoming', 9r legendary narratives
which also get referred to as happenings, incidents which don't
have full-blown legendary.development. But it was very, very*
difficult to find people who knew a lot of tales. In fact,

amain about the 60 informants that I worteed with, only two of

them had good repertoires of.tales and really enjoyed telling
them, and told them with all the accompanying dramatics and
enjoyment of it--only tste: And I did find that their tales were

.long, very long. And what'I fpund in checking the tale-type indexes
is that what they had dgne is link three oi four different types
together. And I speculated that perhaps they were losing their
audience, and they were losing the opportunity to engage in this
kind of activity and therefore had made an effort to link all
of their material together in one unforgettable body of material,

and they were ,truly ingenious.

Vor. legends I found that the kind of legendary narrative that

was most readily forthcoming from most people was the ghost story

or stories about animals which are wandering souls who die owing

a debt. They must then go about and contact someone in the living

world who will pay this in order that their soul may be a rest. . .

II
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I found a.good.nuahar of sioriei about thedevilv just ahout
everyone tells stories about the devil. Lots,' butcfewar, tell.
stories ah6ut duandth whi*ese house spirits., Again, very
few people could tell tales.

4.
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Genres of aicano Litàature

By TOrnas Bivara, Associate Dean of
the'Co4ege of AN1tidfteciplinary
Studies, University of Texas at
Sdn Antonio

What genres are betterfor reprFsentink What aspect pf chIcano
literature? If you look atthe essa--the essay is the best genre
td expose an illness in society. Poetry can better express the
very Fompressed feelina. The short story can do a different thing;
the novel can formulate cbaracters,and so forth. -And then the
languagemost of the.essays and the historical things are written
in English. Mbst'of the poetry is written with a bivary phenomenon,
'English and Spanish. The shorc story mid the novel haye'been written
;1.n,both English,aud. Spanish bu1 ?? there hasiP't been Us much of a

mixtu0 in the languages as in poetry. All:these are realities
that have to be that way' because that's whai makes up a Chicano

A
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Me.xicanseAmerican.LitepOure--
'Review and Summary

'a .

By Tanas Rivera, Asso5iate Dean of
the aqllege of Multidisciplinary
Studies, University of Texas at
San Anton'To

a

, .

Our discusapn gro4p was concerned with Mexican-American_
literature. Our panel'had two basic questions, Since Maxican-
Am ican literature is in established literature, being
4Srrec ized, by universities throughout the country as well as

inte nationally, we didn't have to contend with the question of,
"What is Chicano literature?" as much as, "What Is it's value?".

/

The first question that was-asked was the place of Chicano
literAture in this symposium ;Aere we dm concerned with education,
law enforcement, medical services, employment, etc. What is
Chicano literature in relation to these things? The answer is
that you cannot be totally-human if you don't have the creative

'

arts. The imaginative processes pf a peopfg-Ire as important ai
any institution that they create. And the Chicanos havealways
had an igiaginative process:

r

The second question was about 'differences between Chicano
literature and North American and Mexican literature, because
sometimes.scholars, not only in the United States but in Mexico,,
look upon Chicanoaiterature as a literature that pefhaps is not a
complete one. There are sevirl distinguishing characteristics;

a

1. Because Chicano literature has had to grow between already
very well defined and Very sophistiCated literature as are
t4e North American and the Mexican literature, itr has had
to mature almost Immediately.

1'
2. The different genrejof-Chilano literature indicate'that

it has'a very wide. SPectrum, and ft's ofitntation is in
different forms, so fhat it covera the total human base
more than the North Am#0..ican,and Mexican literatures.
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-It underlines the free will of the Chidand people, The

chicano. literature does iot have to do bettle with other 0

institutions. Writers of Chicano lierpture needn't try
to please. ayon4, but they sh2RXT go tato theirlimental.

processes and by doing so indici,te an Intellectual

emancipatioil.
2 '

Chicano literature is also distinguish0 by4um bility to
communfrate both formally and dialecticallyitn
'intricate and sophisticated langnages1 .0panish. ai.d English.

5. Chicano literature in a time.of lack, ot self disdpvery io

presenting a human discovery.for anyone Filo readA4t.

6. Chicano literature spalso represents the irit of,a people.

El Chicano es y eata y creo qua Banos afortunado4 en tener
La habilidad de presentarnoè no saamente en ingles sin°
en espanol y asi poder usar los verbos "sex" y itestar."

Es dacir, la litenatura chicana rerleja La forma. ES
-Chicano ea en su vida. ES Chicano mita en 14 litanatura.

7. Many of the works have a folklore orientation which
reveals a latent oral literacy traditi66.

Fi'aally, it was asked, what is the purpose of a Chicano literature?

.Up to now. Chicano literature has had three basic missions: the

conservation of a culture, the exposition of inequities, and, perhaps

the most importantv the invention of the Chicano as a complete human

being. I think this latter function of Chicano literature is shown

in the fact that it has, given our people a human base. While the

overall Chicano movement falt9r,a in some areas, speciiically in the

political or edonomic affect on the people (this is-my opinion), the

. Chicano arts have already succeeded. The Chicano has extended
himself, has exteriori;edhimself through the creative arts. This

is so because the creatilie arts derive fram a universal human base;

they reflect, they capiure and live the pure; original elements of

life, man, love, beauty, and death.

So what is the place of Chicano literature in this Spanish

Speakfng Ameacan program? I would say Chicano literature is.the
foundation of Chicano humanity. But even beyond that, in this

country when we speak of-inequalities we always ask, "Why is

inequality in our system?" Rousseau said that inequality &mot* men

'started when the first person said, "This ismine." Through the
Chicano creative arts we can reach an age of Ile equality because

At Chicanos we can say, "This is mine, this i y literature; I

proNuced it, and I am on an equal base with y .' Thank you.
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Perspecthres on
Bilingualacultural Educatia'

This section is taken from trahscrip a
of recorckngs el an, fnformal panel
discussion on bilingual-biculturql

100 education which took place at the
conference. The nail: partioripants are
Armando Ayala, Director of"the

0
Bilingual-Bicuititral,Education Project.
Areq III Valley IntOdatural Prograrl,
Auburn, California, atIt.Robert
Eepinoza,.from'thettlifornia Depqrtment
ofEducdtion. A short =change with
an unidentified member of. 'the audience
is alai) included; SUbtitles and iast
names were attached by.th6 editor to
help ideukiN thZ subjects and the
speakers.

RIG4rTO BILINGUAL EDUCATIONAYALA

In the LdWe vs. Mickelson case of January 1974 in the San
'Franc sco areas the Supreme Court ruled that any child thtt comes
to school.not speaking English is 'entitled to a special program,
,and he must be instructed, in a special program. .Now it is left up
to the San Francisco Scholia District to decide what a spelliaf '

program-is., However, those of us who are:in bilingual education
are really plugging into the school districta so that We don't end
up as only English as'a-scond7language. The.Texas Bilingual
Wation Act makes bil,ingual educarion mandatory in any school'

district that has ten or more children in Sny one particular. class.
Again 1:cite what ye call the AB 1117 Education Code,-13 305 now,
in tie state of California, which states that any school having
25 or more of anr identifiable,minority group, the sta4 frgm that
school must talFe the equivalent of aix units in the laaguage,
heritage, and culture of that parti&ular group.

These laws of necessity are written, terlis of numbers, but
we really don't look at,bilingual educatJon in terms of numbers.
The poSition has been takenthat if any youngster nesis instructional
serivice; the sch6ols are required to prpvide the services that that

118-
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child requires. So whether you have one or thirty or three thousand,
the youngster needs,instructional services and if it happens to be a
language that is not a dominant language, and if you happen to have
someone in the community that can provide services until suctl a-time

* s.

that a credential-type person can come in and help, then it is our
,responsibility as ,educators to provide ttle services that that
youngster,re4uires. So we don't think of numbers, we think of .

services that are required.

THE RESOURCES AYALA

The problem that occurs in providlng bilingual services is
that sometimes the local school district-itself is unable to.financial
carry that burden. I feel very strongly that that does not negate
the responsibility of tile school district. I think that the school,
district is responsible to seek help from the state level and the

A- state itself has a responsibility.in thilearea. I think that you
will find that more and more states that have small school districts
which cannot provide the programs wifhin their own budget are working
together. This is happening in s ecial educat1o90 Special education
has a strong lobb'y and you' 1 f d that they're providing fa the
one blind child br-the one child; they're pooling resourceS.
Maybe one-school district will set up a program or the county will
provide the materials necessary. It can be done.. And I think
that we can no longer sit'back and say we can't do it oursefves.

I think that we have to take.an affirmative step in coordinating
resources to get these things done.

THE EXTENT OF BILINGAL EDUCATIONAYALA

Our particular program,is kindergarten through.the, third

grade. There are areas that have high schools'but they are going
into-an entirely different situation because the degree of
bilingualism spreads in higher grades. We're not ready at,the
high School level to form a bilingual program. It is very hard

to find an accredited person who has the-necessary sophistication

in the language and who is going to,teach chemistry, foe instance.
Let me explain that a little bit further. I consider Vself
bilingual. I'm fortlinately bilingual in Spanish and in English.
I read and I write 40 bpth, but I would struggle through giving you

a presentation on anthropologkt let's say, becaupe I am,not equipped
in Spanish with anthropological terms. I learned them in Engllsh.

Let me go a little further. In general I Consider myself English-
dominant, but'I am dominant in one area.in one language and dominant
in another area in 'another language. Teachers who are coming out
of the universities right now who speak the Spanish language-1re
not equipped in the terminology to-carry on a full rcondary
education bilingual-bicultural program.

4.
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MODIFIED %LINGUAL PROGRAMSAYALA

W. have in, Los Angeles 150 ,secondary schools, all of which
have foreign languagi3. A youngster who starts at tIL ninth grade
and studies a given langikage for four years in fact becomes to a_ ,

Aegree, bilingual. Ferhat;) this is p, modificatibn of a bilingual
program even if it doedn't fit the fixed definition thatI agree

. 'with. We have to think in terms of modified progxams, but you
can't give up, there is something you clan do until such time
that you art in position,to implement the whole program.

i4

BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATI6N: A DEFINITIONESPINOZA

We have identified foreign language programs at the secondary
level and.bilingual education programw on anotherlevel. And

v, persons who do lot know the difference sometimei haVe a problem
understanding. They say, "Wt. have- Spanish and we have German,
Aon't'you consider that bilingual-bicultural education?" And we
say, "No, 'you're gaining a-seCond language or youre diveloping 4
second foreign...Language program, but you're using the skills that
the atndtnts 10#tied in the first language." For instance,Jf you
start teaching 50anish at the 6th, 7th'and 8th grade levels you are
using the skills that:the child learned in kindergartip or first
grade on how to read; and you're plugging into a second language.
In'bilingual education we're providing the stimuli, and we're
creating a second thinkini process that.is,going to be under
control so that you will be able to switch to that language whenever
it is necessary'and switch to the other language whenever it is
necessary, keeping both of them under control at all times ,so that
eventually you'will develop'a bilingual person that we'.call
coordinant bilingual, A coordinant bilingual has control of both
languages .and knowe when to use'them.

TYPES OF IIILINGUALS ESPINOZA
I k

We ipive been able to identify three types df bilinguals. The
person who has tp translate everything as he .goes-alongl'We cal.1

. him a'compound bilinguatl. And those of you whb took a foreign
language may remember your teacher saying to you, "You've got to
think in that language." Mzes, sil.perpo no me dijo como. So the
person who gdes through that compound. bilingualism is called the
compound bilingual.

The one that has it under control is called a coordinant
bilingual. And: then you might have the phenomenon that happens to
same of us sametimes--those,of you who are school teachers--you
show the stimuli in one language and it is responded to in another
language. Como, cierra.la puerta, mi hijo. (like shut the'door,
my son). Just a minute, grandma.

1 0



What, we caP that is a conditioned bilingual. The stimuli was

received in that language and it'didn't have.to be,translated. You

may find some Spanish surnamed peopie--vothers and fathers whoray,
"My son, Hernanditodoesnt-t.know how to speak Spanish but he
understands every word that I tell him--especially when I grab the
stick." nim voy. Yh voy." That is a-conditioned bilingual.

4

BILINGUAL MISUNPERSTANDEVGL AYALA

Sometimes in the,case of the Mexican-American we are-misunderstood.
"Do Ou understand the lesson, Hernandito?" "I don't understand a

word tha-they said." 1.1y introduction to EngliShwas when my mother
and filther spoke'English only when they were. telling dirty stories

or dirty jokes. 'So when I came hamp frdm school and my father
asked me, "Atie aprendiste, hijo?" "Nada. La senora se pava en
'frente y esta diciendo puras maldicionwarque estan en ingles."

at,

My father asked me whai I had learned at school that day. And

I said, "Nothing., Just this old lady-stands at the front of the
room 'and all she does is tell dirty stories."' Because that was the
only time I had heard English and that was my introduction to English.

The teacher who hears me say, 4y I be exeused?'' or "I want

a drink of water," dr things of that sort may .assume that I am

English dominant and that I can understand everything that is going
on. There's a story that goes,with that, In Texas we were kept in
sub one, sub two, one A, one B, and thqn we got to the first grade.
We finally learned how to say the ke§ phrases; the condition
phrases, for instance, "May I be excused?" and finally one of my
friends psetrEnglish, "Can I be excused?" I entonces le dice 142

vieja, "May I!" T alli se uri4o. You can imagine the confusion
when he .has to bring-his mothei y le dPee la mama, "Dijo mi hijo
que La maestra Ic dijo quo alli lo hiciera4- And the teacher says,
"No, of course nor, you know I wouldn't.te44 him that." And so we

have a misinterpretation of the coding. We have suffered a lot
of embarrassing situations because we misunderstand some things.

We translate and we come out with the wrong response and I
understand every word except maybe one 'word. I reMembLr one word
thaf comes into Trif mind when I was about in the 4th grade. The

sentence was :'The.man scaled the mountallin." And the word "scaled"--

the only thing .that I remembered was something that you weigh. And

I kept looking at that and since T was very shy, 'Ind- I am very shy

and very timid, I went to my teacher and I had to ask her, ,"How could

the man pick up the mountain and put'it on this scale?" I think

that monolinguals also have a problem with multiple meanings of words..

RESISTANC:E TO THE BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL PROGRAM AYALA

I think tlikt we need to share some of the good things and some

of the experie es' that haven't been so good. In system analysis

we say tha v, -to,have the avproval of the community before we



start implementing a program, And also we must start developing
the program With the input of the community, So Roberto and
myself, good.students of adtAropology, did a survey before we
implemented the bilingual and bicultural program. We had flack
from the Mexican-American community as well as from the Anglo'
community. We heard everything from, "This is America' to "If
English is good enough for Jesus Christ, it's good enough for
-me." And then there is the country club Mexican-Atherican. You
know-who the Country,-Club Mexican-American is--he's the guy that
wears a tie and a nice suit and has personalized license plates on
his car and belongs to the Country Club and plays golf every
Saturday and.Sunday--but instead of saying, '!Fore,'" he says,
"Cuatro." We tan into this type of a barrier for bilingual-.
bicultural education. P /

I talked to one superintendent who said, "Before you open your'
mouth I want you to know ttiat I don't believe in bilingual education,
or in your btlingual theory of bilingualeducatian, .After all,.for,

-twy hundred years we've been trYing to.Americanizt:these kids.afid
now you're going to come in herecand you're going to blow it all."
And I said to him that I'm glad Chat-you have confidedce in Elie to
share'that concern and I would like for you to at least try
bilingual-bicultural education, and if it's a mistake., at least
it wilrbe a brand new mistake-we've never done it this way before
and two hundred years from now we'll get together--you and D-rand'
we'll evaluate the whole system all over again. I think what I
was trying to say to the gentleman was that I knewthat.We were
going to gs4t flack from the MexiCan-American community and we- were
'going to get same flack from the Anglo community also. We just in
1967 got rid af the "English only law" that meant that_we could
not use any medium of instructidn except English in the state of
California.

We paw this ip the implementation of the program so'we'made
bilingual education programs in our model a-voluntary-program.
Only those people Who believe in bilingual-bAultural education
and believe.in it strong enough that they are going to-support it
by placing theixpstudent in there', those are the people that we
are going to listen to.. If you don't have a kid in the pragram,

then shut up. This is'just for those people who like it, who believe
in it, and it is not a compensatory program--it is not a remedial
program--because we're not trying to remedy anything. We doret have

d problem. The people who have a problem ace the monolinguals,
you see. They're deprived. So our program is an enrichment ,

program; that's what we're shooting for.

WHY THE PROGRAM WORKS AYALA

Now, after four years we have a.waiting list of people who want
to get their children into the program. And we have a grouP,of very
proudchildren, because something happens to a kid when he sees
somebody else struggling with Spanish. Then when he struggles with \
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English there's a. sympathrbetween the two. "Okay, you struggle
with it right now, Russel, And-1111 help you the best that can
and then when it comes my.turn, ybu help me." .The parents of Owse
,kids are _very strong proponents of our bilingualmbicultural
educatipu program,

GOALS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION ESPINOZA

We're talking from a certain perspective and I think a given,
and I hope that we're all of this understanding that the ideal
bilingualAaeultural program would include everybody. Everybody
would become bilingual-bicultural-omulticultural. And thatls the
ultimate goal. We're not just &alking about programs forthe
Mexicane-American, we're talkingiabout a program that meets .their
needs,.but that in rearity would Meet the needs of every student.
I think Florida made the biggest committment in regards to the
bilingual program. They put alI of their students into the.program:
The Anglo children learned the Spanish and the Spanish children
learned the English' and that was a beautiful.thing to see. Talk
about total commitment. And yd4've enriched tlie education of
both children. Yoii've given them more than just one language to
work with. Bilirigual education says twice as much. Arid I hope

that we're all of that understanding.

GOALS CHALLENGED (QUESTION FROM AN UNIDENTIFIED MEMBEWF
THE AUDIENCE, ANSWER'BY UNIDENTIFIED PANELIST.)

Question: You have been talking aboUt bilingual-bicultural education
as a means to an end, But now you are talking about an end in I
itself. Which is it?

Answer: I honestly don't think that you can separate the two. D

you learn to read or do you read to learn?

Question: Well, if you make bilingual educationlan end in itself;
is that it? Is that the end, Vat you say the purpose is to make
everybody in this world bilingual or bicultural? .Is that the
purpose of things or do we manage to learn something else in life
that is more significant? And what is that?

Answer: To me again the question comes up. You learn to read and
you read to learn. And that's,the only way I can answer you.

BICULTURAL TRAINING FOR TEACHERS AYALA

In the retraining of the teachers for bilingual and bicultural
educat,ion we have been able eo inculcate in the minds of some of the
teachers that were monodultural some of the cultural riches that we
have, and they're able to understand a few more. things because they
understand same of the culture. We did this by holding an inservice
training during the summer for the teachers before they. start in the
bilingual-biqultural program. It is amazing how-much difference a
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little cultural exposure to things like religious practices can make.
.Por example ..a teacher that was bragging in' the- 6offea. room because
she had finL.11y made. the Gamino famil4ne of the kids.. that she .

had in her class--,go wank his face. Gamino kid 440 gone just
a little bit too far bal.:lied come in with some kind of dirt on his
forehead. rt just so happened 'to be Ash iednesday. But she
insisted that he go wish his face..



h
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American Diajogue
Excerpts from John Apgar'S March_ 26 "American Dialogue" haVe

been included with permission of KBYU-TV, Participants in the
symposium appeared on this liye'TV show to IntroduFe some of the
key problems .and answer questions:telephoned in b viewers.

i'articipants.on this show were: Dr. Clark Knowlton., a.sociaogist,
from the University of Utah; Gloria-Ramirez Widget., a graduate student
at Brigham Young University and representative of La Raza of Utah
County; Armando Ayali, from the Placer County Office of Education
in Sacramento, California; And Orlando Rivera, in Educational
Psychology at the University of Utah, Jay Monson of KBYU-TV was
moderator. Only the questions and responses are included below.-
Subtitles were added by the editor.

Q. Manson; MY. Knowlton, could we start by aSking you to tell us
a little about the theme of your symposium?

A. Knowlton: Yes, I think this is one of ,the most important
symposiums that has ever been held on this camPUs. The Mexican-Americans
are the largest minority in Utah and perhaps thi second or,third
largest minority in the United States. And I think that Dr. Shreeve
deserves a lot of credit for organizing this symposium around three
of the most basic themes that concerh the lives of-the Mexican-American
people in the United States: employment, law enforcemeit,0and

.

education.

CO-NTRIB-UTIONS OF MEXICAN A11ERICANS-KNOWLTQZ1

It is
0

not often realized that the civilization of the Rocky
Mountains and the Southwest r,ests upon the contributions of the
Mexican-American people. They were here in Utah long, long-before
the first Mormon pioneers ever entered this state. Agriculture,
ranching, and Mining all rest upon basic contributions made by the
Mexican-Amerfcan people in this reiion. Furthermore, many
Mexican-Americans played very important roles in the military of
the United States in the American occupation of the Southwest. It
is not often realized, for example, that the Spanish-speaking,
people of New Mexico alone provided more volunties to the Union
Army during the Civil War than any state or terr tory west of the
Mississippi River. It is not often realized either, that manyof
the earliest banks in the Southwest, many of the earliest businesses
were fouhdedf and developed by Mexican-American people, It is,Also
notdaften realized that the Mexican-Americans have won more medals
.of honor on the field of battle of this country since World War II
than any other group in terms of numbers enrolled in the military

1/forces. There id no known record of a Mexican-American ever having
run or ever having been successfully brainwashed by enemies of the
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United States in World War II, the Korean Whr or the Vietnamese War.
So one might say that they have backed fheir right to full citizenship
in this country by their blood and by the basic contrihutiong that
they have Made to American civilizatiaG_. Contributions, that- .'

unfortunately most Americans ate not awre of.

ACIIALLIMSWIFORNMEMICA KNOWLTON

Furthermore, Mexican-Americans pose both a challenge and let
us say, possibilities of greatnéss. The United States today is
laced with many great problems. One of them is whether or not it
can preserve its leadership in the world at the present time--a,
world composed of many different races, nany different language
groups and many different cultural groups.. Now if in this country
we are able to resolve our racial and ethnic problons; if we are
able to create a civilization in which the needs,,the desires, the
aspirations of all.racial and ethnic groups can be-met, then perhaps
we will be able to show the way to the rest of,the world. "There is
not a large country anywhere in the world that'does not have serious
racial, ethnic, language or sociol problems based on differences.of
cultures and languages. So I think that this symposium is very
apt and those such as Dr. Shreeve who organized it deserve a
tremendous amount of credit.

.CHICANOS DEFINED

Q. Monson: What is a Chicano?

A. Widger When we were little we used to use the word Ci4Cano;".
not because we had derived- the wOrd scientifically and not becaUse
we:knew anything about phonetics and phonology but simply because
it was a short,form for.Mexicano. We would cut off the 'the" and
then take the step fram what was left "icano" to "Chicano" At
that time only the brave ones would use the word Chicano-because
it ha&bad connotations. Times have changed and Chicano is a
proud and exclusive term".

To be a Chicano you must first be of Mexican ancestry. That
is as opposed to let's say South Xmerican--Peruvian, Brazilian
ancestry. It must be Mexican ancestry., And of course we must
assume that if you have Mexican blood in youlthat you have Spanish
blood, and without a doubt you must have Indian blood. If you don't
tlaVe Indian blood you are not.a Chicano. jurther, you must either
be born in'the United States or- have come here as a Very small
child so that_you can qualify in other areas, namely that you 'grow
up as a Chitano in an Anglo culture., This contributes to the
personality of the Chicano, thus *having your personality shaped and
unfortunately some of your meMories stained and your pride buffeted
by racial prejudice and discrimination. And this contributes to
our thinking, and,how we act and behave and what we expect, et6.
You must feel Chicano music, Chicano joys and triUmphs. You must
uaderstand and accept Chicano customs. You grow up speaking Chicano,

.s
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a very emotional language, a.long with. standard English ? of course,
and standard Spanish. You grow up feeling the greatness of a
country that makes you feel protid to say, "I.am Americin." Bue most
of all, you must feel Chicano. If yoolion't feel that you are a
Chicano, you're not. Ybu must feel Chicano. A Spanish watmame is
or relatively little Amportance in identifying a Chicano. You may
be rich oryou may be poor. You maybe illiterate or you may have
a couple of co4ege degrees. You may have wa accent or you.may
not, chances are you will. You'may be proud or you-may be humble.

Q. Mondoti: There has been a time when perhaps the tetm Chicano
would carry with it an element of fear, that it was-a threatening
group,. Could you commeAt on that. Have you experienced that
yourself?

A. Widget: Yes, the word Chicano got started in the lover classes
of the llexican-AmerieWm: But this is the only ward that we have to
identify ourselves afr.a.mixture. So we take this word and we make
it respectable. We tty to become someone that the other Chicanos'
can look up to so tHey know that they don't have to stay down there
in the lower strata; They don't have to be looked down upon. They
don't always have to be there. And the word Chicano can be
something good..

Q. Monson: Does anyone who meets the qualifications that you
outlined--is he or she automatically a Chicano? Or must you.join

. the movement?
R

A. Widget: .t.A Chicano is not born, he develops. He develops these
qualities either on his own or as he sees himself through other
people's eyes, and the totality of 'all-this makes a Chicano. If

-be feeld like one, he acts like one, he talks like one, and'he's
borri*into the right family, then he must be ane.

A. Ayala: We might add that in every Ilexican-American there is a
potential Chicano.

Q. Monson: Before we went on you were talking about a Supreme Court
decision. What is the Supreme Court decision?

A. Ayala: Well, I was referring to the Lyle Nichols Case, Supreme
Court,Decision in January Concerning one of the Chinese Americans
in San Francisco who is non-English speaking. It was ruled by the
Supreme Court that every school district must have some kind of a
program to offer a non-English speaker or a liMited English speaker-,
which leads in to the bilingual-lAcultural education.programs that
we have now. This could affect many-people. It leaves it open to
the edueators in all of the school districts to define what kind of
a program they will have. Earlier we have only had things such as
English as a second languagewhich is a transitiodal program. Now.
Chicanos are saying, "What we want is bilingual-hicultural education."
Which means then that not only are we going to teach English as a
second language but aiso we are trying to maintain the language and
culture of the group.
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,ORIGIN OF TREMEXICAN-AMEXICANSRIVERA

A.lot of people aakime, "Where are all you Mexicans caming frame?"
because they seem to feel, that the llaxicans or the Spanishmspeaking
people in Utah are only recent arrivals here. Clark said liany of

our people have came here with their history dating back quite a few

centuries. Escalante,.I think everybody know*, came here in 1776.
He came to this-valley and his description of it is a very beautiful
description.k And even'he was a latecomer because some of our
grandparents came to dettle not too far fram here in whai is now
Northern New Mexico and Southeen. Colorado as far back as 1598. And
so our origins in the country date back 250 years before the pioaeers
got here. And these are very 4nique And very beautiful, interesting
histories. Most of the people who have come to UtaWhave come from'
those areas.- It's estimateethat about 80% of the people of .

Spanish-speaking descent in gtah come'either.from Southern Colorado
or Northern New Mexicei. Of course our people are very diverse not
only in national origins but also in political points of:view as
Gloria said. Somekof our people have come here from Mexico. Most
of the ones that came here fiam Mexico came at the turn of the
century dpring the Mexican Revolution when they left 'Mexico because
of the turmoik caused by that revolution, and they liere fleeing for

their lives. And as they came into the United States, the United
States was either entering into or was in World War I and there MA
was a manpower shortage hare. So they found a ready labor market

for themselves, Many worked for the railroads which.made them
mobile, many came into mining. Many came into agriculture and
other kinds of Wor.:1C. And during that time at the tvra of the
century, the'Greeks here in Utah, and this story is Very well
described by .Helen PappUnicholas in.her. book Turmoil and Edge in a

PIvimised Land. At t4st time the Greeks wire striking in the mines-
so the mines brought in many Mexicans to break the strikes. Well,

they came at that tiFe and they very proudly called themselves
Nexicanote and as 'Vex-I-canoe, desired to return to Mexico. liowever,

many never returned. Since then.others have come fram other South
American or Latin American countries and I thiak'that we can,find
people from almost every South American country and Central American
country:--Pern, Chile, Bolivia, Colombia, Argentina, Uruguay, and

so forth. Others have come here from Putrto Rico, Cuba and Spain
and so our people here in Utah have very different,backgrounds.

THE IDENTITY FROBLE111RIVERA

deki,

Nbw, not all of them identify as Gloria says with the Chicano

vement. But many of us have because this gives us an identity.

finally. We always identify as Americans but Americans, as Gloria

says, of Indospanic background. With the Chicano movement we have

an identity. It used to seem to be thait people called us Mexicans,

but we're not accepted in Mexico. And at the same tiie we are not

seemingly accepted as A'Aricans. And so as I talk to people they

say, "You people want to qualify your citizenship. ,Yon call yourself



Mexi4an-American. Well, if yoli're not either Mexican or AmericaQ,
you're either the hyphen in between or a04no tlng. " And so the '-

Chicano'gives us something with which to id tify. And as we
identify strongly with. the Chicano, the CMcan9 -movement, we're
someone. We're'What you-might call an American of Indohispanic
background.

CULTURAL PLURALISM-RIVERA

And' linally having found am identity I think:what we seek then
is.cultural pluralism. ite are.no longer striving very diligently
for assimilation. Wre not too happy with compensatory programs
such as "English as a Second Languige." It tries to help us to
fit into the total society. We feel that we are what we are, that
we are riqfter because of it, and that we can be good contributors
and citizens of this country without having to compromise our
heritage and our traditions.

Q. Viewer: .I would like to ask the questions, why the 'Chicano,
the Mexican, the.Chinese, or whatever of our ethnic groups I guess
is the term used, why they don't give us the opporturiity to be
jilged individually, that Wre each individualp and we each think
different. We're thrown in one great big pot and cooked like
Iiish stew. I believe it would save a grea.t deal of problems if
each Chicano, each so-called Yanicee, each so-called Chinese, or
Indian who he might be would judge each man he 'Comes to individually
'snd not try to throw us.all in the pot because I have met each of '

them. I admire them. They have the same rights as I have, I'm
an Irish American and I have great respect for theM. Why.can't
we be judged-individually rather than as a group? Thank you.

A. Knowlton: Well, I thfitk the'United States could be compared tp
an Irish stew. In a.Stew one notes in contrast to a.soup that the
potatoes mairOtain their individual identity, so do the other
ingredients in the stew, meat and beets and whatever else may be
added. And so in the stew that we call the United States the
Mexican-Americans, the Blacks, the Indians, even'the Irish, and other
ethnic groups, many of them tend to become Americans and yet maintain
their language, their.culture, their' ways of life; this does not
'diminish in any way their loyalty to the United States, very often
fit enhances it. And I might add today that by the end of the 20th
century there may well be more Spanish-speaking people in North
America that English-speaking people. And the Mexican-American
people, the Chicanos, could well serve as a tridge of cultural
understanding-between the United States and Latin America, a bridge
that is very badly needed at the present time..

(Hare someone pointed out that Mr. Ayala,was wearing an Irish
shamrock on his lapel.)

Response--Ayala: Well, that's my Mexican clover for St. Patrick's
Day. 'My secretary is Irish and she told me that she was going to
go to the parade Friday night. And I said, "Why is it when the Irish
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march down the street it is called a parade and When the Mexican
American's have a parade it is called a demonstration?" So this is

my clover. But it.went along beautifully With what -yae said about
the ingredients in the stew and each one keeping his Own identity.
I think that the flavor of each one is very well identified, so we
need that pluralism-more than anything else.

,

CULTURAL PLURALISM AYALA

We might ad well go ahead and go intp.the cultural aspect
because if,we aie dealing with languages we say that language is
the ba4ge of a culture and that's'the firsething that we identify.
We haVe to be identifiable because biologically we are identified
ap Mexican-Americans. Psychologically we are also identified as

Mexican-Americans. Psychologically meaning here again in our own

language. 'My watch in Spanish does not run, it walks.-n English
runs. If I uiss the bus, in Spanish I say that the bus left

me. I did not miss the bes Religibusly again we are identifiable
there, also politically we are identifiable. We have attained, same
of us, positions where when you get to a position you call the -

othco. In Washington they have.a new term. It's called popcorn.

.
That's ,brown on the outside until the heat gets going and then

you pdp white. So as soon as you get into lapbsition you are
exposing yourself'to the flack of the communit and the community

is very strong and is getting stronger, You tu from your Original

objectives.

Q. Viewer: I'd like to ask the young lady'fram Provo; she said"'
that the Chicanos are trying.to make up a peaceful front. And I'd

really like to know what was going on last Friday at the State
pepartment when they allvent in and stamped around the secretaries.
I guess there were dbout 60 of them. And they were singing and

shouting-at the top of their lungs. I really would like to know

what in the world they're doing. It looks like they're trying to
make a different kb.nd of an image. Thank you.

A. Orlando Rivera asked if he could respond. I think that tills is

typical of what happens to us, and just like you said, Armando, we
do something,that citizens do, take an interest in civic' activities,

and it's called a demonstration. I don't recall any 'singing oL

stomping or revolt at all. 'In fact, I-think it should be intepreted
quite the opposite. I. wonder, I really wonder how many citizens'
groups in this state take such an interest in their children. All

e,..athat the Chicanos wette king of the State Board of Education last
Friday was to let u assume some of the responsibility for the
education of our children. That's:the theme ofiphat they are saying.
Because usually as a -minority ,the Chicano in Utah is disenfranchised.

We have no voice in what happens to us... We have no voice in the

educaon of our children. We hiae no voice in what happens, tp us

in law enfortement or any other fields and what we're really asking

is that we want to be part of this society. .We are part of America,

\
we're here, we have historical roots and so forth. 'We don't want

to be disenfranchised. We don't want others doing f t us that that
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we ahould.he'doing for ourselves. And to.allow us to assume that
responsibility we have to have a voice in what goes on, an0 this is

.

actually the theme of,What was, askhd of the State Board of
Education. And I thinki for the'...st part, the State Board of
Education coniurred entirely' with. what we were'gsking. Incidentally

4.there were over 100.at the meeting. It was a State Board -Meeting
.and was very weli coliNcted.

v7

Q. Monson: Orlando,'how -many Spanish-speaking Americans are there -

in Utaii

ANICsa: In Utah we hav,e a difficuit t e'establis, hc'w many
Mexican-Americans ox-persons of Spanish su :,.- are here.. First,
becaUse no one has taken enough interest to ly find out. And,
for instance, me had great hopes that during the 1970 census we would
be enumerated and they did count Indians, Blacks, Koreans and _

Orientals and on and on but they gro ped ua with Whites. We would
want to be enumerated so we could be in to establish and define the .

concerns that we have. The census later did a sample basis survey
and they came up with 4.3% of the population which makes.it about
50,000 pe9ple for the state of Utah. lie,feel that this is an
underestimate of our numbers so we feel that wg have eel-east 1%

.

of the population of the state. RAT most of our people are along
the Wasatch Front. The greatest number is probably about 20,006
in the Salt take Vglley, with concentration in Roseyark, Bldyale
and Central City. We also have a great-number in Weber County and
in Carbon County. These are followed by Utah County, Bax Elder
County, San Juan, and GralidCoullty, although we do have a number
in other parts of the state.

Q. Viewer: I'm In:Steve Corbett's Spalash class and we've had
cultural units in our class and I was wondering if you could give
me some idas f the cultural achievements or contributions.the
Chicano,people or movement has made in America.

....01%A. Knowlton:. Yes, we ilight point out, for example, that every major
crop introduced into the Southwest and Rocky Mountain area such as
alfalfa, corn,' scivash, beans, cotton, peanuts was originally introduced
eiiher by the Spanish or the Mexican people. We might alsofpoint
out that the basic struFture of the American ranch is baseaJon a

-IbMexican model. Almost every item in the clothing of the,cowboy, for
example, waS taken from the Mexican 'ranchero or the Mexican cowboy.
We could also point out that it was the Mexican-American who served
as guide's to th 'American trappers,t traders, and soldiers who 'poured
through the Sou hwest. And, in many areas even in the Northern Rockies
troops and expl rera..imiscUMexican'-American guides. For example, when
the Mormons durk the Mormon War were negotiating with the Federal
troops very often t used Mexican-American intermediaries to carry
messages from Brigham Young to the Federal troops. And we could'
point out, too, that Mexican-Americans dominated transportation,
that is in mule trains and by witgon in many, many areas of the West
right on down tp the caming of the railroad. In certain areas like
New Mexico, West Texas, apd Southern 'Arizona it.wasMexioan-Americans
that provided capital, that helped to organiie same of the early
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.banka and businesses to these areas. Militarily, it was the
'Mexican-American.Generals and Colonels in thra American Many that
helped to hold the West fc!r the 'Union side during the Civil War.
And it was a Mexican-American general, fox example, that pioneered
-Ailtona'aroundyreicott an& helped to set up the first capital of
Arizona.. He was.a General Pino of New Mexican origin. And so we

might point 'out thitt there are very, very few areas of life,
economic or even political, in the Southwest-and the Rocky Mountains

. that do not carry a very heavy influence from the llexican-American.'s

DEMAND FOR BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL TEACItiS

Q. jiewer: I am a Chitano teacher. What problems would you say
14d face in getting hired in the, Provo-Salt Lake area? Are school

districts ready to hire Chicano teachers?

A. RiVera: I guess the local Chicano on this panel. 'Your

chances of getting a job are very good.' If you're a Chicano I
think that you would have your choice of jobs, especially if
you're an elementary teachcr. If you could Specialize withothe
concepts that Dr.. Ayala has to offer in bilifigual-biculturaS

education, -)r.11.Wrchances would even increase. T would estimate that
together with the Salt Lake, Granite, Jordan, Tooele, Davis, Weber,
and possibly Provo School Districts We need at this time a minimum
of 200 Chicano school teachers right now for the state of Utah.
This is'ehe time of year when teachlkg contracts are being awarded
We have had'recrulters visiting Colorado, New Mexico, Te6tas,
AriAna and California fram thise districts in recent weeks. We

dontt pay enough to attract the teachers, but.there is a great
demand not anly'in these.states-but in other states. Many states

are passing legislation that says in effect that if there is a
cettain perceot of bilingual children in the schools that are
say, Chicanitos, that.teachers in those schools must be bilingual.

'We recruit teachers fram New Mexico or wherever they are in great
demand 611 the way frm' Massachusetts to Florida io Michigan and
Illinois to California 'or whet have you. They are in great

1: 'demand, and I'd encourage you and other Chicano aspirants to entoi
into the field of education. There are great opportunities therel

not only opportunities but great,needs.

A. Ayala: .The ESL, Title VII has been increased from 30 million

dollars to 50 million dollars: That means that we are going to have

available to us '60 new program7s in bilingual-bicultural education.;
The great need, you talked about 20 thousand,*Axmando Rodrigues
Who used to be the Deputy Commissioner bf'Educatiob in Washington, D.C.
'(now he's the president of the East Atlantic Commullity College), in
Tucson.he once asked for 200 thousand bilingual teitheu. Now, in

the state of California alone wia employ lOO thousand. it used to
be that they saidthat we cannot find any qualifie4 Mexican-Ameritans
but now the thing has turned around. They cannot afford us. We're

in demand and we know where the contracts are coming from. If you'r

in education, if you're bilingual, if you're bicultliral, you're 'in

great demand' anywhere in the United States. Not only that, let's

1
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multiply that by twp. I might as wel). go'and thrOwmy little
philosophy in here and if we're going to play the, numbers game I
think that anybody who gets an IQ test should havelone in\two
lahguages And then you multiply the IQ by two. Those of\us Who
serve in any postion and who are Silingual and who are bicatural
and.are placed on a,salary schedule, we ought to multiply that\by
two, also. We would,pay double the income tax, also. '[

Jay, if this young lady ia having any trouble getting'ajobl
I can refer her.to placeP where she would be offered a cantact
tamorrow.

CHICANO ASSOCIATED WITH REBEillOk

Q. Viewer: I'm a Mexican-American and I think. Chicano is a.
rebellibUb word and I want to knoc., w* you use the word Chicano,
and I think that you're.putting down the Mexican real low when you
use it. I am Mexican. I'm not Chicano. Chicano is mainly
rebellion. I jUst tuned in. - I don't know what's go.ing on, hut I
heard you say he w(Ls Chleano and I want-to know why. I've been a
Mexican so long. '

Widger: h4chisimas gracias. That's Chicano"for_thank you a
t. At the beginning of the program L idlentified what the Chicano

felt and this is what the Chitano felt a Chicano was. Points I,
2, 34 4, 50 and 6, 7,-8, 9, 10 and if 0u're lacking in any of
these you're not a Chicano. One of the things that we said was that
Chicano has.become a very exclusive and respectable and beautiful
term. When I was growing up, Chioano had a bad connotation, and
it was bad at that time. The only people that dared call themselves
Chicanos were the lower class, the marijuanas, the knife swingers,'
the tight-skirted young ladies of the neighborhood, but that was
the only word that we had to identify burselves with. Now we've
taken this word, and the lower stratas, the lower classes still
exist in every race, but the word Chicano has come up in the world
like an orphan child. P4op1e no longer need fear it, we.only ask
you to respect it because it has become respectable. Now it means
you can be rich or poor. The main thing was these ten little points
that I put up here that you feel ,Chicano. That you came from
Mexican ancestry, that you grow up speaking Chicano. And Chicano
can be a good.word. Is there a substitute for Chicano? It's a
good word. You can be proud of it. Identify yourself ap a Chicano.
I am a Chicano. You don't see me smoking marijuana or wearing short,
tight skirts, or prowling the neighborhoods. Do you see me doing
it? No. I'ma Chicano and I have a B.A.

A. A la: Putting it ail sort of into a couple of words, Chicanismo
is a state of mind.
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CHICANO MOVEMENT: A STATE OF MIND-: AYALA

We'Chidanos know7What we're looking-forward to.. Wetre asking

a lot a'f questions. We're saying, "Why not?" That's the.big.

question. Why do We have to have an 80% drop-out rate, for instaace,
in schools? Why do, we always have to say, 'Well, we know-we just
can't make it aver there" in whatever profeibion we are talking
about? Why do we only have seven Mexican-American scientists in
the.United States? That's the kind of questions ve are asking. .When

you start asking questions, then you start a-movement. So therefore
it is a state of-mind and anybody is welcome to it. From where I.
stand, anybody who is ready to ask the quest.ion and join-us in
finding the solutions is welcome: We don't want you to be part of
the problem;:, we have enough of.those. We want you to be part of'

. the solution., And thatls what we're-coming. Prom. And I think the
symposium tomorrow is going to be dealing in a lot of the areas in
which we need to concentrate--education, law, and-so forth. :

A. Rivera: Just very briefly I think Chicanos-are very mature, too.
If someone doesn't want to be called Chicano we will understand ite
If.someone wants to be called Hispano, that's their business. If

sameone wants to be called Mexicana'', we'll respect them., If

sameone wants to be called Latino, we'll respect them, too.l*Ne
only ask for four things as Chicanos. We ask for iipportunity."-- We

ask fdr justice. We ask for respeetandi we ask f9r self determination.
And I think that these are all very worthy goals.

THE USE OF NAMES IN SCHOOL

Q. Viewer: A friend of mine teaches at a public school here in
Salt Lake and a couple of years ago they were having a conference
with-some Chicano leadsrs and they were worried abaut how to try
and help the Chic'anosIand this is a school which does a lot of
individualized education. .0ne of the men said to try tocall the
students by their Chicano names such as Manuel rather than Manuel.
The teacher Said, "We da that and the students get angry at this'
and say.they don't,want to be called,Manuel." And the man just
didn't believe her. So khat are peoiole supposed.to do 'when they

are talking with these people and they say, "We're doing what you
say.," and they just say, "No, you're not." How pan a person do
anything in,a situation like that? *

A. Knowlton: Having worked or having taught Mexican-American or
Chicano students in the,Southwest for almost 15 years, I ran atross
this problem many times'and the answer is that you call the sti4e-nt

em)

or pronounce the student's name the way the student wants to have'

it pronounced. If he wants to have it p onounced Manuel, then you

use the word Manuel. The basic probl is that too often Anglo-

American teacher have tisftonounced Spanish names to the. embarrassment

or.humiliation of Chicano or Irexican-American studentsYor else they
have deliberately made fun of these-names and so that manY Chicano
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students or children, in fear of embarrassment or in fear of having
their names mispronounced, adopt an English pronunciation .of .a
Spanish name. lithatever the child likes is the way the teacher should

pronourice it.

A. Ayala: Could I explain a little bit orethat, Dr. Knowlton?
Usually it is not the teacher, it is the secretary at tile schoal
thirchanges your name. "?Camo te llamas?" "Arwiando Ayala) a sue

ordenes." "Oh, thatts too hard. I'll juit call you Mandy, alright?"
So you are stuck. with Mandy and the secretavy,takes. you to the
teacher and says, 'Nrs. whoever her name is, I want you ta meet
Mandy. He is your new student." Frouthen you go on. It just
goes on and on. Again a name is, as you said, Dr. Knowlton, a very
sacred thing4 I think that I felt that the tone of the question
-was, "Why don't you guys get your/heads together'and tell us what
you want us to do?" And we do not have a capsule all ready that
says, "Why don't you come in with one philosophy" and we're saying,
"No, we don't have One philosophy. We're individual." ,This is
what we call individualized instruction. And lee,s start with
the name. Si m quiero Itamar Armando Ayala o el hueso ovlo que
sea, because we all have nicknames, too, where I come from. A mi
me liaman ei hueso. Of course, this is not unique to the Spanish-
speaking people, either, in this particular afea. Names cause many
problems heYe. Indian students have serious problems with names
and so forth.

Q. Viewer: If most,of you claim as you just did that you're all
Americans, we're all Americans working together for the same cause,
why then do you want to be grouped as Mexiean-Ameridans and other
groups want to be grouped as Blacks or Orientals or so forth? Why
don't we all just work together for the same cause that you have
been trying to work for? Thank you.

A. Knowlton:. As armormon I note that most Mormons want to maintain
a Mormon identity, and they object to lieing called Proteatants. In'
fact, I' reMeMber during World War II we had quite a struggle with
the U.S. Al* before they would' give us a separate religious
identification from Protestant. I know,.tbo, the Southerners are
not too fond of being called Ydhkees and they usually aSsociate
Yankee with a word that we cannotuse on the air. I also note that
Northerners are apt to use other words to r9ker to Southerners
and the Mid-Westerners are quite proud of Yang called Mid-Westerners.
The fact is that most of us have pride in our origin,.our baCkground,
the areas in which we live, the religious and the ancestral groups
from whence we came and we do not all want to be`melted into a
bland, tasteless sort of a mush. I mean for steW to have a real
stew identity the ingredients must maintain their identity and for
the United States to become the kind of a nation that wd would like
it to become, it should be one in which people are proud of their
origin, proud of their,ancebtry and also proud of their nationality.
And unless people have pride in Who they are and where they come
from, how can they have.pride in their own personalities.
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WELFARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS
*.

Q. viewer: v Mk. Rivera, I'm wondering what the State Board of Family
Services is doing now. in Utah for the Chicano. 310

A. Rivera: Thaek you for the dell. The caller may know that I
served on the State Board of Family Ser4ices for a long time. I'm
no longer on the tioard, incidentally'. I thought that that was a
chance fo give some input into the deliveu. system of services for
the Welfare Department. I think that I 14is able to give some input
in that position, input that not only helped Chicanos that were
poor but maybe all the poor. I also felt that I. experienced some
frugtrations being on that.Boird. .I found that 80% of the money
for welfare cames from the Federal Government and this comes
according to guidelines issued by the'Federal Government. And-so,
though the Family Services Board has a decision-making role or 'is
a policy board, it can't chi*ge the guidelines so you are limited
there. The other 20% came from the State Legislature and the.State
Lesislature then tells you how .you are going to spend the money or
'what the level of grants will be for the recipients. And soo while
you try very hard to give, meaningful Input and assume mai of the
responsibility as a citizen of the state, sometimes you find some
frustrations: I think that,the State Board of Family Services has
done reasonakly well. One of the things that's important is that
they have tried to institutiOnalize or trIcorporate viewpoints
from different minority groups and so they try to hire some Chicanos
on their staff. By hiring them on the staff we have institutionalized
inVut rather than having,to dame as a lobbying group from the
ou$side such as we have had to do with the State Board Z:d. Education.
So I feel reasonably positive about the Welfare Department.

Q# Viewer: Dr, Riverd, what do you think of the school systems
throughout Salt Lake City, especially on the west side, how Chicano
kids are being treated; especially not having as many models. for .

Chicanod or mihorities and 9nly have a male model, no fgmale model?

A. Rivera: O.K. I would be happy to respond to that. I feel
that we have p Long way to go before the educational system in Utah
meets the needs of our Chicano ,students. Our Chicano students are
unique culturally. We have a cultural difference that impacts upon
their success in a-school system that is pretty monoculture' not
inclusive of the backgrOund of our Spanish-speaking students and
we have no models. We have very few teachers;_we have no professionals
in enough numbers that our students can really identify with them
ipd relate to them and who cAn also identify and understand our
fludents. So you're right. , We have a" long way to go.
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COUNOILOR'S AIDE PROGRAMRIVE1A

One of,the best programs that we have in our schbols is a
counselor aide program white an effort-was made by students
themselvesHo get some counselors. If ue couldn't get them a
professional, we.would get sobe college students tb help counsel
high school.students and junior high school students,.and these
students ate doing a:tremendous job but they only work 20 hours a
week or less, are underpaid., and: are.asked tb counsel hUndreds of
students. For instance, at West Jfh School we have Over 220
Chicanitos and we only have one counselor three hours a day and
this is simply inadequate. It's a very gol6d program. It works.
It's effective. It's probably done more than anything else in at
helping our students succeed and to lower the drop-out-rate, but'
we siMply do not have enough of these. Now we're fortunate in
Salt L'iske School DistriCt now that a tremendous effort was made .

by the community and by pr. Eugene:Garcia himself .to betow
elected fo the Salt Lake' City School 71Oard. Now we have OA a
policy-making bdaid one of our own who I think will 'have a real
impact. Hopefully, with a lot of work, we'll eventually begin
to meet those needs. Now ue have to do the same thing in other
districts. We have same administrators now. We have Jose Deval
in Salt Lake. Chris.Seguda and Richard Gomei in Granite District.
We're beginning to work closely with Jordan District. We have
personnel at Tooele School District and probably others-in Ogden,
but we notice that when a district hires a Chicano he becomes so
valuable that wtere before they didn't see a need for him, now
he is supposed to be a super-Chicano and meet all kinds of needs.
So we're optimistic that if we give of our own personal time and
work closely With the administration and the school board that
gradually changes will come that will help our kids.

CULTURAL BRIDGE

Q. Monson: Our.time is just about gone this evening. Do you have
a final comment you want to make'

A. Knowlton: My final comment would be ttiis. That the Mexican-
Americans can make tremendous contributions to the cultural vitality
of Utah and the Southwest if they are allowed into the mainstream
of American society educationally, edonomically, politically and
socially while at the same time encouraged to maintain their native
cultures and languages. Thee they can really serve, as I mentioned
before, as a'bridge of cuitural understanding between the United
.States and the whole Spanish-speaking World.
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